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Within weeks of the March 28, 1979 accident at Three Mile Island, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) decided to institute a Special Inquiry to review and report on the accident. The principal objectives of the inquiry were to determine what happened and why, to assess the actions of utility and NRC personnel before and during the accident, and to identify deficiencies in the system and areas where further investigation might be warranted.

The work of the Special Inquiry was not intended to duplicate the efforts of the President's Commission on The Accident at Three Mile Island. It was designed to enable the NRC to fulfill its regulatory responsibilities by achieving the fullest possible understanding of the accident, both from a technical point of view and from the standpoint of how the NRC's own regulatory processes functioned.

Recognizing the potential conflict of interest problems involved if the inquiry were directed and undertaken solely by NRC staff, the Commission in mid-June 1979 contracted with our law firm, Rogovin, Stern & Huge, to conduct the inquiry, specifying that it would have full independence in carrying out the work. Neither the law firm nor any of its members had any prior involvement with nuclear energy issues.

The bulk of the inquiry staff consisted of volunteer NRC professionals chosen for their expertise in subjects to be pursued by the inquiry. Some of these individuals had been with the NRC and its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission, for many years; others were relative newcomers to the NRC from congressional staffs or academia. To ensure the inquiry's competence and independence, we reviewed the NRC staff members' professional qualifications and any prior involvement they had had in the accident or the licensing of the two reactors at Three Mile Island, so that we could be alert to any possible conflicts of interest.

In addition to NRC staff members, a number of technical consultants in the areas of accident investigation and safety management, and lawyers experienced in the conduct of investigations were hired to assist the inquiry full time. Work was also performed for the inquiry in several technical or specialized areas by national laboratories, by the National Academy of Public Administration (to convene an expert Panel on emergency response), and by a firm expert in human factors engineering.

During the investigative stage of the inquiry, we conducted approximately 270 formal depositions under oath. Those deposed included the five commissioners of the NRC, dozens of top NRC staff officials, the management of both the utility company that operates Three Mile Island and the reactor's manufacturer, and the control room crews. In addition, we had access to the transcripts of interviews and depositions taken by other investigations, including the President's Commission and the NRC's own enforcement investigation, and we conducted hundreds of additional interviews ourselves.
In a further effort to improve the quality of our inquiry and to ensure that we would not be "captured" by the staff, the personal views of some 21 outside consultants expert in the field of nuclear safety were sought on the intended course of the inquiry and its final product. These consultants, from universities, national laboratories, industry, and the public interest sector, were chosen not only for their knowledge and judgment but also for their wide spectrum of views. They met with us in teams of three to six early in the inquiry to examine our work plans, and again near the end of the project to comment on draft sections of our final report; each responded in detail to a draft of our proposed conclusions and recommendations. Our understanding with these consultants from the beginning was that they would not be solicited to "endorse" our conclusions, but rather to educate us and to criticize our effort in order to help us improve it.

While our inquiry was specifically focused on the accident at Three Mile Island, we were asked to reach conclusions and to make recommendations with a broader sweep than the accident itself. Since "extrapolation" has been recognized to be "the fertile father of error," we wish to point out at the outset that where we do make generalizations about the industry as a whole, there are notable exceptions. We hope the reader will bear this in mind.

In any project such as this Special Inquiry, where the combined talents of some 70 nuclear engineers, scientists, lawyers, and investigators have been blended together with a large number of outside consultants, it is most important to make clear where responsibility lies for the conclusions and recommendations found in these volumes.

We have had the benefit of a superb technical staff. They have unstintingly given us an unmatched level of excellence, as have our 21 individual consultants. Without their hard work and the quality of their contributions—indeed, without the unique interplay of diverse viewpoints to which we have had the good fortune to be exposed during this inquiry—this report would not have been possible. While all these talented people have guided us through the rocks and shoals of an extraordinarily technical inquiry, in the end we must take sole responsibility for the report—and particularly for the conclusions and recommendations, which are ours and ours alone. We hope they are objective, informed, and clear.

Finally, a note about the organization of this report. For years, the nuclear energy debate was carried on in this country by a relative handful of people. Three Mile Island has changed that. The nuclear power issue has become riveted to the American consciousness. Volume I of this report contains a narrative account of the accident and a discussion of our overall conclusions and recommendations. Volume II contains more detailed factual and technical material, from which Volume I is drawn in large part.

The narrative account of the accident in Volume I is written in an open, nontechnical style in the hope that it will be widely read and will encourage the reader to examine the conclusions and recommendations that comprise the second portion of this volume.

Mitchell Rogovin
George T. Frampton, Jr.
Rogovin, Stern & Huge

Washington, D.C.
January 1980
As one looks downriver from where the Pennsylvania Turnpike crosses the Susquehanna, the four cooling towers rear out of the trees like an alien campground, as abrupt and startling in their natural setting as the faces on Easter Island come upon unexpectedly.

Barely a year ago, these towers were symbols of a still-promising nuclear power industry—an industry not without its problems, but one that did not despoil the air or land (unlike coal power, that mainstay of Pennsylvanian economies past), and that exploited a fuel (unlike oil) readily available from domestic sources.

To the American public these towers have now become monuments to an epic industrial accident, if not, as some would insist, headstones over the grave of the nuclear industry itself, which in the end may become the accident's only victim.

Shorn of its northeastern geography and certain eerie coincidences of timing, the accident at Three Mile Island might well have been relegated to 30-second shots on the network news and inside pages of the metropolitan dailies—a significant disaster in which no one died, in an industry few understood. Fortune decreed otherwise. Like certain other functional structures on the modern American landscape—the bridge at Selma, Alabama; the Watergate complex; the Texas Schoolbook Depository in Dallas—the towers at "TMI" have slipped into an unprojected half-life as reminders of steep depressions in our national lifeline. Tourists drive by slowly, pan over their contours with 8-mm movie cameras, or just stand looking at them. Three Mile Island is a big deal; something important happened here.

From its placid beginnings, the nuclear facility at TMI had seemed an unlikely setting for any kind of tragedy; partly for this reason, the accident, once it occurred, was monumentally conspicuous.

The island itself sits at the center of the historic Susquehanna Basin, breadbasket of colonial America. William Penn exulted over its “fast, fat earth;” even today the basin’s farm acreage is among the Nation’s most productive. Not far is the heart of Pennsylvania Dutch country. (State emergency authorities, contemplating evacuation of the area in the spring of 1979, would face special problems in getting word to Old Order Amish farmers, whose resolute disdain for contemporary trappings extends to

From Goldsboro’s tree-lined streets, the cooling towers of Three Mile Island just above the horizon.
telephones and radios, the nervous system of emergency management.) To this day, the region still steeps in the passions of the Founding Fathers; the cities of York and Lancaster take quiet pride in having served as interim capitals of the American Confederation during the months in 1776-77 when the British occupied Philadelphia in the wake of the signing of the Declaration of Independence.

The Susquehanna Basin is, in short, a conservative, self-assured part of the country, and Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed), the regional power company, had long been a part of it—a low-profile, middle-range utility solicitous of its shareholders and concentrating its modest public relations efforts, in the manner of wise utility companies through the ages, on the State legislature. Since the capital, Harrisburg, is only 10 miles upriver of TMI, the company's approach augured well.

In 1946, Met Ed became a subsidiary of General Public Utilities Company (GPU), whose engineering unit, GPU Service Company, would supervise the construction and preoperational testing of the nuclear plant at TMI. Another subsidiary of GPU, Jersey Central Power and Light, had built the first nongovernment subsidized commercial nuclear powerplant in the country in 1963 at Oyster Creek, New Jersey.

Three Mile Island itself was much a part of the utility's tradition: Met Ed and its predecessor had owned the island's 814 acres since shortly after the turn of the century. Shaped like a sort of stretched-out amoeba breasting the river's north-to-south currents, the island's alluvial soil was leased for farming at various intervals in its history. It always was favored by fishermen, picnickers, birdwatchers, and collectors of Indian artifacts. Until Met Ed built a small hydroelectric dam on its eastern side, there was nothing linking the island to the mainland; it was reachable only by boat and barge.

When the power needs of the region expanded and Met Ed announced it intended to build a big nuclear facility on Three Mile Island, the new development came as no shock. Preliminary hearings were virtually devoid of rancor; there were no charges of landgrabbing, no residential dislocations. Some farmers and dairymen were apprehensive about the possible effects of radioactive releases from the plant, but this seemed hardly more ominous than the potential smog and soot from a fossil fuel plant.

The area could use the electricity, and the payroll assuredly was a welcome infusion into the economy. There was little fear of a domineering corporate presence in community affairs. The huge plant, when completed, would be run by engineers and technicians, mostly young, many of them recent veterans of Admiral Hyman G. Rickover's "nuclear navy." These people ranked well down the corporate ladder at Met Ed, whose executives had their offices in company headquarters at Reading. The superintendents, supervisors, foremen, and operators at the future plant would be preoccupied with their jobs, not with regional politics. As citizens, they would be fine additions, tending to mow their lawns, mind their business, pay their taxes, and support public institutions.

For the neighbors who objected to the plant on esthetic grounds, there was not much anyone could do except learn to love the four 350-foot towers. They were beyond camouflage—huge, skyblocking pots, each seemingly capable of holding a sizable arrangement of giant redwoods.

A more practical concern was the hazard implied in situating a nuclear installation in a line 2.5 miles off the south end of the runway at the new Harrisburg International
Airport, opened after the first nuclear unit for the island, TMI-1, was announced. Yet the towers were the only real navigation hazard. All the nuclear activity would be taking place in the squat containment buildings, shaped like concrete pressure cookers. And these were designed specifically to withstand the direct impact of a 200,000-lb Boeing 727 jet flying at 200 knots.

There were other reassuring features of TMI, quite apart from its being built by a nice old power company and run by nice young men. The TMI reactors themselves would be designed and built by Babcock & Wilcox (B&W), a pioneer in the power generation business. B&W's reactor simulator was available for operator training at its plant in Lynchburg, Virginia. A B&W representative would be in residence at the TMI facility, and its staff nuclear experts were always within easy call.

Finally, Harrisburg was close enough to guarantee that State officials would have a very personal interest in seeing to it that TMI was run well within the regulations. Along those same lines, there was further assurance in the nearness of the Federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission: the NRC's Region I office was just 80 miles east on the Turnpike in the Philadelphia suburb of King of Prussia, Pennsylvania. The NRC's headquarters offices were scattered around Bethesda, Maryland, a 2 1/2-hour drive; and the offices of the NRC commissioners—for that matter, of the Congress and the President of the United States—only another 30 minutes on into Washington.

In short, there was the comfort of knowing that any prudent utility situated this close to all that surveillance would be running a taut ship. Or so went the conventional wisdom.

The TMI plant presented a serene picture indeed, when set alongside several of its beleaguered brethren caught up in the boiling environmental concerns of the late seventies. If the major nuclear accident that opponents of nuclear power freely predicted, and the industry's own oddsmakers admitted was possible, were going to happen, it would hardly happen here.

Hindsight, of course, brings reality more clearly into focus. Long before the accident at Three Mile Island, there was a high bravado quotient widespread throughout the industry and its regulators. Licensing procedures were not entirely adequate, giving rise to deficiencies in some plant designs. Operator training was totally inadequate for emergencies, and poorly monitored. Control rooms were often designed with precious little attention to the operators' needs. The lessons learned from malfunctions and mistakes at nuclear plants both here and abroad were never effectively shared within the industry.

Preparations for emergency response to a nuclear accident—in the industry, the NRC, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania—were incomplete, untried, haphazard, or nonexistent. Here as elsewhere, nuclear Cassandras, no matter how compelling their predictions, were brushed aside with recitations of the industry's 400 reactor-year safety record, which at that point no one denied was impressive. Early in March 1979, the York, Pennsylvania Record, a daily newspaper, ran a four-part series citing unsafe conditions at Three Mile Island's Unit 2. It was summarily dismissed by Met Ed President Walter Creitz as something less than a patriotic act—comparable in recklessness, Creitz said, to shouting "Fire!" in a crowded theater.

The accident at TMI-2 began just a few days later at 4 a.m. on March 28. A minor malfunction, or transient, in the nonnuclear part of the system would evolve a series of
automated responses in the reactor’s coolant system, and during all of this, the relief valve on top of a piece of equipment called "the pressurizer" would become stuck open. Owing to continued misreading of the symptoms by the operators over a 2 1/4-hour period before the relief valve was closed and the turning off of an automatic emergency cooling system, the reactor core would become partially uncovered and severely damaged. It would be another 12 hours before the plant crew and the engineers from GPU Service Company would concur in effective corrective action. And that was but the beginning.

At the same time, as luck would have it, a movie called *The China Syndrome*, starring Jane Fonda, was being introduced at theaters all over the country. It was about an accident at a nuclear powerplant, and the efforts of a venal power company to hide the likelihood of the reactor core melting through the steel-lined concrete bottom of its containment and into the earth, possibly releasing enormous quantities of radioactive matter into the environment. The film, though fictional, was produced with great attention to technical detail; it was-thanks only in part to the events at Three Mile Island-well and widely reviewed, endlessly promoted and quoted in the media.

The cumulative effect of the film on the public perception of the accident at TMI is immeasurable. That it sensitized many readers and watchers, as well as reporters, editors, and commentators, to the implications of a nuclear accident and the possibility of a core melt is a thesis almost beyond argument.

The location of Three Mile Island within easy reach of the New York and Washington media centers also guaranteed immediate and massive attention from the wire services, networks, news magazines, the *New York Times*, the *Washington Post*, and all the other dailies, as well as the U.S. bureaus of most of the foreign media. TMI was equally accessible to cities like Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston, homes of big daily newspapers whose readers also live within the shadow of nearby nuclear powerplants.

In short, the threat of a nuclear disaster at a powerplant on the very doorstep of the northeastern megalopolis, in the teeth of recent energy-environmental arguments over nuclear power generation, almost guaranteed heavy news coverage under any circumstances. Add a hit movie about a plot to conceal a pending nuclear disaster, with Jane Fonda as a reporter out to uncover the plot, and the result is a media stampede.

By the third day of the accident, an estimated 400 reporters jockeyed for leads and angles at the TMI site, many if not most of them meanwhile trying desperately to cut through the jargon and acronyms of the industry for a simple understanding of what was going on and what might happen-and where everybody would run if it did.

It was not always enlightened journalism, but there was lots of it, and in the midst of it all, the nuclear industry was abruptly stripped of whatever mystique it had left from the old days of the Manhattan project. When the operators at TMI-2 misread the accident symptoms; when the plant’s designers failed for another whole day to correct the diagnosis; when the NRC regulators came on the scene, floundering as they tried to discover what had happened, it all took place before a packed house. And in retrospect that was probably a good thing.

Instances of inadequate research, inaccuracy, factual cornercutting, and overkill marred the performance of some of the newspeople. But the story that got out was
basically pretty straight: this was a serious and avoidable accident. It could have been much worse. It could have happened in a lot of places.

Barring basic changes in the industry and the way it is regulated, it could happen again. The fact that it happened here at Three Mile Island, in the glare of media spotlights, may be the best insurance that it will not recur.
arrative of the incident

1  "TURBINE TRIP REACTOR TRIP"

It is approaching 4 a.m., the downhill side of the graveyard shift, and four operators are moving through the routines of Unit 2 plant on Three Mile Island (TMI-2). This is a billion dollar facility, and just now it is under the complete control of this youthful quartet, all high school graduates and, coincidentally, all veterans of the nuclear Navy. Control room operators Craig Faust and Edward Frederick are quietly monitoring and making adjustments at the more critical of hundreds of instrument indicators in the brightly lighted control room.

In a glass-enclosed office at the rear of the control room, partially obscured from the operators, William Zewe, Shift Supervisor for both Units 1 and 2 at TMI, is trying to overtake his paperwork. Zewe is a licensed senior operator, qualified to run either unit. Hardworking and respected, he is most often to be found close by the newer installation these days: Unit 1 has been shut down for refueling and is preparing for restart later in the day.

Since it first "went critical" (started up) exactly 1 year before to the hour, Unit 2 has been bedeviled by a series of mishaps-mostly minor, but troublesome. It has been running reasonably well, however, since it went into commercial operation on December 30, 1978, and is now at 97 percent of maximum power.

Down in the maw of the turbine building, Shift Foreman Fred Scheimann, the fourth licensed operator on hand at the plant, is toiling with Auxiliary Operators Don Miller and Harold Farst in an effort to unclog a "resin plug" in a pipe leading from an apparatus known as the "No. 7 condensate polisher." Basically, the polisher is a water-softening device aimed at removing stray minerals from the feedwater system. The agent for accomplishing this is a resin that comes in the form of tiny beads about the consistency of coarse sand. Occasionally, the resin becomes packed and clogs up the pipe. When this happens, the resin must be "fluffed" back up with blasts of compressed air

Operators and supervisors on duty when the accident began were (from right): Craig Faust, Edward Frederick, William Zewe and Fred Scheimann.
Steam pipes as big around as man-hole covers criss-cross the Unit 2 turbine building.

bubbled through the water into the packed beads. The technique is not infallible; this particular plug has been frustrating crews over an 11-hour period.

To the uninitiated, there is something unsettling about any large powerplant—particularly a nuclear plant on a night shift. Scale, for one thing. Media covering the TMI accident have been taken to task for overuse of foreboding words such as "loom" and "lurk"—and "foreboding." In this setting, they are tough words to avoid. The massiveness is a special adjustment for naval reactor veterans who are accustomed to compactness: the reactor plant on a nuclear submarine would just about fit into a small house. TMI’s Unit 2 alone is as big as a medium-sized shopping center with a maze of pipes as big around as manhole covers and valves the size of fence gates.

Few people work under the 4-acre roof of a nuclear powerplant. By contrast a nuclear ship teems with people working cheek-by-jowl, their chiefs and officers hard by, and quite literally looking over their shoulders. Out here in the plant, beyond the uncozy confines of the control room, one’s first impression might well be that the place is deserted; to a major extent, the plant runs itself. Perhaps most of the human effort required to marshal, monitor, and occasionally intrude on the plant systems is customarily exerted in the control room, which can be either disconcertingly quiet or confusingly alive with signals and alarms. Operators in the control room stay in touch with anyone out in the plant or in the Unit 1 control room by means of a paging system
that has the tonal quality of a bad bronchial cough. In the control room, the effect is loud and intrusive; out in the plant, it can make you jump.

For ex-Navy reactor operators, the transition to a commercial plant is not simply one of size, but also of intensity. Admiral Rickover's Navy is carefully screened, tightly controlled, and rigorously drilled, as close to an elite as any group to be found in today's Armed Forces. Its veterans constitute the single large talent pool from which civilian nuclear operators are drawn. After a hitch or two on nuclear submarines or surface vessels, Navy operators find a ready market for their skills as new commercial reactors come on line. At the present time, approximately half of the civilian industry's operators-like Zewe, Faust, Frederick, and Scheimann—are Rickover alumni, although it is unusual to find so many of them on a single shift.

There is always a sense of urgency to a Navy technician's watch, a sense that this reactor is powering a ship of war on a mission, that he is accountable for his part, however small a fragment, of the total operation, and that if he is stumped, his superiors are close at hand, and they know the equipment better than he does. On a big civilian reactor installation, as here at TMI, it is very hard to get a feel for what is going on; a person reports for work and is immediately surrounded and dwarfed by it. This vessel is grounded in concrete, moving nowhere. It is a difficult thing to look at a winking light on a board, or hear a peeping alarm—let alone several of them—and immediately draw any sort of rational picture of something happening out in the vast plant, let alone meet it with anything but a mechanical response.

Here at TMI-2, the control room itself, for all the array of instrumentation, has an improvised look; it would not be mistaken for the Starship Enterprise. The control panels nearer at hand are arranged in an arc, effectively fencing off the operators from annunciator panels that stand at the far side of the room and display banks of alarm signals. An operator needing quick access to these more distant panels makes a choice between an end run and a vault. Repair tags hang from dozens of the toggles, some of them obscuring the faces of other instruments.

Almost on the nose at 4 a.m., Bill Zewe's concentration is broken by the sudden warble of an annunciator alarm out in the control room—a sound as cloyingly persistent as a continued tugging at a sleeve. The shift supervisor looks out into the control room; several annunciator lights are blinking to life on the control system panel. He hurries out to join Faust and Frederick in trying to figure out what's going wrong, and what to do about it.

Down in the turbine building, the quiet has just been destroyed by what Scheimann will describe as "loud thunderous noises, like a couple of freight trains." What he hears will later be ascribed to "water hammer," a physical phenomenon familiar to any householders who have ever had air in their hot water pipes. It can occur in large pumping systems when the water flow is suddenly interrupted.

The silence is hardly restored when Zewe's voice crackles over the paging system, with what sounds to Scheimann's trained ears like "Turbine trip-reactor trip." Scheimann drops everything and bolts for the control room....

(Narrative continues on page 14)
The coolant system of a pressurized water reactor such as the one at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (see Color Plate 1) is a circuit, or closed loop of distilled water with a small amount of boric acid. The water is kept during normal reactor operation at an average temperature around 575 degrees Fahrenheit (normal boiling temperature: 212°F) and pressures high enough (around 2200 pounds per square inch) to keep the water from boiling to steam. (For comparison, sea level pressure is 14.7 psi; the pressure in a large truck tire around 90-100 psi.) This loop is called the primary reactor coolant system.

The primary coolant water circulates and recirculates through this loop. First it goes from the reactor core which might be thought of as a furnace where the coolant water is heated by the heat of the fission chain reaction in uranium fuel rods sheathed in cladding made of a zirconium alloy called Zircaloy—then through two "hot leg" pipes which are 3 feet in diameter, to a steam generator. Here in the generator, the primary coolant system water transfers some of its heat to water in another, separate loop: the "secondary" or "feedwater loop. " Water in the secondary loop is heated to steam without ever coming in direct contact with the primary coolant.
Having lost some of its heat, the primary coolant water then moves back via four pipes known as the "cold legs" to the reactor core. There it is heated once again and repeats the cycle.

The primary coolant is normally kept moving at high speed in the loop by enormous "reactor coolant pumps", extraordinary devices (there are four of them), each of which costs several million dollars. Each requires for its own operation enough electricity (2700 kilowatts) to light a small town.

One more detail: there are two coolant loops in the TMI-2 reactor (only one is shown in Color Plate 1), called the "A" and "B" loops. Each loop is pretty much like the other. Each has its own steam generator feeding steam to the turbine that makes electricity. Each loop contains two out of the four reactor coolant pumps. Again: one reactor, two coolant loops, four reactor coolant pumps (two in each loop), two steam generators, one steam turbine, and one electric generator.

At a point between the reactor and the steam generator, there is a pipe leading to the bottom of a large vessel or tank called a "pressurizer". During normal operation, coolant water does not circulate back and forth through this pipe. The pressurizer is kept a little more than half full of coolant water. Above the water is a bubble, or cushion, of steam. This steam cushion at the top of the pressurizer can be made larger or smaller by slight heating or cooling of the pressurizer water just beneath it. The whole apparatus is, in fact, a means of keeping the pressure in the reactor coolant system relatively constant. When the bubble temperature and pressure are increased, it tends to push water from the pressurizer out into the primary reactor coolant loop, thus increasing the pressure in the loop. When the temperature and pressure in the pressurizer are lowered, steam condenses and the bubble shrinks. Water tends to come from the reactor coolant loop up into the pressurizer, and the overall system pressure is decreased.

In a pipe leading out of the top of the pressurizer, at the top of the space normally occupied by the steam bubble, is the "pilot operated relief valve" (PORV), a very important piece of equipment to anyone who would understand the TMI-2 accident. This relief valve is designed to open automatically when the system pressure begins crowding the upper limits of safety. In theory, if the pressure in the coolant system rises very abruptly, the valve will open, some of the steam will rush out (shrinking the bubble), more water will move up into the pressurizer from the primary coolant loop, and system pressure will go down. When the system pressure is back to normal, the PORV is supposed to close automatically, having returned the system to a safer pressure. If the PORV fails to close, there is a block valve between it and the pressurizer that can be closed. In addition to the PORV there are two other safety valves.

The heart of the secondary (or "feedwater") system is the steam generator. Here, water in the secondary loop is heated to steam by the ultrahot water from the primary system as it moves through a series of metal tubes that are a part of the primary loop. The intense heat from the tubes boils the feedwater to steam in the steam generator, the steam moves through the secondary loop to the steam turbine, which turns the power generator that produces the electricity. After the steam has passed through the turbine, it moves through a condenser to be cooled and
condensed into water again and recycled back through the steam generators. (The condenser itself is cooled by water from still another circuit. Having been warmed in the process of condensing steam back into feedwater, the water in the condenser circuit is pumped up to the cooling towers ®, the most visible feature of many reactor stations; here this water is cooled by exposure to the atmosphere as it tumbles down a steep run of steps and then is pumped back into the condensers. The escaping water vapor is the familiar plume or cloud coming out of the cooling tower.)

Back for a moment to the secondary or feedwater loop: at a point in the line returning water from the condenser back to the steam generator are the "condensate polishers," or "demineralizers," the water-softeners mentioned in the narrative.

There are a number of reactor plant systems that played important roles in the accident; they are all parts of the general safety system common to all reactors called the "emergency core cooling system" (ECCS), a system that must supply cooling water to the hot reactor core if there is a loss of water due to a break in the reactor coolant system. If the break is small, the leakage flow out the break may not be large, so the system's internal pressure will stay high, making it harder for the ECCS to pump water in. In this case the plant relies on "high pressure injection" (HPI) pumps ® to deliver water from a large standby tank called the "borated water storage tank" (BWST)

If a reactor coolant pipe break is very large—for example, a complete break in a 3-foot-diameter pipe—the HPI pumps could not deliver enough water. The system therefore is provided with a set of "low pressure injection" (LPI) pumps that can deliver water to the core much more rapidly when a large pipe break has dropped the system's internal pressure. The LPI pumps, which are not shown in the diagram, also draw water from the BWST®.

The LPI pumps have another purpose, too. When a reactor is shut down, the radioactive waste in the fuel continues to produce a considerable, though diminishing, amount of this decay heat in the hours and days following; this heat must be removed if the core is to be kept from melting. After shutdown, the reactor is cooled first by continued normal operation of the steam generators until the reactor coolant system is down to a temperature of about 300°F and an internal system pressure below 400 pounds per square inch. When it has reached that low pressure, valves are opened to let one of the LPI pumps circulate coolant through the reactor core and out to a special heat exchanger to bring the system temperature all the way down to about 120°-140°F. In this configuration the system is not called the LPI system, but the "decay heat removal system." The decay heat removal system can be run continuously to remove the radioactive decay heat from the core.

There is another ECCS system that needs to be understood in this report: the "core flood tanks" ®. These two tanks are almost filled with water with a medium-pressure (600-pound per square inch) bubble of gas above the water. They stand above the reactor; a check valve prevents the higher reactor system pressure from driving more water into them. If a large pipe break occurs, it will take a few moments for the HPI and LPI pumps to deliver a fresh supply of cooling water to the core. To cool the core during those first critical moments, the core-flood tanks will spit out their thousands of gallons of water, driven by the 600-pound pressure of the gas bubble.

Briefly, this is the progression of the accident: it began with a chain of events in the secondary or feedwater loop, initiated by a failure of the condensate polishers. These
events culminated in a complete stoppage of water circulation in the secondary loop, leading to the inability of that loop to remove heat from the primary coolant loop. The primary coolant loop temperature quickly rose, raising the pressure in that system. The relief valve (PORV) atop the pressurizer opened automatically to relieve this pressure, but remained stuck in the open position when the pressure dropped, instead of automatically closing. This permitted the rest of the pressurizer steam bubble, and ultimately a lot of reactor coolant, to disappear out through the open valve—a loss of coolant accident, to be sure, but one for which the TMI operators had never been trained and which was not described in their written emergency procedures. This lack of preparation led to a misreading of the symptoms and mistaken responses that would uncover the core.
In the moments just prior to the cascade of system alarms at 4 a.m., operator Ed Frederick is adjusting the amount of boron in the primary reactor coolant system in order to compensate for leakage that had been occurring through the pressurizer relief valve (PORV) or possibly a safety relief valve. Any persistent leakage through one of these valves will tend to raise the concentration of boron in the primary coolant water—just as boiling water on top of a stove concentrates impurities. Frederick is diluting the solution by adding more water.

Recognizing the inconstant histories of relief valves, plant designers have provided instrumentation to detect leakage, and also have installed (see Color Plate 1) a remotely operated block valve between the PORV and the pressurizer which can be closed from the control room if the PORV sticks open. (This had in fact occurred with the TMI-2 PORV a year earlier, during prenuclear testing, though with no appreciable damage to the reactor.) It must also be mentioned that there is another errant half-measure—short of repair, replacement, redesign—that has been taken to atone for the PORV’s undependability. An indicator light has been installed in the control room, connecting to the opening-and-closing mechanism in the relief valve: when electric power is passed to the solenoid, permitting the valve to open, the light goes on; when diminished pressure in the pressurizer cuts off power to the solenoid, permitting the valve to shut, the light goes off.

Unfortunately, the light is proof only that power is reaching the valve-opening mechanism; it is only circumstantial evidence of the actual state of the valve itself, i.e., power has been cut off from the solenoid now, and the light shows it—but the valve remains open. It is ironic, in a day that will be marked by repeated refusal of the operators and supervisors to believe ominous readings from the reactor-monitoring instruments, that they elect to be misled by this bearer of what they perceived to be good tidings.

Operator Craig Faust recalls having just finished instrument readings showing temperatures downstream of the relief valve to be 180°F-500 higher than the maximum temperature allowed under plant procedures before the upstream block valve must be closed, and further evidence of the leaking valve.

The insistent alarm that brings Supervisor Zewe out of his office has been triggered by a "trip," or automatic shutdown, of the main feed pumps. This in turn closes the main turbine steam stop valves, which trip the turbine itself. Now, the water in the primary coolant system quickly heats and expands because the turbine is no longer drawing heat away. The pressurizer relief valve (PORV) opens, precisely as it is designed to do. As pressure continues to increase, albeit more slowly, the reactor protection system immediately "scrams"—shuts down—the reactor.

Once down, the reactor continues to put out fractional power due to decay heat-energy released by continued intense radiation from the fuel. But the heat-removing
function of the steam generator now overtakes the reactor's reduced heat output; the coolant water now cools and "shrinks," lowering system pressure and allowing the PORV automatically to shut—or this is the way it would work in a perfect world.

Instead, the relief valve sticks in the open position as reactor system pressure drops. Steam rushes out through the stuck-open valve at a rate of some 110,000 pounds per hour (equivalent to loss of some 220 gallons of water per minute), which it will continue to do for more than 2 hours before operators realize that the valve has failed to shut. The result of the stuck-open valve, of course, is to further depressurize the coolant system.

Most of this takes place within 12 seconds of the first alarm. After about perhaps 2 minutes, coolant system pressure has dropped 25% from a normal 2155 pounds per square inch to 1640 psi.
As the reactor coolant system pressure continues to drop and falls below 1640 psi, the automatic systems once again assert themselves. The high pressure injection (HPI) pumps start pushing new water into the coolant loop from the borated water storage tank (BWST) at a rate approaching 1000 gallons a minute, aimed at ensuring that the reactor core remains covered with coolant. It is the automatic response of machine to instrument readings, nothing more.

In most reactors, the actuation of the high pressure injection system is a telltale sign of a loss-of-coolant accident—a "LOCA," in the jargon of the trade. But the TMI-2 operators have seen the HPI pumps come on a number of times before when there has been a loss of feedwater flow or when the reactor scrammed, a most undesirable feature of this reactor design because it tends to mix up "normal" and "emergency" reactions by the automatic systems.

A more important factor contributing to the operators' failure to recognize that a LOCA is in progress is the pressurizer water level indicator. Their training on this particular equipment has taught the operators that the only credible check on the amount of coolant in the system is the indicator showing water level in the pressurizer. (In this Babcock & Wilcox reactor, there is no instrument for measuring, as a gas gauge does in an automobile, the amount of fluid in the reactor core portion of the coolant loop—or, stated more simply, the depth of water around the fuel rods.) If the pressurizer level remains high, the operators are not trained to anticipate that coolant water may be leaking out of the primary system.

Indeed, the operator training at Met Ed, at B&W, even back in the navy, tells these men that the condition to avoid at all costs is "going solid"—permitting the pressurizer to fill with water and thus losing the ability to regulate system pressure through the control of the pressurizer steam bubble.

The training and the written emergency procedures of the operators never postulated a loss-of-coolant accident through the top of the pressurizer itself, as is happening now. With the relief valve stuck open, the steam bubble vanishes like a jinni out through the valve, and the coolant water right after it. The system pressure continues to be low—a sign of a loss-of-coolant accident. But the pressurizer water level indicator keeps getting higher. Why is this?

The system pressure has dropped to "saturation," causing coolant to boil and eventually to form steam pockets at high points in the system. The expansion of these steam pockets—"voids"—continues to force coolant water up into the pressurizer, which now is no longer a pressure regulating device but merely a conduit for passing coolant from the primary system out of the stuck-open valve and into the "reactor coolant drain tank" in the containment building. It is a depressurizer.

Going by the book as it was taught to them, however, the operators continue to read the pressurizer indicator in the old mode: The coolant level is rising; the system is going
solid, for heaven's sake. Convinced by this logic that the system, indeed, is overloaded with coolant water, the operators override the emergency system and sharply reduce flow from the HPI pumps. It is a human intervention in the automatic chain of events not inconsistent with the operators' training, but it will have awesome consequences.

At Zewe's direction, Operator Ed Frederick shuts down one HPI pump and throttles back the other one from a maximum of 400 gallons per minute (gpm) to about half that flow. Not only does he throttle HPI, Frederick also lifts the plug at the bottom of the reactor coolant system to maximize "letdown" through the normal "makeup and let down system" that, like a swimming pool filtration system, constantly works to purify primary reactor coolant water. The effect of these two actions is to reduce to a trickle the amount of water being added to the system. This miserly flow rate, perhaps 25 gpm, will continue for the better part of the next 3 hours and is more than offset by the amount of coolant lost every minute through the stuck-open PORV.

Eight minutes into the accident (about 3 minutes after operators throttled back the HPI), Ken Bryan, who has been asked to come over from Unit 1 to avail himself of the opportunity of experiencing the management of a reactor trip, notes on entering the control room that the emergency feedwater No. 12 block valves, 24 known in operator parlance as "the 12's," are closed.

Bryan yells out his discovery. Apparently at that moment, Craig Faust, who is handling the controls on the secondary side, notices one of the control panel lights for the 12's indicates "closed." He flips up a tag which is hiding the panel light for the second 12 valve and exclaims, "They are both closed." Supervisor Bill Zewe yells, "Open them!"

When closed, these valves prevent the supply of emergency water to the steam generators which at that point have lost regular feedwater flow. This emergency feedwater is needed for cooldown. The Special Inquiry Group has not been able to determine how the block valves got to be closed that morning. We have concluded, however, that the 8-minute delay in restoring emergency flow did not directly affect the outcome of the accident—though it did serve to divert the attention of the operators, who patently needed no more distractions at this point.

During the ensuing 3 hours, Shift Supervisor Zewe will dismiss two warnings from a temperature instrument showing relief valve discharge temperatures about 100 degrees above normal range. (These are incorrectly reported to Zewe to be about 50 degrees lower than they really are.) He attributes the discrepancy to the fact that the PORV had been leaking anyway, and to residual heat from the early discharge of steam from the PORV when it opened (supposedly) for just a few seconds. (Zewe later testifies that he has seen higher readings than these under reasonably normal circumstances and that he felt that if the relief valve were stuck open, readings would have been much higher-over 300°F.)

At 4:14 a.m., with the accident sequence barely settling in, there are other conspicuous clues that the relief valve is still open. Continued discharge of coolant into
the reactor coolant drain tank from the stuck-open relief valve causes the tank’s pressure to increase. When the pressure reaches 192 psi, the rupture disc at the top of the tank bursts. Zewe takes note of this around 4:20, but again he misinterprets—as do all hands present.

With the rupture disc open, coolant from the stuck-open valve running into the reactor coolant drain tank overflows the tank onto the reactor containment building floor. At 4:38 a.m. an auxiliary building operator reports that the automatic containment sump (floor drain) pumps are pumping this water into the next-door auxiliary building. Zewe and Frederick agree to turn these sump pumps off.

By 5:00 a.m., the temperature inside the containment building is up from 120°F to 170°F, and building pressure has increased from 0 to 2.5 psi—still another sign that the PORV is stuck open.

George Kunder, a young engineer recently named superintendent of technical support at Unit 2, is duty officer on call. He arrives in the control room at 4:50 a.m. He is not yet that familiar with this reactor, having trained on Unit 1. The same is true for Joe Logan, the new superintendent of Unit 2, who arrives 55 minutes later. A retired navy captain and former commander of a squadron of nuclear submarines, Logan lends a certain senior presence to the youthful assemblage, but will play no significant role during the day, apparently because of his lack of intimate familiarity with the plant.

Shortly after Kunder arrives he is quickly overwhelmed by the strange behavior of the plant. Besides the oddity wherein a "solid" reactor coolant system remains at low pressure, he is accosted with chemical analyses showing low boron concentration in the reactor coolant and increasing counts on the neutron monitoring system. On top of everything else, the reactor's chain reaction appears to be restarting although all control rods are full in. The operators start emergency boration proceedings to stop the apparent reactor restart, little realizing that the low boron concentration and high neutron count are really telling them that the core is drying out.

There are two pairs of main reactor coolant pumps in the reactor's primary system, each the size of a small truck. At 5:13 a.m., the operators notice serious vibrations in the two B loop pumps and turn them off to avoid damage. The water continues to circulate, though, until the vibrations become serious in the other A loop pair. At 5:41, the A loop pumps are shut down as well. While the pumps ran, a mixture of steam and water was being pumped through the core, keeping it cool, but as soon as they are silenced the flow stops. The steam and water separate, with the steam rising to the upper part of the reactor system like gas in a shaken Diet Pepsi bottle.

The operators, though, do not realize how much steam the system contains: they still believe it is nearly full of water—since the pressurizer level indicator is still high—and are hoping that a process called "natural circulation" (convection flow of hot and cold water around the system) will cool the core. However, with all that steam in the system, no natural circulating flow occurs. The system stagnates.

In the next half-hour, serious core damage begins. With no flow, the hot core boils away the water, making more steam and gradually dropping the water level until the 12-foot fuel bundles are more than half uncovered.
At about 6:00 a.m., station manager Gary Miller, who has been in touch from his home since Zewe notified him of the reactor trip nearly 2 hours earlier, initiates a critical conference phone call to John Herbein, Metropolitan Edison's vice president for generation, an Annapolis graduate veteran of the navy nuclear program and the previous TMI station manager. Herbein is in Philadelphia for naval reserve training. On the line with Miller and Herbein are George Kunder, from the control room, and Leland Rogers, who has been site manager for B&W here at TMI since 1972 and currently directs B&W's technical support personnel at the site. Like Miller, Rogers is speaking from his home, where he has just learned of the accident. Kunder quickly briefs the other three on general plant status, including the plunge in system pressure levels from an initial surge at 2500 psi down to 700 psi (by this time, it actually had dropped as low as 625). He also tells them that the coolant pumps had to be turned off to avoid damage from excessive vibration.

Lee Rogers asks the critical question: Is the pressurizer block valve closed? Kunder replies that he doesn't know; he will check. A few seconds later, Rogers has his answer: Yes, the block valve is closed.

No one asks the followup question: When was the block valve closed?

The answer is that it has just been closed.

It is Brian Mehler, who has just come in to relieve Bill Zewe as shift supervisor, who gets credit for the day's first major correct move. Mehler checks over the reactor coolant instruments and quickly concludes there is a steam bubble in the "hot legs"—the pipes leading from the reactor to the steam generators—of the reactor coolant loop. With the coolant system pressure so low, there must be a bubble somewhere else, expanding and forcing water into the pressurizer. "I went to the computer," he will later testify, "and punched out the temperatures on both the [safety] valves and the electromagnetic relief valves." Based on readings showing the relief valve discharge line some 30 degrees hotter than the safety valve discharge lines, Mehler dismisses the pressurizer level reading and moves to a fresh conclusion: The PORV is leaking. Mehler orders the PORV block valve closed. (Later, Frederick, though not disagreeing that Mehler was the man who did it, offers a somewhat different interpretation of why it was done: because no one could think of anything else to do to bring the reactor back under control.)

For whatever reason and by whatever route, Mehler has arrived at exactly the right decision just 20 minutes after coming on the scene fresh from the outside.

Armed with this intelligence, any of the four men could be expected to reason that, with the pressurizer relief valve stuck open more than 2 hours, a loss of coolant accident had been in progress and full operation of the HPI system was critical. Instead, never having asked the second question, all will grope in bewilderment for another whole day before the truth strikes.

Much later, long after the accident has run its course, there will be extensive technical analysis of the accident, including study of events that did not actually happen that fateful day at TMI. Perhaps the most interesting of these alternative
sequences is the one that responds to the question, "What if the PORV block valve hadn't been closed at 6:18 a.m.?

If the valve had remained open and the TMI operators had done nothing, water and steam would have continued to escape from the PORV, lowering the water level around the core still further. With less water in the lower part of the core, there would have been less boiling and less upward flow of steam cooling the fuel rods, leading to higher temperatures in the upper part of the core.

Soon the upper portions of the core would have started to melt, liquefying the fuel. Starting at the top of the fuel bundles (the hottest part), this melting would have proceeded down to about the middle of the core.

Engineering calculations done for the Special Inquiry Group show that within 30 to 60 minutes, a substantial portion of the fuel in the core—certainly the center of the top half of the core, and perhaps as much as half of all the fuel—would have melted.

NRC experts believe that portions of the liquefied fuel would probably have fallen into the water pool below, making more steam that could have had the effect of reversing the meltdown. Whether or not this reversal would have occurred depends in part on how long beyond 6:18 a.m. the block valve would have stayed open. Nevertheless, an eventual full core meltdown probably would have occurred, especially if one assumes that the operators cut off all water being pumped into the core.

This meltdown might have stopped or it might have proceeded until the molten fuel had ruptured the bottom of the steel reactor vessel and dropped onto the basement of the reactor building. Any analysis of how far it could have gone, or whether the reactor building would have held it, is speculative and depends on complex analysis with many necessary assumptions.

One thing the analyses do seem to agree on, though, is that even with a core meltdown, there is only a small probability that the consequences of TMI would have been catastrophic to public health and safety. The most likely probability is that the reactor building would have survived in this accident scenario, and the vast majority of the radioactive material released from the fuel would have been retained within the building, not released to the surrounding environment.

The dark hours are not without their quiet heroism. During the excitement over the flooding sumpwater and high radioactivity readings in the auxiliary building, diminutive Juanita Gingrich has been over in the adjoining turbine building, shackled to the sort of dirty work that usually falls to auxiliary operator trainees; she has only recently become one. Gingrich, who holds a degree in criminology from Florida State University, had decided that her job as a plant security guard was not sufficiently challenging, and had applied to Met Ed for a trainee position.

The task challenging her just now has been a recurrent headache to the management. Whenever a large turbine is shut down, the turbine shaft must be rotated periodically to keep it from warping. There are motorized turning units for just this task, but one is awaiting repair. Juanita Gingrich has been assigned to manually rotate the
"B" main feed pump turbine, one-half turn every 2 minutes. Shortly after she takes up her station in the echoing plant, the evacuation order comes over the page. "But they told me I should stay down here," she will later tell a company attorney. Stay she does, with only a nearby audible alarm from an atmospheric radiation monitor for company, and turn she does until someone upstairs in the control room remembers her and relieves her around 8:00 a.m. Gingrich is subsequently checked and found to be free of radioactive contamination.

Between 5:41 when the last two pumps are turned off and 6:18 when the block valve is closed, the principal core damage begins to take place. What happens is that the hot upper parts of the core, now uncovered, are bathed in steam rising from the boiling activity around the water-covered lower core region. The steam is, of course, just water vapor, made of hydrogen and oxygen, H2O. A chemical reaction takes place between the very hot zirconium alloy from which the fuel rod cladding is made, and the steam. At those temperatures, the zirconium cladding voraciously grabs the oxygen from the H2O steam, becoming zirconium oxide and liberating hydrogen gas.

This weakens the fuel cladding, which ruptures and leads to release of radioactive material from the fuel rods into the water, and will later result in serious collapse of parts of the core. For now, the reaction is making hydrogen by the bucketful ... but the operators do not know it. They still think the core is covered with water, ignoring the evidence that should tell them otherwise.

At about 6:30, while Duty Officer Kunder is about three-quarters of the way through the conference call briefing, Brian Mehler asks Richard Dubiel, the radiation protection supervisor, to arrange an entry into the reactor building. Because of the potential confusion of the upcoming shift change at 7:00 a.m., it is decided not to attempt this entry at this time; in hindsight, a very wise decision.

Some 10 minutes later, about the time Kunder is hanging up the phone, a Primary coolant sample shows a level of radioactivity about 350 times greater than normal. Down in the auxiliary building, where technicians are picking up steadily elevating readings, Auxiliary Operator Terry Daughtery looks down through an opening to the basement and calls out to fellow operator Dale Laudermilch: "Hey, we're getting water out of the floor drains ... the aux building sump is overflowing!" Shortly after, Technician Michael Janouski comes running through, barking: "Get the hell out!"

And suddenly, Dubiel breaks in over the plant page: "George Kunder, George Kunder. Line one!" As Kunder picks up the intercom, Dubiel yells, "George, the sample line has just gone up to 600 millirems an hour."

"At that point," Kunder will recall later, "I realized, 'Oh my God, we're failing fuel.'" Kunder shouts the news to Logan, "Hey, we're into site emergency; it's the real thing." Making quick note of the new readings, Zewe declares a site emergency, the first step in going public with the accident.

Miller is recontacted at home and leaves immediately for the plant, arriving in the control room to take charge of the emergency at 7:05 a.m. Zewe and others brief Miller, who forms an emergency command team. Mike Ross, Unit 1 Operations
Supervisor will be in charge of plant operations, directing Zewe, who by now has finished his regular shift, and Mehler. Logan will be in charge of verifying compliance with procedures; Kunder in charge of communications and technical support. Lee Rogers is asked to provide technical support and liaison with the B&W offices in Lynchburg, Va. Daniel Shovlin will be in charge of maintenance, Dick Dubiel in charge of radiological concerns. Jim Seelinger, nominally Unit 1 Superintendent and Logan’s counterpart, is to be in charge of setting up an emergency control center over in the Unit 1 control room. Seelinger, like Met Ed Vice President Jack Herbein, is a Naval Academy graduate and also a Rickover alumnus. Miller solicits suggestions from all these men and sets up his chain of command.

With the time passing for a normal change of shifts, many additional operators are now available in the control room; Ross stations each at a designated control panel, with shift foremen and supervisors circuit-riding among them and coordinating their activities and conveying messages both up and down.

At this point, no one appears to be theorizing about the cause of the increased radiation levels in the plant. No one postulates an uncovered core. If anyone is thinking such thoughts, he is keeping them to himself.
Certainly the initial meshing of this emergency machinery in the control room is something short of symphonic. The people who have been on duty from the start of the accident are frustrated. There is good reason for them to suspect that their operator training and years of experience are serving them badly in this event; none of the buttons they've pushed or the switches they've pulled have produced the needed magic. Intellect tells them they don't really know what is going on; ego tells them none of the rest of these guys do either; on the evidence, both are right.

Of the men who have been summoned to the emergency, and those who are simply reporting on shift expecting another humdrum day, none seems ready to stride forward and cut the Gordian knot. Brian Mehler, by closing the pressurizer block valve, has done a fortunate bit of work when he came on at 6:00, but now he, with everyone else, seems to have forgotten that the block valve was not closed all along. The possible outcome of having that PORV open for more than 2 hours is not discussed, nor is the throttling of high pressure injection. Reality is those ascending radiation readings; these are tangible, and there are precise guidelines for what to do about them. Never mind what is causing them. The emergency team is formed and dispatched to duty posts. And now, at 7:24 a.m., nearly 3-1/2 hours into the accident, Station Manager Gary Miller declares a general emergency, which heralds the possibility of offsite radiological danger.

Just after 7:20 a.m., the crew turns on the high pressure injection pumps for just a few moments. This puts colder water into the reactor and, we now know, probably covers the core. Just before 8:00, HPI automatically goes on, again just for a moment, and after this the core is probably not uncovered again during the day.

In between, at about 7:45, an unrecognized event occurs inside the reactor. Data from neutron monitors, obtained subsequent to the accident, show that a portion of the core probably crumbled or slumped down badly at this time. But nobody at TMI knew that.

Subsequent analysis suggests that the loosened core elements, whose zirconium alloy cladding had been weakened by the earlier chemical reaction with hot steam, suddenly fell into a jumbled pile near the middle of the core, forming a solid crustlike layer at the top of the pile that seems to have blocked the upward-moving flow of coolant water. Without that flow, a steam bubble probably formed just below the hardened crust, allowing still more zirconium to heat up and oxidize, embrittling still more fuel cladding further down.

The core was to remain in that state for many days, with steam-filled pockets below the crusty layer and water surrounding and covering the rest of the core structure. But at the time (7:45 a.m.), the TMI crew is just beginning to cope with the radiation alarms. Understanding what is happening to the core itself will not come until much, much later.

(Narrative continues on page 27)
During several periods early in the accident, plant workers were required to wear respirators.

**Primer on Radiation: From Alpha Particles to X-Rays**

*And now a quick word about radiation and how it is measured.*

*The fission chain reaction occurring in the reactor's fuel rods produces not only heat but also highly radioactive particles and gases. Normally, little of this radioactive material escapes. It is contained inside the Zircaloy cladding of the fuel rods, and of course there are a number of other barriers to its release outside the plant: the reactor coolant water; the reactor vessel itself; and finally the containment building.*

*During the TMI accident, when the cladding of the fuel rods disintegrated, a substantial amount of the radioactive material and gas inside the fuel rods was dumped into the reactor coolant system—the primary loop.*

*Some of the coolant water passed through the "makeup and letdown system" (see Color Plate 1) including the makeup tank . This system functions like the filtration and automatic level system in a swimming pool, constantly purifying a small amount of the coolant water.*
Since the valves and pipes in the makeup and letdown system are not designed to handle very highly radioactive coolant water, small amounts of radioactive material escaped from the system into the auxiliary building. As we will see later, radioactive gas was also released from the makeup tank by opening the vent valve, allowing the gas to pass through the vent header to the waste gas decay tank. This route also resulted in leakage to the auxiliary building, because the vent header leaked.

Once radioactive particles and gases were loose in the auxiliary building, some of them passed into the building's ventilation system. And while the building's ventilation filters removed the radioactive particles, other radioactive material, especially noble gases, escaped up the stack to the atmosphere.

Ionizing radiation can be divided into two basic types: particulate (alpha and beta particles) and electromagnetic (x-rays and gamma rays).

Alpha particles are comparatively heavy and travel no more than a few inches in air. They cannot penetrate the skin. However, they can be hazardous if breathed or eaten. Beta particles are smaller, lighter, and more penetrating than alpha particles. They thus travel a greater distance and can penetrate the upper layers of the skin.

Although a small amount of radioactive iodine was released during the Three Mile Island accident, the vast majority of the releases were of "noble" (chemically inert) gases, xenon and krypton. These gases emit both gamma rays and beta particles.

Several units are commonly used to measure levels of ionizing radiation. One is the Roentgen, which is a quantity of ionization per unit volume of air produced by x-rays or gamma radiation. The rad represents the amount of energy from ionizing radiation absorbed by a specific quantity of tissue or other material. One Roentgen of x-ray or gamma radiation in air imparts an absorbed dose of about 1 rad in tissue. Roentgens are therefore units of exposure in air, while rads are units of absorbed dose in material.

The rem reflects the fact that some types of radiation produce more biological damage than others for a given amount of absorbed energy (rad). Thus, a rem is the unit of dose of any ionizing radiation that produces the same biological effect as 1 rad, i.e., one unit of absorbed dose of x-rays. For example, while a 1-rad dose of x-rays results in a dose equivalent of 1 rem, a 1-rad dose of alpha radiation may cause a dose equivalent of 10 rem. Because the rem is an inconveniently large unit for many protection purposes, dose equivalents are often expressed in millirems (mrem). One rem equals 1,000 mrem.

The measurements used during the accident were usually expressed in terms of dose rates, that is, so many millirems per hour (abbreviated mrem/hr). Being exposed to a constant level of 30 mrem/hr, for example, would result in a total dose of 30 millirems after an hour's time.

The average dose from natural background radiation to the U.S. population is about 100 millirems per year. The annual background dose in Denver, where there is higher exposure because of the higher elevation (more cosmic rays), is 193 millirems, and the average dose in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, near TMI, is 116 millirems. The average annual dose of the U.S. population from medical diagnostic activities is about 100 millirems. NRC regulations permit plant workers to receive doses up to 3 rems every 3 months.
Radiation doses are often measured using thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), which are small chips of special material that emit light when heated after irradiation (thermoluminescence). The amount of light they emit is proportional to the dose they receive from radiation. Plant workers wear TLDs at all times.

Outside the plant, Met Ed had TLDs located in various places to measure any increase to background radiation from normal operation of the plant. Other TLDs were placed during the accident to monitor releases. Their locations are indicated on the map contained in Color Plate 2.

(Foreground, from left): In the Unit 2 control room, Station Manager Gary Miller (standing) confers with Unit 2 Operations Supervisor Jim Floyd (seated, with back to camera) and Lead Instrumentation Control Engineer Ivan Porter. In the background (center) are control room operator Ed Frederick and Shift Supervisor Bill Zewe.
COLOR PLATE II. MAP OF TMI 2 AREA
Until now, this has been entirely a licensee show, all Met Ed with the exception of Lee Rogers, who is almost "family," reporting here for work even though his employer is down in Lynchburg. The forms are well set as to whom to notify: the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Emergency Management Authority (PEMA); the Region I office of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission over in King of Prussia; Met Ed’s President Walter Creitz; GPU President Herman Dieckamp and Vice President (Generation) Robert Arnold; Jack Herbein, of course, once again, and, inevitably, the Met Ed public information office, whose unsuspecting minions are about to begin the four hardest working days of their lives.

Amid the milling around and mounting low-grade apprehension is an overcast of unreality: this isn't really happening-like the classic recurrent school nightmare in which you show up for a final exam and discover you have been studying the wrong textbook for a whole semester. These are confident people, accustomed to reading and responding to-controlling-this reactor plant. Now the messages are skewed, as though an old acquaintance has suddenly slipped into doubletalk, sounding reasonable as ever but making no sense at all. Where is all that radiation coming from over in the containment building? From the pressurizer relief valve leak? But the block valve has been closed, and the readings have kept right on going up....

There is a great deal of anxiety beneath the surface calm of Miller's organization, and it is easy, from safe second-guessing distance, to diagnose. Nuclear physics, as all science, is logical, and those instruments are speaking the truth to anyone logical enough to recognize it. Defeat awaits the individual who even subconsciously ascribes human qualities like crankiness to functioning meters and thermocouples simply because they are bringing bad news. The answer in science is never to shoot the messenger.

Zewe begins notifying offsite agencies immediately after declaring a site emergency. The first call, to the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA), was made at 7:02; the duty officer, as requested, also notifies the office of the Radiological Assistance Program (RAP) of the Department of Energy at the Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, as well as the Emergency Management Agency of Dauphin County, which contains Three Mile Island as well as the cities of Harrisburg and Middletown. A call to the NRC Region I office in King of Prussia arouses only the answering service.

A call from the control room also alerts the Pennsylvania State police, where the dispatcher quickly orders cars to be on hand for traffic control at the points where the bridges to the north and south plant gates take off from the two-lane highway along the eastern shore of the river. It is a bit premature, but inadvertently the State police are speeding things along: the first news of the emergency is picked up off a police radio frequency by a radio traffic reporter from a Harrisburg station. Meanwhile, phones are ringing along the emergency management chain: the PEMA duty officer contacts the duty officer of the State Bureau of Radiation Protection (BRP) and the civil defense offices in Dauphin and Lancaster Counties. The Lancaster office, in turn, gets on the teletype and notifies the York County civil defense office.

With the declaration of a general emergency, the earlier calls are now repeated. A line is opened between the control room and the BRP office in Harrisburg; it will remain
open for most of the next 2 weeks, serving as the principal, frequently the only, link between the utility and the State. The Governor's office is notified.

Two more calls to NRC's Region I office again get the answering service. A fourth call, at 7:45, reaches the switchboard: the duty officers are on their way to work. Their return call 5 minutes later establishes the first communication link between the beleaguered plant and the NRC.

Inside the reactor vessel, large quantities of hydrogen from the zirconium-steam chemical reaction have by now accumulated. Radioactive fission products, released from the fuel by the failure of the cladding, have contaminated the primary coolant water and are escaping both into the reactor containment building and, through the letdown system, into the nearby auxiliary building. The radioactive gas continues to accumulate in the containment building whenever the pressurizer block valve is opened by the operators, releasing heated water and its cargo of entrained and dissolved gases to the reactor coolant drain tank and from there to the containment building itself. The cargo is dangerous on two counts: it contains radioactive gases (mostly xenon), and potentially explosive hydrogen.

The first intimation of possible radioactive release danger comes at about 7:45. Met Ed tells BRP that there appears to be enough radioactive gas in the containment building to produce a serious offsite release if the building leaks significantly; no measurements are available yet to determine the leakage rate. BRP relays this to PEMA, telling them that the wind is blowing toward the town of Goldsboro on the west shore of the river, and advises that preparations be made for possible evacuation of Goldsboro and nearby Brunner Island. PEMA relays this admonition to York County. About a half-hour later, outside radiation level measurements are available; they show no significant releases, so BRP cancels their advice for evacuation preparations.

Met Ed has begun tentative efforts to shore up against a media event early. Jack Herbein, having been reassured by his conversation with Kunder and Miller, had placed a call around 7:15 to Blaine Fabian, manager of communications for the utility, in Reading; his intent was to prepare Fabian for handling any inquiries regarding the reactor trip. The two men drafted a brief statement, which advised that the reactor had automatically shut down owing to a feedwater malfunction, and will be out of service for about a week.

Fabian barely has the statement typed when he learns that a general emergency has been declared at TMI-2; he decides not to clutter the statement with the new information, which would necessitate getting it cleared again. It is a technicality anyway, probably raising more questions than it answers.

Fabian's operation, like a lot of utility company information divisions, is hardly geared for big media events. Normal news contacts are with business and labor reporters, and the Harrisburg correspondents who cover rate hearings. "Information" includes responding to consumer queries and preparing brochures. Fabian's own background hardly prepares him for a media avalanche, in which he and the people he works for will be immediately perceived as the heavies.

Sometime around 8:00 a.m., "Captain Dave," a roving traffic reporter for WKBO in Harrisburg, picks up a State police call on his CB about something going on at the TMI
plant. He calls in the tip to the station. News Director Mike Pintek blithely picks up the phone and calls the plant. He may be the only person in the next week to get through on first try; the phone is answered in the Unit 2 control room, where a beleaguered male voice advises him to call Met Ed at Reading: "I can't talk now; we've got a problem . . ." Pintek calls Fabian's office and is given the basic statement. The biggest story of early 1979 is scooped by WKBO Harrisburg; it is bulletined between "top 40" records on the 8:25 newsbreak. Things are beginning to move.

Not long after, a reporter for a Waynesboro, Pa. newspaper picks up a tip on a routine check with State police: something about a general emergency at the TMI plant—cars are being sent to handle traffic on Route 441. The reporter calls the Associated Press offices in Philadelphia. AP flashes its Harrisburg bureau, where one of its reporters, unable to reach a Met Ed spokesman, confirms the tip with State police. No one knows precisely what a "general emergency" amounts to.

At 9:02 a.m. AP moves a bulletin on its national wire. Basically, it says there has been an accident at the nuclear power plant on Three Mile Island, Pa., near Harrisburg, that there have been no radioactive releases, that a general emergency has been declared, that no further details have been obtainable, and that a company spokesman was not available.

As bulletins go, this is no earthshaker; under ordinary circumstances it probably would not have moved on the national wire as a bulletin at all. But there is that big movie just out about a threatened disaster at a nuclear power plant. It stars Jane Fonda and has been getting a lot of attention. There is a line in the movie to the effect that a threatened core meltdown could contaminate "an area the size of Pennsylvania." Trust a wire service not to miss a story angle.

The AP bulletin, and the quick local followups in the Northeast, are the first notification for many public officials who will feel they should have been officially notified. Mayor Paul Doutrich of Harrisburg gets his first word of the nuclear accident at home when he is called for comment by a radio station in Boston.
Once Miller has solidified his emergency organization and taken care of all the prescribed notifications following the declaration of emergency, he calls a conference with senior people in the control room, as he will do periodically during the long day.

The plant situation when Miller takes command in the control room, following the emergency organizing, is still anything but stable. Closing the pressurizer block valve has stopped the bleeding, but the patient remains in critical condition. Pressure in the coolant system is still fairly low, and the reactor coolant pumps are still off. Hot leg temperatures (coming out of the core) are high, about 780°F (normal is about 600°F at full power). Cold leg temperatures (in the piping returning water from the steam generator to the core) are low, around 300°F. (In normal operation there is a difference of about 50° between hot and cold legs.) Natural (convection) circulation is not working because the hot legs are blocked by steam and gas voids. The HPI pumps are pushing cold water, though at a reduced flow, into the reactor. The severe core damage and mechanical disarrangement of the core resulting from earlier errors is not known to the operators.

Hot leg temperatures are being read from a digital voltmeter that has been spliced in across the wires from the temperature measuring device located high up in the hot legs of the reactor. The temperatures clearly signal to anyone knowledgeable about reactors the existence of a "superheat" condition, meaning that there is steam and no water flow in the hot leg piping. By any conventional interpretation, this also would mean that coolant water was boiling extensively in the reactor core, indicating clearly that the core must be partially uncovered. The persistent failure of the Met Ed operating crew—and of the monitoring personnel in the control room from B&W and the NRC—to recognize and react to these symptoms is one of the abiding mysteries of the first day of the accident.

The hot leg temperatures are not the only indicators that the reactor core is ferociously hot. Temperature-reading devices called "incore thermocouples" located just above the fuel rod assemblies are also consulted, but the computer prints out question marks—"7777"—instead of numbers. This means that the devices are either reading outside the computer printout range or have malfunctioned.

Miller sends Lead Instrumentation Control Engineer Ivan Porter down below the control room to take more instrument readings directly off the wires that lead to the incore thermocouples. Porter has his technicians take four or five initial readings. Several are too low to be believable, but at least two are above 2000°F. The technicians express concern that the core is uncovered. Porter shrugs them off and returns upstairs to brief Miller. He tells Miller of the readings, but says he does not believe the high ones are accurate—after all, the low ones cannot be right. Miller turns to something else.

In the meantime, the technicians are taking dozens of additional readings. Many of them are high-far too high for comfort. The technicians jot the readings down in a computer book, which they leave on a control room console. Porter does not consult it.
Soon afterwards, all "non-essential" personnel, including the technicians, are ordered out of the control room when radiation readings increase and those who remain put on respirators. The additional entries contained in the computer book—strongly confirming the initial high temperatures related to Porter, and by Porter to Miller—are not noticed again until weeks later.

Originally, the command team decides to turn off the high pressure injection system. Five minutes later, Miller reverses the decision. He tells Mike Ross the HPI pumps are to be turned on, and left on, until Miller gives permission to turn them off. The system will be permitted to function as it would have functioned automatically; it will stay in this manner at least until plant conditions are better understood. This action returns operations to "the book"—it is not good practice to defeat safety devices until it is absolutely clear they are not needed.

About 8:30 a.m., Miller and his team decide to ram as much water back into the reactor coolant system as possible in order to increase system pressure to its normal operating level. This, they reason, is the best strategy for collapsing the steam bubbles in the system and getting a main reactor coolant pump started again.

For nearly 3 hours, system pressure will be kept high by pouring water into the system through the makeup pumps and by cycling the PORV block valve open and shut, open and shut to relieve pressure slightly when it gets near upper safety limits. During this time, several attempts will be made to restart the reactor coolant pumps, but to no avail. What the plant crew does not know is that the bubbles in the system are composed not only of steam but also of hydrogen generated by the high-temperature reaction of the steam and Zircaloy fuel cladding. Unlike steam, hydrogen is a "non-condensible"—it cannot be made to disappear by increasing system pressure.
B&W engineer Joseph Kelly, shown here testifying before the President's Commission, was sent to TMI on Wednesday but could not get on site.
While all of this is going on at TMI, at 9:00 a.m. a hurriedly summoned task force convenes in a conference room at the Babcock & Wilcox nuclear engineering headquarters in Lynchburg, Virginia. Present are perhaps 18-20 engineers and managers waiting to hear a speaker-phone report from Lee Rogers, their man at TMI.

It is, under the circumstances, a surprisingly placid gathering, marked by a dearth of information from the plant site. "B&W's most prevalent feeling," according to one of the people present, "was we're just in the dark."

There is no speculation regarding uncovering of the reactor core, possible fuel damage or oxidation of the Zircaloy fuel cladding, let alone any discussion of consequences that might evolve from such damage. The consensus seems to be that TMI-2 has undergone a routine loss-of-feedwater transient.

The B&W task force decides to send three engineers to the site on a company-chartered plane for a closer reading. They are Robert Winks, Joe Kelly, and R. C. Twilley. Winks and Kelly have been deeply involved in analyzing a similar PORV failure that occurred in 1977 at a B&W reactor owned by the Toledo Edison Company in Ohio called Davis Besse. That "transient," as such events are called when they do not result in accidents, also featured a misleading pressurizer water level indicator that caused operators to believe at first that the system was behaving normally. But at Davis Besse, operators realized in time that the PORV had stuck open and closed the block valve isolating it. However, Winks and Kelly are not sent to TMI for this reason-nobody at B&W has yet recognized that the Davis Besse pattern is being repeated.

Indeed, it is a crowning irony of this incredible Wednesday that neither Kelly nor Winks, who have studied an event much like that which is taking place at TMI, nor their colleague, will be able to get near the Unit 2 control room, where the whole event is brand-new and, for the crew there, quite unreadable. Instead, the three will spend the day sitting in the living room of Ed Schaedel, a B&W site operations engineer, who has been unable to get on the site himself that morning and has returned to his home near Harrisburg to serve as a relay point between Lee Rogers at the plant and B&W in Lynchburg. Winks, Kelly, Twilley and Schaedel will wait all afternoon for Rogers' calls and finally give up and go out for a 2-hour dinner. On the evidence, they would have been more effective had they remained in Lynchburg, rather than trying to join the confusion at the island, where no one seems to have the time or the detachment to step back and add up the evidence-and no one is aware that the "Davis Besse transient" is being repeated with a vengeance.
George Kunder (right), Superintendent of Technical Support at TMI-2, and Gary Miller, Station Manager, left the control room for several hours on the 28th to brief Lt. Governor Scranton in Harrisburg.
From the moment the start button is pushed on the emergency response apparatus at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, it is apparent that this machine also needs a lot of work. Here, too, the people seem dazed by a situation that wasn't covered in the manuals, torn between logic and standard operating procedures, indecisive in the absence of a strong executive presence.

A counterpoint to disorganization is the root annoyance that it is damned near impossible to put through a phone call to anyone who might have answers. Without phones, the NRC would be paralyzed, or so segmented that its parts could never get together. The agency has no office building of its own, but is housed in a drawer full of GSA leases. The offices of the five commissioners who head the agency are in downtown Washington about 2 blocks from the White House. The real headquarters of the agency-NRC-HQ-are 6 miles away in several buildings out in Bethesda, Maryland: principally, the Maryland National Bank Building (the "bank building"); the Phillips Building; and the East-West Towers Building, almost 1 mile away from the other two. Most of the staffs and administrators of the various NRC divisions work here. "Bethesda" is agency talk for headquarters.

However, the NRC's research staff, with ready expert contacts in the national laboratories and in academia, is located in Silver Spring, Maryland, some 4 miles east of Bethesda. The standards development staff is housed in Rockville, 4 miles north. While each of the five commissioners has claimed to have spoken up for a single agency location, it appears that each had the impact of pounding the table with a single finger; had they formed a fist, the impact might have led to uniting the widely dispersed agency.

As the first of the onsite evaluation teams are dispatched to TMI from NRC's Region I offices in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, there seems to be concurrence on all fronts in one preponderant theme: this is the licensee's (Met Ed's) accident, not ours. We are not there to take charge.

Administrators need have no fear about their first wave, which reaches the TMI site around 10:00 a.m.-five inspectors headed by Donald Neely. It must be said that the arrival of the Federal presence here could not be more discreet. There is no storming-ashore of marines. It is not an invasion, or a takeover; it is more like an infiltration. The NRC men quietly take up their posts and mostly just watch and listen, rarely raising questions or making suggestions, certainly never giving orders.

They report to the emergency center at the Unit 1 control room and are briefed by James Seelinger, nominally Unit I superintendent but now in charge of the emergency center. Then they fan out to their assignments: James Higgins and Donald Neely walk over to join the crowd in the Unit 2 control room; Karl Plumlee moves off to monitor radiation on and off site. Charles ("Chick") Gallina and Ronald Nimitz remain at Unit 1 to man the telephone line that has been opened with the Region I office in King of Prussia.
Two more Region I men arrive an hour later: Ray Smith, a health physicist, and Walter Baunack, a reactor inspector. Baunack is sent over to Unit 2 to give Higgins a hand, but he cannot get into the control room, where everyone has just been told to put on respirators because of airborne radioactivity. There are no more respirators. So Baunack returns to Unit 1 and waits until the alert is called off around 3:00 p.m.

The general confusion in the Unit 2 control room intensifies with the arrival of more personnel, added to the now-constant ringing of telephones and the shouted phone conversations superimposed on the incessant system alarms and the squawking of the plant paging system. The scene is hardly made less bizarre-nor communication less difficult-by everyone putting on face masks.

Back in Bethesda as the day moves on, the folks could do with just a little assertiveness up at the site. Their questions are not being answered: *Like what's going on?* How about those incore thermocouple temperatures? The job of operations evaluation in the early hours is being handled on a temporary basis by the people in Bethesda at the NRC’s Incident Response Center (IRC), sometimes via telephone contact through Region I. Now that the first teams have arrived at the site, however, nothing seems to have changed. Phone lines are established and broken off. Information is requested; sometimes it comes back.

At the plant, NRC inspectors in the Unit 1 and Unit 2 control rooms are besieged by queries from their supervisors for plant data, only some of which seem sensible. They have no time to assess the situation themselves. They are errand boys, answering a host of unrelated questions from a host of different people at Region I or headquarters, often the same questions they answered an hour before. The NRC’s communications network is not functioning smoothly.
THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION INSPECTORS ARE HERE...
Herman Dieckamp, President of GPU Service Company, shown here addressing TMI personnel, was disinvited to the Wednesday briefing of Lt. Governor William Scranton by Met Ed officials.
It is more than 7 hours into the accident; nothing that Gary Miller's group has tried seems to have worked. Hot leg temperatures remain offscale high, and the restarting of the reactor coolant pumps has been ineffective because of the continued presence of large steam and hydrogen gas voids in the system. The steam bubbles in the high points of the hot leg loops-called the "candy canes" because of their tall, hooked shape-keep the hot water from making that turn. Thus no heat is being taken away from the core by the steam generators. The only heat removal from the system is in the form of hot water and steam passing through that infamous stuck-open pressurizer relief valve when the PORV block valve is periodically opened in the cycling process.

At 11:30, because no one can think of anything else that has not been tried, the decision is made to depressurize the system. Later, it will appear that there are several different perceptions of the precise reasons for depressurizing. In questioning, some will testify that it was an attempt to bring pressure down to a point—below 400 psi—at which the decay heat removal system could be turned on. Rogers, among others, will testify that the prime motivation was fear that the core might be uncovered. By dropping system pressure low enough, the plant crew could activate the core flood tanks. But in fact they never got the system pressure low enough to let more than a small percentage of the flood tank water into the core. As the crew runs out the various theories and comes up with no other untried alternatives, the reactor will stay in a depressurized state until late in the afternoon. During the interlude, the crew will have limited success in collapsing steam in one hot leg, but no success at all in getting any sustained circulation of reactor coolant.

Since 11:40, shortly after the decision to depressurize, the operators have been discharging steam into the atmosphere from the secondary side of the steam generators through the "atmospheric steam dump valves." This is done in the hope of cooling the steam generators enough to establish convection flow on the primary coolant system side. The discharge of atmospheric steam dump valves is a high-profile operation, both visible and audible from the shoreline, a roaring jet of steam rushing up the side of the reactor building. There is not an awful lot for people to watch during a nuclear accident: when they hear a roar and see a cloud of steam rising up from the plant, it is easy to understand a certain level of apprehension.

Among those present at the Met Ed observation site on the east shore during this interlude is Vice President Jack Herbein, who has arrived by helicopter at 11:45. At about 1:00 p.m., Herbein calls the plant and instructs Gary Miller to close the steam dump valves. Part of Herbein's concern is the possibility that the steam being released may indeed be slightly radioactive; another concern is the possible response of State officials to reports of radioactive releases at the plant. The negative side of Herbein's order is that it deprives the plant of a potential path that exists at this time for removal of heat from the primary system. Miller mentions this, but Herbein is not persuaded.
Around noon, Lieutenant Governor William Scranton's office has asked Met Ed President Walter Creitz if he can provide a knowledgeable spokesperson to brief the Lt. Governor at his office. Creitz directs Herbein to brief the Lt. Governor in Harrisburg at 2:30 p.m. Herbein asks for someone to accompany him. Miller is reluctant to leave the plant with so many imponderables, but when Herbein suggests that Kunder accompany him, Miller decides it will be better for both him and Kunder to make the trip. The plant is thus deprived for several hours of the two most senior utility decision makers on the site, Herbein and Miller. Miller leaves Joe Logan and Mike Ross in charge with instructions not to make any changes.

Just before Miller leaves for Harrisburg, he hears a heavy thud. Intent on turning over command, Miller dismisses the sound as the closing of a ventilator. He and Kunder drive across the bridge to the Observation Center, where they pick up Herbein and proceed to Scranton's office. No one as yet has figured out that the core has been badly damaged, but there are troublesome things going on: the core is not being effectively cooled, there has been no accurate diagnosis of the true plant condition, the general air of bewilderment and confusion continues and, unknown to the departing men, there has just been a hydrogen burn within the containment. While not an explosion, it was a flash, a 6- to 8-second burn of hydrogen from the damaged core that has built up within the containment building. Under the circumstances, the wisdom of concurrent departures of the two top officials from the accident scene is, at best, debatable.

Also in the State capital this afternoon, not altogether by coincidence, is Herman Dieckamp, President of GPU Service Company, who has got wind of the prospective briefing. He seems a bit concerned about what is going on at TMI-2, and what the plant crew is going to be telling Scranton. Dieckamp decides that as long as he is in the neighborhood, "I will sit in on that session." Mr. Dieckamp is no stranger in these corridors: "I went to the Lieutenant Governor's office ... and stood around for a while and talked to a few of the guys and told them who I was and what I was there for."

Sometime before 2:30, he will ruefully recall later, "I was, in effect, disinvited." One of Scranton's advisors approaches and suggests that this is intended to be a "low key meeting, just among the local folks." Dieckamp later testifies: "I said, 'Ray, do I understand you are asking me to leave?' He said, 'Yes' ... so I left."

Walking out of the capitol, the GPUSC president meets Miller, Herbein and Kunder coming up the steps. His first reaction is chagrin: "I said, 'My God, who is watching the store?' We had some brief discussion to that effect." After a 90-minute briefing, which left the Lt. Governor inadequately apprised of the serious conditions in the reactor, the men from the plant return to Three Mile Island, about a 20-minute ride, at about 4:30 p.m. Miller has carried a telephone beeper, and the three have been within easy contact of the control room throughout their absence.

In the meantime, there has been a call to the control room from Bob Arnold, GPUSC's vice president, expressing concern about whether the core is covered. Arnold and his engineers in New Jersey first received information about the reactor's hot leg temperatures around noon, shortly after the depressurization strategy was initiated. Looking at hot leg temperatures in excess of 600° F and falling system pressure, they correctly reasoned that this implied superheated steam and possibly an
uncovered, or at least inadequately cooled, core. Arnold remembers discussing the matter with B&W's Lee Rogers:

We expressed our concern that the temperatures indicated that the core had been uncovered and that they had steam bubbles in the loops. I remember Lee Rogers specifically responding that he was confident that the core was *not* uncovered and that they had never uncovered the core.

B&W engineers at the Lynchburg headquarters have also become concerned by this time about the situation at Three Mile Island but, unlike Arnold, they cannot get through to the plant on the telephone. The B&W task force does not learn of the high hot leg temperatures until about 1:30 in the afternoon in a telephone call from Greg Schaedel, who is passing along plant status information from Lee Rogers in the control room. B&W engineer Bert Dunn remembers hearing the latest data broadcast over a speaker hooked up to the telephone line:

It finally dawned on me that this plant could have been or was perhaps at that time in real trouble, and then I started preaching high pressure injection.

It was clear to the task force that pressures as low at 495 psi could only mean that the high pressure injection pumps were still throttled and not pushing water through steam-congested hot legs. As Dunn recalls:

The hot leg temperatures were super-heated. I can describe that almost perfectly. The fellow that used to work with me and for me was sitting next to me. His name is Lou Carton. Everybody else was kind of around the table listening to the squawk box. The hot leg temperature and the system pressure and the cold leg temperature were broadcast on the machine. About sixty seconds later Lou and I both looked at each other, stared at each other at the same time, and I remember saying to him "That's super-heated; the core's uncovered."

At this point, the B&W engineers scramble to communicate a recommendation to the plant that high pressure injection pumps be kept on continuously with a flow rate of at least 400 gallons per minute. Calls are placed to Arnold in New Jersey and by Jim Floyd, operations supervisor for Unit 2 who is in Lynchburg for a day of training, to the Unit 1 control room to relay this message to the Unit 2 control room. By the time the message is received, however, operators in Unit 2 are already maintaining this flow rate.

There has been another important phone call to the plant while Miller is in Harrisburg. NRC's Victor Stello in Bethesda has been fretting about the superheated plant conditions: they might well be read as a symptom of an uncovered core. Around 4:00 or a bit later, Stello has spoken with Greg Hitz in the Unit 1 control room, who has assured him the message would be delivered to the Unit 2 control room. Apparently the message is not received; if it is, it goes unheeded. There is no record of Stello having communicated this message directly to the Unit 2 control room, or of his instructing his own inspector in the Unit 1 control room to do so.
The "thud" that Gary Miller recalls hearing just before leaving for Harrisburg leaves a somewhat greater impact on others in the control room, whose impressions vary, but generally concur: a thump, a bump, a whoomp, a sound like the popping shut of a ventilator damper. The sound Miller most likely heard was a water hammer in the reactor building spray system piping. This spray system was automatically triggered by the pressure pulse from the hydrogen combustion in the containment building. In other words, Miller probably did not hear the explosion itself, only a secondary effect of it.

The event is clearly sketched on the pen-graph of an instrument recorder monitoring containment building pressure: a "pressure spike" rising perpendicularly from a horizontal line near the zero mark up to a point measuring 28 pounds per square inch, then descending steeply back to near-zero, the whole measurement covering less than a 1-minute interval.

Shift Supervisor Bill Zewe is standing directly in front of the pressure indicator, preparing to give Fred Scheimann the signal for opening the pressurizer block valve to reduce pressure in the coolant system. Zewe’s face is perhaps a foot from the recorder. Later, he will recall:

"I was watching it the whole time: Up, and down. I stepped back: everybody there did ... I said, ’Did you see that ...?’ So then we waited a few minutes and then we looked at everything and everything looked normal. . . . We didn't know what it was (and) no one had any really good ideas or answers. And we went on with the evolution at hand at that point.

In shrugging off the pressure spike, the operating crew at TMI-2 adds to a lengthening list of missed diagnoses which will make this hapless day memorable for them. "We hadn't perceived any hydrogen at all in the building," Zewe explained in a deposition. "We didn't perceive we had temperatures to create any hydrogen." He recalls discussing the phenomenon on the spot with Mike Ross and shift supervisor Joe Chwastyk, and concluding that it was "some sort of an electrical transient." Scheimann, Faust, and Frederick, the rest of the original foursome who had begun the accident day in the control room and were being questioned at the same deposition, agreed that they believed a malfunctioning instrument was the cause of the spike—one more example of disbelieving the bearer of bad news.

In the context of a core that had been partially uncovered off and on for quite a long while earlier in the accident—a premise no one in the control room had granted up to the moment—the spike would be as logical as it was ominous. With the hydrogen that has been vented into the containment building as the block valve is cycled, all it takes is one spark—perhaps a spark generated when Scheimann activates the block valve—and whoomp. The operators perhaps can be forgiven for missing the above logic in this instance: They have not yet accepted the first premise: that the core has been uncovered and probably badly damaged.

The true nature of the pressure spike (that it was a hydrogen burn) will not be generally recognized until Thursday evening, when things begin to come clear under
the guidance of people who are not burdened by what had become the established control room mindset.

In a deposition conducted by the Special Inquiry Group, this colloquy takes place between Control Room Operator Ed Frederick and Ronald Haynes, a NRC nuclear engineer heading one of the Special Inquiry Group’s task forces (and, incidentally, a former nuclear reactor station manager and senior operator himself). Frederick begins:

It seemed to everybody in the control room, whether they were NRC or GPU or B&W, they all came to the same conclusion: that there wasn't anything particularly significant about that spike.

Haynes: That it was not due to a pressure spike? It was due to an electronic signal or ... electrical transient? That was your evaluation?

F: Sure . . . What type of transient can cause a two million cubic foot building to pressurize and depressurize that quickly?

H: I thought we were talking about the instruments.

F: That's why none of us considered it plausible. It's impossible to do that.

H: I wouldn't say it was impossible. I thought it actually occurred.

F: Based on our training, it was impossible... If you look back through everybody's training and the FSAR and safety analysis and the building construction, you will not see a paragraph that projects that type of transient. (It) is so particularly foreign and unbelievable that it has absolutely no significance. That's why nobody did anything about it for two days.

While most of the operators discounted the pressure spike, the Special Inquiry Group has discovered that at least two men in the control room that afternoon did recognize that an explosion had occurred. Brian Mehler and Joe Chwastyk, both shift supervisors, observed that the building spray system is activated by coincident signals from two out of three independent pressure measuring instruments-in other words, the pressure spike was no electrical impulse, it was for real.

Mehler has since testified that he did not connect the spike with hydrogen, but rather feared that some chemical reaction had taken place in the reactor building. Chwastyk, however, had no doubts, and realized that the situation was a lot worse than he had thought. Both men, they have since said, were more than a little frightened—but they did not, it appears, successfully communicate their concern to their supervisors.

There seems to be no doubt that at least one NRC inspector was in the control room when the spike appeared on the instrument, but neither the existence of the spike nor its ramifications were reported back to Region I or Bethesda HQ that day. Chwastyk believes he described to an NRC man his reasoning as to why the pressure pulse was real. But the Special Inquiry Group has been unable to pinpoint any such person, and Chwastyk recalls that the NRC men did not seem to understand what was happening. Chwastyk also believes, but is not certain, that he alerted Miller. Miller is quite sure he did not.
Over at the Observation Center on the east bank of the Susquehanna, the news people are beginning to roll up in job lots by early afternoon, almost immediately overtaxing the power company's somewhat snakebitten efforts to respond. Met Ed's Herbein is quite unprepared for the 30-odd reporters who have been waiting for him to tell them what is going on ever since his 11:45 arrival.

Herbein's burden throughout the first day of the accident will be essentially the same as that of his operators and supervisors over in Unit 2 control: he doesn't know what is going on inside the containment. How do you explain this to a flock of general assignment reporters facing deadlines, most of them wanting to know how close Three Mile Island is to the so-called China syndrome? With minimal public relations experience, Herbein confronts the classic public relations challenge: putting the best face on a bad situation. His insight and his executive presence might be useful over in the control room, but he has elected to stay out of Miller's hair, and now he is pinioned by circumstance to the role of press spokesman.

Herbein will not be helped in these early hours by the official statements coming out of Met Ed's information offices at Reading. Information Director Blaine Fabian has learned shortly before noon that radiation levels above normal had been measured off site, yet he has issued a carefully worded statement that "there have been no recordings of any significant levels of radiation, and none are expected outside the plant." It is a textbook example of fact-contouring: true, but false. It will come back to haunt Met Ed throughout and beyond the accident.

Although the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will set the best example throughout the week of even-handed public information, it should be noted that Lt. Governor William Scranton is off to an uneven start. His early criticism of Met Ed for lack of candor is based on a bad premise. In an afternoon press conference at the capitol, Scranton sharply criticizes the utility for not informing the State in advance that steam would be released to the atmosphere-steam that the State authorities believed to be radioactive. Ironically, this will turn out in hindsight to be a bad rap. Met Ed did not notify the State of the release; but the steam, which was visible from the Observation Center, came from the plant system that carries it from the steam generators to the turbines, and did not contain any radioactive release.

It is an early-albeit, in this instance, erroneous-confirmation of reporters' darkest suspicions: that unpleasant facts are being covered up. Herbein and other utility spokesmen will be struggling to climb out of this credibility hole, none too successfully, for the next 2 weeks.
Robert Arnold, GPU Service Company vice president, dons an anti-contamination suit before inspecting the damaged facility.
THE PUMP IS BUMPED

Ever since Lee Rogers shrugged off Bob Arnold's concern about hot leg temperatures, Arnold's top engineers have continued to worry about what is happening at the site. Indeed, had they known of the initial set of incore thermocouple readings, the leaking PORV, the throttling of high pressure injection, and the pressure spike, they would have been a lot more worried. But the hot leg temperatures are cause enough for concern.

Around 4:00 p.m., when it becomes clear that the high temperatures in the core area are not decreasing very fast, if at all, Arnold's engineers prevail on him to take stronger action. When Herbein returns to the Observation Center from the Statehouse in Harrisburg about 4:30 p.m., Arnold reaches him by telephone. After a short discussion, they agree that the plant crew should be instructed to repressurize the reactor, fill the coolant system as full of water as possible, and make all efforts to restart a main reactor coolant pump.

Herbein phones Miller and passes along Arnold's instructions. Miller and his men are at first dubious about this new strategy; they think they are making progress with the reactor at low pressure. But after a short discussion with Herbein, Miller concurs in the new plant, and measures are undertaken to put it into effect.

More high pressure injection water is pumped into the reactor. Pressure is increased. The B&W task force in Lynchburg is solicited for advice on restarting the coolant pumps. They develop the pump restart procedure and maintain constant telephone contact with the control room during the restart effort. The principal question is whether they should be started full-out, or just "bumped" (a quick run of 15 seconds or so to measure the effect on the system). At 7:50 p.m., after a successful bump, the operators put the 1 A coolant pump into normal operation.

This puts the reactor into the forced-cooling mode, at high pressures, and terminates the major phase of the accident. For the first time since a few minutes after 4:00 a.m. that morning, the plant has been returned to a relatively stable condition. The reactor will now remain in this forced-cooling, high-pressure mode for several weeks, gradually cooling down. The crew, of course, still doesn't know how bad things really were, but for once, their feeling of relief squares with the actual conditions inside the reactor.

Jack Herbein too recalls feeling reassured:

I think we felt a lot better because forced circulation had been restored. We had hoped to go ahead and cool the system down with the reactor coolant pump where we could consider going over onto the decay heat. I think we recognized we did have fuel damage and that there might want to be a more in-depth look at the implications of going over onto the decay heat system before we actually made the switch.

In spite of his position of responsibility, Herbein does not hold a monopoly on misperception of the damage that has been done to the reactor core. Those inside the plant don't choose to believe the signs, and those outside aren't told. The whole truth will elude everyone until late Thursday or early Friday.
In Lynchburg, the B&W task force calls it a day, secure in the thought that everything is all right. At GPUSC headquarters in New Jersey, Bob Arnold’s engineers too feel satisfied that they have done a good day’s work. They break up and leave for home around 9:00 p.m., already planning a Thursday they feel will be taken up chiefly with organizing an investigation and analysis of the accident.

This, however, is the true situation at TMI-2 on Wednesday night: The core is physically disarranged to such a degree that cooling water flow is impeded and steam pockets still surround some of the fuel. The reactor coolant system contains significant amounts of hydrogen, which also tends to block cooling water flow, as well as posing certain hazards of its own. In short, the situation is markedly different, and substantially more ominous, than it would be with the core basically intact and the fuel rod cladding perforated only to a limited extent. Should the reactor coolant pumps be lost or system pressure drop again, continued core cooling would be endangered. And, although it is not yet recognized, there already has been a potent demonstration of what can happen when vented hydrogen collects in the reactor building.

With the failure to understand the continuing risks, there is also a neglect of measures that might be taken to reduce those risks. Procedures could be developed, for example, to drill the operators in the best means of coping with various malfunctions that might still occur. Precautionary action could be taken to avert a decrease in system pressure or a possible hydrogen explosion. Contingency plans need working on for early warning in the event of a possible need for evacuation.

None of this is done. Things are much more stable than they were, but the accident is far from ended. The plant is not fully under control. It is a stark fact that will not be fully appreciated by the management and staff, or by the regulators, until Friday.

In the interim, because critical things that might have gone wrong did not, this lack of appreciation does not affect the ultimate course of the accident, other than to delay recovery action. It does increase the ultimate risk, however, because appropriate contingency planning and mitigating actions are not underway.

Most important, insensitivity to the continuing danger on the part of key people in the utility and the NRC will affect the public perception of the accident and public confidence in the people in charge of protecting the public’s interests. Early reports now indicate all is well—things are under control. Later reports will show that they are not at all.
The opening efforts of the NRC information specialists on Wednesday have been hardly more distinguished than those of Met Ed. Distance and miserable communica-
tions from the site are a major early impediment, but hardly an explanation for what happens.

At 7:00 p.m., Walter Cronkite will begin his newscast for CBS:

Good evening. It was the first step in a nuclear nightmare; as far as we know at this hour, no worse than that. But a Government official said that a breakdown in an atomic power plant in Pennsylvania today is probably the worst nuclear accident to date. . . . But a nuclear safety group said that radiation inside the plant is at eight times the deadly level, so strong that after passing through a three-foot thick concrete wall, it can be measured a mile away.

By the following morning, the ante will be raised on these statistics by NBC's Tom Brokaw:

. . . The Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Washington says radiation penetrated through walls that were four feet thick and it spread as far as 10 to 16 miles from the plant....

CBS is correct that radiation above normal levels has been detected a mile from the plant site. NBC is right that the walls of the containment building are 4 feet thick. But the basic premise-radiation beaming through walls, and being detected at distant locations-is wrong.

To anyone acquainted with reactor physics, the idea of a containment building so full of radioactivity that it is penetrating those 4-foot concrete-and-steel walls with enough intensity to be picked up by monitors more than a mile away-well, it is not only grossly in error, but ridiculous in retrospect. Without question, the story broadcast that night by Cronkite and others (Cronkite's is only the most conspicuous) is wrong; but it is an honest error based on information from a source everyone presumed to be reliable. The source is the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

In a press release issued at 5:00 p.m., on the first day of the accident, and specifically tailored for the evening news show, the NRC has stated:

. . . Low levels of radiation have been measured off the plant site. The maximum confirmed radiation reading was about three milliroentgens per hour about one-third mile from the site. At one mile, a reading of one milliroentgen per hour was measured. It is believed that this is principally direct radiation coming from radioactive material within the reactor containment building, rather than from release of radioactive materials from the containment. (Emphasis added.)

The news release has been cleared with at least three of the five NRC commissioners by NRC's veteran director of public affairs, Joseph Fouchard. It is read over the phone by Fouchard, from the Incident Response Center (IRC) in Bethesda, to Commissioners Victor Gilinsky, Peter Bradford, and Richard Kennedy in their offices in downtown Washington.
Conversations at the IRC are being routinely tape-recorded and a transcript of the discussion shows that the Commissioners’ apparent chief concern is toning down any language that might contribute to public fear. Commissioner Kennedy seems concerned about overstress of the word "accident": "People think of accidents, you know ... in the context of 'The China Syndrome.' Is this an accident?" he asks Fouchard. "What is an accident?"

"I believe it's an accident, Mr. Kennedy," replies Fouchard.

Another concern obviously centers around the use of any language suggesting a "release" of radioactive material. This is where they get into trouble with the press statement:

KENNEDY: ... do you think they're going to understand what it means? Direct radiation from the stuff inside the containment?
GILINSKY: It is useful to say that as opposed to saying-I mean explaining that there isn't-that a release doesn't seem to be the cause of this; ... otherwise you get yourself caught up into how much has been released.
KENNEDY: Couldn't we say, "There appears to be no airborne release of material," or something? Huh?
GILINSKY: Well I'm not sure we can ... (a flurry of voices at this point).
VOICE: I don't think we can say that.
VOICE: You have to be qualified.
VOICE: Yeah.
VOICE: Because they did have-you know, they did vent at some earlier point, and I think that you couldn't ...
GILINSKY: But you could believe that this is principally direct radiation coming from radioactive, rather than from-
VOICE: Release of-
VOICE: That's fine.
VOICE: Okay.
VOICE: That will help it.
GILINSKY: All right.

The perception that apparently eludes the commissioners is that there are a number of media people knowledgeable enough to realize how stoutly that containment building is constructed. If radiation is passing through 4 feet of concrete and structural steel in sufficient quantity to be measurable a mile away, that is scary indeed, and worth featuring.

Not all reporters covering the story are bedeviled, as are their network colleagues, by the harassments of working a 5:00 p.m. press release into shape for the evening news shows. Several of them check with sources at NRC-HQ in Bethesda, and some of these conversations are taped at the IRC's message center at East-West Towers. One of these transcripts, a revealing colloquy between Stan Benjamin of AP, a knowledgeable reporter, and an unidentified NRC spokesman, provides a working example of a journalist going after a fact that the source doesn't want him to have. Here are excerpts.
BENJAMIN: What is this business about a report of shine from the building itself?

NRC: Yeah, I think that there were low levels of radiation have been measured off the plant site. It looks like the maximum confirmed reading was about three milliroentgens per hour at about one-third of a mile from the site.

BENJAMIN: (later in the conversation) ... but are the emissions supposed to be coming from the plant itself?

NRC: It's believed that this is principally direct radiation coming from the radioactive material which was still within the reactor containment building.

BENJAMIN: What kind of radioactive material?

NRC: Oh, it would be what you see, they released some primary coolant water to the containment and they've got some fairly high levels of activity in the containment building, and...

BENJAMIN: What do you mean by fairly high?

NRC: Well ... I'm not quite sure, but they've got some fairly well, they've got a hell of a lot of radioactivity in that containment building.

BENJAMIN: (further in conversation) ... Could the coolant water itself be possibly that radioactive...

NRC: I wouldn't think so. Hold on just a minute. (After conferring with two men in the background) They say no, there is radioactivity in the building, you know, the coolant water is part of it, but it's not--it wouldn't be hot enough to give you that kind of...

BENJAMIN: Where else could it possibly come from but the fuel?

NRC: That's the only place I know, but I don't know what the situation is there.

BENJAMIN: That means the fuel itself is unprotected?

NRC: No, the water is-the core is covered.

BENJAMIN: With what?

NRC: With water. I said the emergency core cooling systems are continuing to provide water to cool the fuel.

BENJAMIN: Well, in that case how could that much radioactivity-

NRC: I don't know and I can't speculate for you right now, Stan.

BENJAMIN: Well, okay, if you guys have any ideas, if you get a milliroentgen a mile offsite, which is at least a mile from the plant...

NRC: Um-hum.

BENJAMIN: ... and you've got walls that are four feet thick with carbon steel wire...

NRC: Um-hum.

BENJAMIN: How much radioactivity do you have to have inside to get through that kind of barrier?

NRC: You have to have an awful lot.

BENJAMIN: That's right. Will that indicate a runaway reaction?

NRC: No. No, indeed. No....

The NRC has restructured the facts just a bit to avoid any implication of carelessness-or leakage-at the plant. The story finally put out that radiation was through the containment walls-must seem innocent enough as it goes out. But when the newspeople, doing their job, add up the dimensions and substances of those walls, emphasizing the enormous concentrations of radioactive matter such an offsite reading would connote, the deviation becomes monstrous. Instead of giving depth to a disaster story, Cronkite and the others have found themselves innocently embellishing a less than truthful statement which they had taken in good faith, as the truth.
Reporters and photographers are pouring into the area, now, and few among them have more than superficial background in nuclear physics. For them, this is a strange new kind of disaster story-no flames, no twisted wreckage, rising water or funnel clouds, no dead or injured; quiet; odorless. You have to hope that someone knows what was going on, and that they will give solid information and straight answers when they have it all figured out. This is not a very good start.
Beginning on the 29th, Met Ed officials Walter Creitz and John Herbein held daily press conferences near the plant; the briefings ended after the 31st.
13THURSDAY THE INTERLUDE

In the total context of the accident the second day, Thursday, is a day for the drawing of deep breaths; a day for Wednesday's crews, many of whom, like Zewe, Faust, Frederick and Scheimann, have put in more than two shifts, to get some needed sleep. It is a good time for members of Congress to put in an appearance. A day when the media will be jostling for a Second Day story-and diligent reporters striving desperately to catch up to what was going on during that unheard-of Wednesday. The most insightful of them from the better-endowed organizations will be beseeching their Washington bureau offices to send them up a copy of the NRC's *A Handbook of Acronyms and Initialisms*, to ease them through briefings and interviews with engineers spouting things like ECCS, small-break LOCAs, HPI, ACRS, I&E, B&W, NRR.

In a real sense, the utility and the NRC will spend a great part of the second day straightening out the tangle of misleading first-day stories which they had been instrumental in circulating or trying to modify. For example, the first day's radiation problems, though real, were less severe than originally projected, and came as a result of gaseous releases from leaking and overflowing plant systems, *not* from being beamed through the fortress walls of the reactor building out to the countryside.

The impression is abroad that the accident is over. Many editors are soliciting their reporters for wrap-ups on TMI-2, and preparing to "take the story inside" the paper on Friday. The whole scene is reminiscent of the post-shootout setting in a Western movie: the good guy blows the smoke out of his pistol, picks up his white hat and walks toward the saloon to partake of one on the house; while off in the corner of the frame and unnoticed, presumably dead, the bad guy pulls himself together and reaches for his gun lying in the dust, and the low-tone music signals: don't leave, folks.

On Thursday morning the plant operators are still running a reactor coolant pump to force coolant water through the core. But the core is not cooling down as expected. There is substantial accumulation of hydrogen and radioactive gases in the system. Some of this gas is accumulating in the makeup tank as a result of normal operation of the letdown system, which must be kept on to provide "seal injection" for the running reactor coolant pump.

Aware of abnormally high amounts of gas in the coolant system, though not yet aware of the hydrogen content, the operators begin at 4:35 a.m. on Thursday to "burp" the makeup tank, venting gas from it for short periods of time through an exhaust pipe called a "vent header." Later that day, the operators became aware that the vent header leaks, and that using it as a conduit for moving gas to waste gas decay hold-up tanks results in releases of radioactive gases through the auxiliary building exhaust system and out to the atmosphere.

NRC-HQ in Bethesda is made aware of this procedure, which is regarded as a necessary evil. Lake Barrett, a member of the HQ technical staff responsible for assessing radiological information, is closely monitoring the buildup in the waste gas decay tanks. It is less clear that the NRC management in Bethesda is aware that this is being done or that the vent header leaks.
At the site Jack Herbein has become, virtually by draft, a media figure as spokesman for Met Ed, and it is these duties that dominate his schedule: taping the morning network shows at 7:30 a.m.; press conference at 10; briefing for a member of the State Public Utilities Commission around noon; briefing a congressional delegation at 2:30 p.m.; another congressional delegation later. Herbein checks periodically with Miller and the GPUSC engineers regarding plant status, authorization for the taking of a reactor coolant sample, and the need for resources at the site. In later depositions, he will discuss the frustrations of his public relations functions, but will say he believes it was something that had to be done.

Bob Arnold's chief Thursday concentration is on organizing the investigation, analysis and recovery effort-on the presumption that the accident is about over. He learns from GPUSC engineers at the site that high pressure injection was cut back Wednesday morning, and discusses this with GPUSC President Dieckamp by phone at around 11 a.m. It helps to explain the early radiation readings that indicated core damage; assuming HPI had been functioning normally, the engineers had been surprised by the signs of core damage. They also discuss their belief that Herbein is not yet aware of any of this.

Dieckamp and Arnold decide to send Richard Wilson, Manager of Technical Functions, to the site to lead the GPUSC investigation, and to send additional personnel along with him. The investigation is beginning to shape up as a substantially heavier operation than was envisioned last night. Wilson and the others arrive on the island at about 2 p.m. Thursday.

During this relatively placid interlude, considerable attention is turned to health implications for the people living near the plant. In a morning phone call, Lt. Gov. Scranton asks Commissioner Gilinsky in Washington whether it might be wise to advise that school children in the Goldsboro area over on the west bank of the river should stay indoors. The call is returned by Harold Denton, who tells a Scranton aide he does not believe such a measure is necessary. Nor, Denton says, does he feel it advisable at this time to warn sick and elderly persons not to go outside: radiation readings are well below EPA guidelines. It is the first time since the accident began that high-level Federal officials have become involved in the matter of precautionary protective measures for the public.

Met Ed holds its first formal press conference at the Aztec Room of the convention center in Hershey, Pennsylvania, at 10 a.m. More than 100 media representatives turn up, an unanticipated response that utility officials call "overwhelming." Met Ed President Creitz (whose day has begun at 5 a.m. with tapings of the "Today Show" for NBC and "Good Morning, America" for ABC), opens the press conference and turns it over to Herbein. Herbein repeats in general the optimistic assessment of the plant situation he gave on CBS's "Thursday Morning" show at 7:30: the plant is stable, the plan is to switch to decay heat removal later in the day, at which point the plant will be in the "cold shutdown" condition. Trace amounts of radioactive materials are still being released off-site, Herbein continues, and there are high levels of radiation in the reactor building, although one monitor is believed to be giving an erroneous reading. There are two to three feet of water on the reactor building floor, and action is being taken to reduce the trace amounts of radioactive materials escaping from the spill to the auxiliary building; there has been some fuel failure; safety systems have functioned as designed, Herbein concludes, and hopefully, releases to the environment will be terminated in about two days.
In the questioning that follows, the Met Ed Vice President tries to convey a generally upbeat tone. He acknowledges that the utility has not ruled out the possibility of human error in the accident. He gives a reasonably detailed sequence of the accident and says that most of the "paths" leaking radioactive materials from the auxiliary building will be closed off by the day's end. The utility is not certain, he says, just how long the core was uncovered; he estimates that perhaps 1-1/2 to 1 % of the fuel rods experienced some damage.

Confronting this many reporters is a tough routine, even for seasoned press secretaries, and toward the end of the press conference, civility-both Herbein's and some of the reporters'-is beginning to wear a bit thin. Under hard questioning regarding radiation dangers, Herbein snaps: "I can tell you that we didn't injure anybody in this accident, we didn't overexpose anybody and we certainly didn't kill a single soul. . . ." Some reporters get the notion that Herbein is dodging their harder questions. In fairness, he is an engineer, and it is difficult to respond to technical questions without resorting to technical jargon that is totally opaque to most nonengineers.

The press conference lasts about 90 minutes. By afternoon the power company will have set up a news center in the Hershey convention center to handle day-to-day inquiries. Henceforth, however, formal press conferences will be held closer to the plant site, at the American Legion hall in Middletown.

Early in the afternoon, the Pennsylvania Secretary of Health, Dr. Gordon K. Macleod, places a conference call to Dr. Neil Wald, Chairman of the Department of Radiation Health at the Graduate School of Public Health, University of Pittsburgh, in an effort to reinforce the State's knowledge with respect to radiation. The call is taken in Governor Thornburgh's ornate 19th Century office on the speaker phone. Present, in addition to Macleod and the Governor, are Lt. Governor Scranton and several members of their staffs. The discussion centers on radiation exposure, particularly at high levels, but there is no mention whatever of evacuation.

Later in the afternoon, Dr. Macleod receives a phone call from Dr. Anthony Robbins, director of the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). Dr. Robbins is seriously concerned about the TMI accident, he says, because of the "inability to shut down the reactor." He recommends to Macleod that Pennsylvania officials "consider evacuation of the people around TMI." Robbins says he has consulted with the Bureau of Radiological Health at the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Following the Robbins call, Macleod places a conference call to PEMA Director Oran Henderson, BRP head Thomas Gerusky, Deputy Health Secretary Emmett Welch and John Pierce, aide to Gov. Thornburgh-passing on to them Robbins' concern and what Macleod deems to be Robbins' recommendation.

The consensus of this group is that radiation levels do not now warrant evacuation, and that there is not enough information about the ability of the power company to shut down the reactor to justify such a decision. All agree to get back in touch if further problems arise at the plant.
During this conference call, Macleod also has focused attention on the greater vulnerability of prenatal infants and small children to radiation dangers. In an informal poll, the group rejects a suggestion that there be an evacuation of pregnant women and children under the age of two.

By noon Thursday, there are 24 NRC people onsite. Back at NRC Headquarters, a staff delegation is dispatched into Washington to brief the commissioners in their offices at 1717 H Street, N.W. Victor Stello and Harold Denton, who have stayed through the night at the NRC, are relieved by their deputies, Darrell Eisenhut and Edson Case. Eisenhut goes to give the briefing to the Commission.

The briefing is vague on many counts: it discloses the reality that the NRC-HQ has only limited knowledge. The NRC staff does not really know what happened to the plant, nor do they know just what condition the plant is in now. There is only the comfort that it all seems to be over.

Eisenhut, prepared for this briefing by Stello, does not bring up Stello's concern of the day before about superheated steam conditions signifying that the core was uncovered. Commissioner Gilinsky, to whom Stello explained his concern, does not raise the issue either.

Chairman Hendrie, who was away the day before, asks about the large temperature differences that were seen in the reactor coolant system. Eisenhut acknowledges them to Hendrie and attributes them to "steam binding ... or a bubble somewhere in the system."

Eisenhut and the other staff spokesmen, Ed Jordan and Brian Grimes, convey some of the optimism that is being expressed publicly by the utility spokesman. Radiation measurements are recognized as signs of fuel failure, but the highest levels in the dome of the reactor building are discounted. Switching to the decay heat removal system for final cooldown is believed to be imminent. There is discussion of preparations for postaccident investigation. Continuing releases of radioactive materials from water previously spilled on the floor of the auxiliary building come in for rather uncertain discussion, but there is no apparent recognition at all of releases from the reactor coolant system, which is now showing very high radioactivity levels.

Following the briefing, Chairman Hendrie proceeds with senior staff to Capitol Hill to update some members of Congress at 11:30. His basic message is a repeat of what he has just been told: the accident at Three Mile Island is about over. Reflecting the prevalent China Syndrome syndrome, one congressman asks, "How close did we come to a meltdown, to a Chinese Syndrome?" "Nowhere near," says Chairman Hendrie. Hendrie is mistaken; it was closer than anyone at this point even guesses.

At TMI there is another small tempest, involving not danger-in-fact but danger-perceived, on Thursday afternoon. Under normal plant conditions, wastewater from showers, laundry facilities, toilets and leakage from buildings (control, turbine, warehouse, etc.) contains little radioactive material. It is discharged into the Susquehanna River if it is within NRC limits. Nevertheless, as a precautionary measure, Met Ed has stopped discharging the wastewater on Wednesday, and by midafternoon Thursday, approximately 400,000 gallons of it have accumulated, threatening to overflow the tanks.
With the concurrence of NRC officials on site, Met Ed notifies the State Bureau of Radiation Protection that it is discharging the wastewater. It is considered necessary, has the approval of NRC, and is rationalized as insignificant; for this latter reason there is no notification of communities downstream, or of the press.

When the Lt. Governor learns of these releases, he is very angry, since he believes that the State was not informed. Again, this is a bad rap for Met Ed, but no one steps forward to inform the Lt. Governor that BRP had been made fully aware of the impending discharge. Chairman Hendrie, also unaware of this agreement reached at the site, orders these releases stopped as soon as he learns of them. His order is obeyed at around 6 p.m., after some 40,000 gallons of wastewater has joined the Susquehanna. The prospect of overflow persists, of course, but neither the NRC people onsite nor Governor Thornburgh's staff wants credit for authorizing a further discharge. After hours of gingerly negotiating, there is a press release crediting the State Department of Environmental Research (DER) with issuing the order, with whose necessity the DER concurs "reluctantly." The discharging of wastewater is resumed.

Late in the afternoon, there is a striking example of the Commission's failure to appreciate the gravity of the situation at TMI when they return to business as usual. There is a scheduled public meeting in their Washington office having nothing whatever to do with the crisis up in Pennsylvania. Its purpose is a continuation of discussion on "SECY-79-154A," a report to Congress on "Means for Improving State Participation in the Federal Nuclear Waste Management Programs"-not an unworthy endeavor by any means, but a distraction, under the existing conditions. All five commissioners are on hand for the meeting, as well as eight top NRC staff officials, several from Bethesda.

Meanwhile, more NRC people arrive at the site from the Region I office and a team of seven under Richard Vollmer arrives from NRC Headquarters in Bethesda. But the new arrivals cannot communicate back to their headquarters any better than could the original NRC teams on the scene. Vollmer recalls crawling under a table in the Observation Center with a phone to get away from the noise. He finally gives up and goes back to a motel in Middletown to communicate with Bethesda. Harold Denton later describes the difficulties NRC was having reaching its own people at TMI by saying that NRC people sent to the site seemed to go up there and fall "into an Einsteinian black hole."

GPUSC's Wilson has arrived at TMI around 2 p.m. to lead the investigation. After a conference with his own crew and a preliminary look around the plant, he meets at 5 p.m. with Miller and some members of the plant crew. One of Wilson's requests is for an early opportunity to interview operators about the accident. Miller demurs. In later testimony, Wilson will recall concluding after this meeting that the situation is worse than he had suspected.

Thereafter, Wilson urges his employers to seek immediately as much help as possible to bring the plant under control. His feeling is not based on tangible evidence.

At the time Wilson is not yet aware of the in-core thermocouple readings, the hydrogen burn or the non-condensible gas bubble in the reactor coolant system. He is
made apprehensive by general indications: the need to wear respirators onsite, the lack of progress in cooling down, a request by Kunder for engineering assistance in the control room, some grasp by GPUSC engineers of the initial stages of the transient- and now, perhaps, by Miller's feeling that recovery is not far enough along to permit interviews of operators.

This definitely is not a plant approaching cold shutdown. Wilson recalls conveying this discomfiture on Thursday evening to Bob Arnold and to Dick Vollmer of the NRC.

Arnold responds quickly by getting back in touch with Dieckamp, who will later recall that there was a general "awareness of a greater need to provide additional levels of technical support to the plant ... Bob (Arnold) said he had thoughts about organization and people and tasks division support ... I said, 'Gee, I'm sure you've got to do that; just go straight to the site and begin doing it. Don't bother to check with me on that'."

Whatever his apprehensions following his talk with Wilson, Arnold does not fully realize the extent of instability at the plant until his arrival there Friday morning.

Sometime Thursday evening GPU engineers discover the pressure spike from the Wednesday afternoon monitoring graph, and conclude that it was a hydrogen burn. It fits in with the present collection of noncondensible gas in the top of the reactor vessel and contributes to the growing sense of uneasiness in the control room.

Earlier that evening, two of the NRC's onsite investigators, Charles Gallina and Jim Higgins, drive to Harrisburg to brief Governor Thornburgh and Lt. Governor Scranton prior to the Governor's 5 p.m. press conference. Their message is that potential danger to those off site has virtually ended. They are not aware of the high concentration of radioactive material in the coolant system underlined by a reading at 4:15 p.m. showing a 1000-R/hr dose rate on contact with a 100-milliliter sample of coolant water. (An estimated 10% of the radioactive inventory in the core has been released to the coolant.)

Gallina and Higgins are given these readings when they return from the press conference and Higgins calls the Governor's office with a revised forecast. But, as the Governor will later recall, by then he has already lost confidence in the NRC men.

In TMI-2 control, there is growing acceptance of the idea of a non-condensible gas bubble in the coolant system. The crew begins efforts to determine the bubble's size and nature.

Around midnight, Wilson receives a phone call telling him of the bubble. It will be a hectic Friday.
Friday, March 30, will be the day most vividly remembered by people who live around Three Mile Island. Wednesday, the day of real danger, had brought a lot of suspense, a fair quotient of fear and a good many rumors. But the heavy media interpretation of the accident made little impact until the evening network news, and by that time the local stations had the word that the accident was over.

True, there were some disconcerting disclosures in the network stories, some unsubtle suggestions that people at the plant were not quite sure what had happened; but the pressure was off. By Thursday, there was time to gossip and compare notes and exhale in relief. On Friday, Wednesday's apprehensions and drama will be reborn and multiply, and Thursday's calm will be shattered.

Friday will bring back the accident like the back-half of a hurricane after the "eye" has passed. On Friday, schools will be closed, and parents and parents-to-be will be scared half out of their wits; thousands of families will scurry to throw belongings into their cars, unwilling to face the risk entailed in staying in their homes another night.

Understanding the third day of the TMI-2 accident necessitates at least a superficial mastery of what has been going on in the reactor station auxiliary building, a dull and unimposing structure, normally of interest only to people in the nuclear power industry. The three most important pieces of auxiliary equipment to bear in mind, (see Color Plate 1) are: the makeup tank; the vent header, which is leaking; and the waste gas decay tank.

As previously noted, one of the problems facing control room operators as they try to bring Unit 2 to cold shutdown is the presence of abnormal amounts of noncondensible gas in the coolant system. The mounting long-range concern of the engineers is that a growing bubble of this gas, which they are beginning to feel sure includes substantial amounts of hydrogen, will become large enough to push down the water in the reactor vessel and make coverage of the core impossible.

The gas is also collecting in the top of the makeup tank, which is vital to the balance of the coolant system. The makeup tank operates at a lower pressure than the rest of the coolant system, and the operators fear that an increase in gas pressure may raise the tank pressure to the point (80 psi) at which the relief valve beneath the water in the makeup tank will open and empty the makeup tank water into the "reactor coolant bleed tank" (not shown in Color Plate 1). To compensate, the operators would then be compelled to tap the borated water storage tank (BWST) for makeup system water. This, in turn, would reduce the inventory of the BWST, which is the major source of water for replacing losses of coolant such as occurred in the accident on Wednesday.

To remove some of the gas and keep down the makeup tank pressure, the operators, since 4:35 a.m. Thursday, have been venting the tank for short periods of time by way of the vent header to the waste gas decay tanks. Because of the leaking vent header,
each "burping" of the makeup tank vent results in a release into the auxiliary building and through its exhaust system to the atmosphere. The gas from the makeup tank contains substantial amounts of radioactive material.

To minimize these releases, an auxiliary operator is sent each time into the auxiliary building to turn on the waste gas compressors just before the vent valve is to be opened, in order to suck the gas through the vent header as fast as possible. The compressors are situated between the vent header and the waste gas tank. The technique is to run the compressor until pressure in the vent header drops to 3 psi, then open the vent valve until vent header pressure reaches 15 psi, then close the vent valve until vent header pressure drops to 5 psi, then open the vent valve again, over and over until the desired reduction in pressure is achieved in the makeup tank.

The process is made no less complicated by the necessity for the auxiliary operator to suit up with protective clothing before each entry into the highly radioactive auxiliary building. In all, it is a somewhat bizarre operation, but under the circumstances about the only course the crew can take. It has worked quite well until 4:35 a.m. Friday, just 24 hours after the first effort, when the worst happens: makeup tank pressure climbs to 80 psi, the relief valve opens and all of the water from the makeup tank runs out into the reactor coolant bleed tank. The operators are forced to switch over to the BWST for their source of makeup water and face the possibility of eventual loss of their primary source of standby emergency coolant.

The four men who will play significant roles in the ensuing decisions are by now familiar figures in the accident scenario: James Floyd, the operations supervisor of Unit 2, who was at the B&W plant in Lynchburg for simulator training at the time of the reactor trip on Wednesday; Shift Supervisor Bill Zewe, who was on duty at Unit 2 at the time of the trip; Operator Craig Faust, who was on with Zewe; and Greg Hitz, who had come on duty in Unit 2 on the Wednesday day shift.

Today, Hitz arrives on site at 6 a.m., scheduled to relieve Zewe. Upon entering the control room, he is informed by Faust and Ed Frederick (another familiar figure) that they are "trying to hold the pressure in the makeup tank but (it is) ... gradually increasing." One of the operators tells Hitz, "We are not keeping up, and will have to do something; -. an auxiliary operator is suited up and ready to enter the auxiliary building to start the waste gas compressors.

Hitz is watching the situation at this point, and is "pretty sure" he recalls the makeup tank relief valve cycling open and shut two or three times. Finally, the operators are unable to keep the relief valve from opening; the pressure in the drained makeup tank stays high; the level of water in the BWST keeps dropping, and the level in the reactor coolant bleed tank keeps rising, threatening to overflow.

Zewe, who has been on-shift since 10:30 p.m. Thursday, is being interviewed by GPU personnel between 5:45 and 7 a.m. and thus is absent from the control room when the tank levels begin to signal a serious loss of water from the BWST. When he returns to the control room, Zewe learns of the zero level in the makeup tank, a 2- or 3-foot drop in the BWST level and overflowing bleed tanks. At this point, a decision is made to open the vent valve on the makeup tank and, ultimately, to leave it open until makeup tank pressure is all the way down.
Floyd will testify before the President's Commission that he ordered the valve opened. Zewe, Faust and Hitz will testify before the Special Inquiry Group that Floyd had no active role in this decision. Floyd, aware of the others' accounts, will later tell the Special Inquiry Group, "whether the operator (Faust) was looking at Mr. Zewe or looking at me at that particular moment in time, who he took his instructions from at that particular moment, I don't know." It is a diverting but rather pointless discrepancy. Whichever man gave the order, it was concurred in by everyone in the control room; all four of the men advocated the action.

A more significant disagreement in testimony arises in the matter of just when it was decided to leave that vent valve open. Floyd claims that he was thinking in these terms from the start. But according to both Zewe and Hitz, it was Zewe's intention simply to reseat the relief valve, and to shut the vent valve when makeup tank pressure dropped to 65 psi. However, when this point was reached, according to testimony, Zewe, after "strong urging" from Operator Faust and a discussion with Hitz, decided to leave the vent open and monitor the radiation release.

Once this was done, Zewe feels any subsequent gas build-up can probably be handled "in small puffs ... instead of a great big release every so often."

From a plant standpoint, the continuous venting is a success: makeup tank pressure drops, the relief valve reseats and water is restored to the tank. The price, of course, is that there has been a substantial release of radioactive material to the atmosphere as a result of that leak from the vent header into the auxiliary building and out the building stack. The operators expect this, and make preparations to monitor and cope with it. What they cannot know is that errors, combined with an almost unbelievable coincidence, will team up in Bethesda to generate an evacuation scare that will come perilously close to panic in the area around Three Mile Island.

This will be a day marked, even more than its predecessors, by horrendously poor communications, seemingly everywhere. Indeed, plant management has not even been aware of this periodic venting up to this time. Station Manager Gary Miller, now alerted to the venting-and-release problems, has come into the control room and put Zewe (returned from talking with the GPU engineers) in charge of plant operations, with Hitz in charge of communications. Floyd, apparently unaware of this, is also handling communications, and this causes trouble immediately.

As the venting begins, Floyd calls the emergency control station over in the Unit 1 control room and requests a helicopter to monitor releases over the plant. Floyd does not discuss this with anyone else in the Unit 2 control room, nor does he know that Hitz has called Unit 1 on the same matter. Not only that-Hitz also has asked emergency control to notify PEMA and BRP of the venting and of a "planned but uncontrolled release."

Almost an hour after the venting of the makeup tank is underway, Unit 2 control receives a reading from the monitoring helicopter: 1200 mr/hr at 130 feet above the exhaust stack (an altitude of 600 feet above mean sea level). This reading is transitory and is not greatly different from other transitory readings taken the previous afternoon of 3000 mr/hr at 15 feet above the stack during venting of the makeup tank. At this point, Floyd, suddenly fearing the possibility that when Faust goes to close the vent
valve it might not close, decides that he must personally alert PEMA to a possible need "to evacuate people downwind of the plant." Unable to get through to PEMA, Floyd calls Dauphin County civil defense and asks that they have PEMA call him. PEMA's Carl Kuehn calls back at 8:40 a.m. and is told by Floyd, according to Kuehn's testimony, that the plant has had an "uncontrolled release," that the plant might evacuate noncritical personnel, and that PEMA should be prepared to evacuate people downwind.

To Kuehn, Floyd sounds somewhat overwrought. Floyd will later testify that he was only testing PEMA's readiness status, and he will characterize the telephone conversation as the classic communications mixup of all time.

At virtually the same moment, the plant emergency control station over in Unit 1, alerted by Hitz, is on another line, calmly telling PEMA's Jim Cassidy about the 1200-mr/hr reading 130 feet above the stack, and 14-mr/hr reading at the site boundary. Earlier BRP had been warned by the Emergency Control Station that the first release would result in the highest radiation level, and that levels could be expected to decrease significantly in the next few hours, back down to where they were the day before.

Thus, when PEMA's Lamison relays Floyd's request to BRP's Margaret Reilly, she already has received similar information from the plant. She is puzzled, but not alarmed by the duplications. She sends monitors to the area.

Moving one more step up the escalator, Lamison thereupon reports both Cassidy's and Kuehn's information to PEMA Director Oran Henderson, noting Kuehn's description of Floyd as being extremely excited. Henderson, a former infantry colonel in Vietnam, immediately informs Lt. Governor Scranton, who reports the 1200-mr/hr exposure rate to the Governor's office. Paul Critchlow, the Governor's press secretary, walks all this information next door to check it with Karl Abraham, the NRC Region I press officer who is quartered here during the accident emergency. Abraham says he will check it out, and calls the NRC in Bethesda.

At 9 a.m., Reilly tells Lamison that the releases have been contained. The same cannot be said for the reports of the releases, which have developed a life of their own. And to these, another report has been added. Back in Bethesda at the Incident Response Center, Lake Barrett is fretting over an 8:45 a.m. telex from regional headquarters reporting a conversation with Inspector Jim Higgins up at the site. The telex reads:

The seal return to the makeup tanks was causing excessive gas pressures in the makeup tank which was directed to the waste gas decay tanks which were full. The waste gas tanks were being released to the stack. Pennsylvania Civil Defense was being notified by Licensee.

Barrett has been deeply concerned about those waste gas decay tanks: once they are full of concentrated radioactive gases any additional gas will be released directly to the vent stack.

The factor to keep in mind here is that the report is wrong. The waste gas tanks are not being vented to the stack; this is not a valid concern at this time. Barrett, of course, does not know this. He does some quick calculations, based on data he received Thursday evening, and projects an alarming hypothetical release rate from the waste gas tank venting.
John Davis, a member of the NRC's Executive Management Team (EMT), is standing nearby as Barrett arrives at these projections, and he urges Barrett to take them next door to brief the EMT. The duty officers on the EMT at around 9 a.m. are Lee Gossick, Executive Director for Operations; Harold Denton, Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation; and John Davis, Director of Inspection and Enforcement. Also in the room are Joe Fouchard, Director of Public Affairs; Harold (Doc) Collins, Assistant Director for Emergency Preparedness, and Edson Case, Denton's deputy.

Barrett is asked to estimate what the offsite dose rate might be. Based on his rough projections, Barrett estimates that a member of the public at the site boundary might be exposed to 1200 mr/hr, a figure so high that exposure for only an hour could exceed EPA evacuation guidelines for sensitive individuals.

At this precise moment, as though scripted, there is a call into the EMT from Karl Abraham, calling on the speaker phone from the Governor's offices: there is a report of a 1200-mr/hr reading from "one of the cooling towers"; is it true? The EMT apparently panics; they forget that Barrett's 1200 mr/hr is an offsite ground level number and Abraham's is apparently on site, directly over the plant. They forget that Abraham is asking, not telling. The EMT scrambles, amid talk of "moving people," "biting the bullet," and "better safe than sorry." Consensus is quickly reached: evacuation.

Denton asks Barrett for more advice: How far out for evacuation? Barrett has not given the matter any thought, but suggests 10 miles. A hurried discussion results in shading the recommendation to 5 miles for now: 10 miles would include parts of Harrisburg, and all manner of extra complications.

Sensing the urgency of the situation, Collins asks the administrators what they wish him to do, and is told by Denton to "call the State of Pennsylvania and recommend the implementation of this precautionary evacuation."

It is 9:15 when Doc Collins reaches Henderson at PEMA with the EMT recommendation. He is reassured when Henderson tells him PEMA has already heard of the 1200 mr/hr reading. (It is logical that their reports are self-corroborative: the information has traveled full circle from Floyd to PEMA to Critchlow to Abraham to Collins and back to PEMA's Henderson.) The accelerating factor, unknown to Henderson, is the erroneous Higgins report regarding the full waste gas tanks.

Henderson tells Collins PEMA is awaiting word from the plant before making any moves on evacuation advisories, and Collins responds: "We're recommending here that you go ahead and evacuate people out to 10 miles in the direction of the plume." Henderson responds: "We'll start with 5 miles."

The situation bears striking similarities to Wednesday morning's abortive evacuation alert. The difference is that the NRC's emergency managers, unlike the BRP earlier, have executed an astonishing list of thou-shalt-nots; chief among these are the failure to check precisely where the 1200-mr/hr reading was taken (not offsite, but directly over the plant stack), and what the actual offsite readings were. And once the hip-shot response is formulated, it is taken not to the Governor's office but to a State civil defense apparatus that is eager to be tested.

Commenting in a later interview about the need for involvement of the right agencies before taking emergency action, Governor Thornburgh will say: "In Pennsylvania,
PEMA's role is to manage the emergency, not to recommend evacuation. PEMA mentality (during the TMI-2 accident) was akin to being all dressed up with no place to go-leaned forward in the trenches. We had to be careful about that attitude."

Colonel Henderson duly notifies the chain of command-Lt. Governor Scranton's office and the Bureau of Radiation Protection. At the latter, Gerusky admonishes Henderson's deputy that BRP has no information to justify an evacuation, but he will check and call back. A bit testily, he also questions why Collins would first notify PEMA instead of his organization. It is not an illogical question.

As the Lt. Governor briefs the Governor, Henderson is calling Kevin Molloy, the Dauphin County Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, advising him to be prepared for a possible evacuation. Molloy is told to expect the order in 5 minutes, as Henderson is 90% sure the Governor will issue such an order. Molloy moves swiftly into his emergency plan, alerting all appropriate agencies in the county, including the public via radio station WHP, the primary emergency broadcast station "... that there (is) a possibility we might have to evacuate, and if we did, this is what the people should take with them and basically this is where they should go."

Around 10:00 a.m. control room operator Ed Frederick, just off-shift at Unit 2, wearily drives by Augie's Place in Middletown to pick up some sandwiches for the Unit 2 control room crew. He is startled to see construction workers throwing their gear into their cars and pickups, and early shoppers scurrying away as though being pursued. In Augie's, the proprietor himself is getting ready to lock up: there has just been a radio announcement on WHP Harrisburg that there has been some big release over at the plant, and people should prepare to evacuate from a 5-mile radius. This includes Middletown.

After trying to calm the proprietor, Frederick goes out to a pay phone and calls an open line in the Unit 2 control room. "What's going on," he asks Greg Hitz. Hitz has heard nothing about it. Zewe is in the control room when Hitz takes Frederick's call. He hears Hitz tell Frederick, "You've got to be kidding." Hitz relates Frederick's startling news to Zewe, and both men bolt for the shift supervisor's office where Gary Miller is going over some data with NRC Inspector Jim Higgins.

Zewe tells Miller, "Frederick says they're evacuating Middletown and the surrounding area. What's wrong?" Miller turns on Higgins: "What are you people doing to us?" Higgins, taken aback, defensively denies knowing anything about any evacuation, and starts calling NRC personnel at the Unit 1 control room and the Observation Center. They know nothing about it either.

In less than 10 minutes, senior NRC officials in Bethesda have made and executed an incorrect evacuation decision for the Three Mile Island area. It will be countermanded by Governor Thornburgh, but not before letting loose fear that will roll around the area like a loose cannon, doing incalculable damage to the morale of this placid, stable region.
BRP, meanwhile, has been trying to backcheck the basis for Collins' recommendation. There is no question of Collins' credentials: he is both highly reputable and authorized to speak for the NRC in this instance. But what was the basis for this incredible advisory?

Bill Dornsife, a BRP nuclear engineer, talks with NRC Inspector Charles Gallina at the plant site; Gallina says flatly that no NRC personnel onsite could have provided information leading to Collins' call—not, completely accurate, of course, for Higgins' erroneous report of the full waste gas tanks had certainly been a contributing factor.

BRP's Margaret Reilly is on the phone as this is going on, making it clear to Collins that BRP sees no reason to order an evacuation. Collins says he was following orders, and that Chairman Hendrie will be calling the Governor shortly. The following is an excerpt of the conversation:

COLLINS: Well the decision, I think, was based on the, on the, on the activity levels that they were given. You know.
DORNSIFE: I talked to Chick Gallina in the plant. He, he's (inaudible words).
COLLINS: Huh?
DORNSIFE: Chick Gallina in the plant, just can't comprehend how, how-
COLLINS: Yeah, I know, but, you know, we got a, we got a lot of big wheels sitting here around tables; and well you can tell them to go stuff it, sure ... I understand that, but look it. Look it. You don't work, you know where I am on the totem pole, okay?
DORNSIFE: But relay the information that you screwed our situation up so incredibly-
COLLINS: Yeah, well anyway, anyway I understand the Chairman is calling the Governor. And what the Chairman's going to say to the Governor I have no idea.
DORNSIFE: Well make sure he gets his facts straight-
VOICE: Yeah.
VOICE: -before he talks to-
COLLINS: Yeah, but folks here that were sitting here recommended that. That we call Henderson and tell him that.
REILLY: (Inaudible 2 words). Whoever is at the bottom of this, he better start naming names and good stuff like that, cause there's going to be pieces of tissue all over the place.
COLLINS: We don't have any pieces of tissue, I don't know. You don't, you don't agree with the CD Department. Henderson just called me, Margaret, less than 10 minutes ago; and he said that he doesn't agree with the Health Department.
REILLY: He don't have, he has your information though. He doesn't have our information.

By about 9:45, BRP has completed its checks with NRC in Bethesda and on site, and is convinced evacuation is not necessary. Now, however, they are unable to get through to the PEMA or the Governor's office: the phone system is jammed by calls triggered by Molloy's broadcast alert.

Dornsife races to the PEMA offices, Gerusky to the Governor's office to present their personal opposition to an evacuation.
By this time, NRC-IRC in Bethesda has been in touch with NRC personnel on site, and has learned:

- That the 1200-mr/hr was a local exposure rate taken right over the containment building, not off site.
- That the relief valve that had lifted was on the makeup tank, not the waste gas decay tank.
- That actual offsite monitor readings are not alarming, and there is no reason for an evacuation alert at the present time.

It is shortly before 10 a.m., and the day is only beginning. The NRC's Executive Management Team in Bethesda now is able to reach the NRC commissioners in their downtown offices. Under questioning from Chairman Hendrie, the EMT managers retreat a bit from their earlier position, but still counsel a precautionary evacuation recommendation because of the uncertainty of the situation—an uncertainty to which they have been heavy contributors. Brian Grimes, however (Assistant Director for Engineering and Projects), hardly goes along: the most that should be done, he tells Hendrie, "is to tell people to stay inside this morning."

Commissioner Bradford suggests that the conservative approach would be to confirm the staff's evacuation recommendation, but there is no consensus among the commissioners for any particular position. In the meantime, Hendrie, although plagued at this point by inadequate and conflicting information, prepares to place a call to Governor Thornburgh. Hendrie's own phone rings: the Governor has beaten him to it. Even though the commissioners have made no decision, Hendrie, after a brief exchange with the Governor on the phone, suggests that "people out in the northeast quadrant within five miles of the plant stay indoors for the next half hour." It is 10:07 a.m.

The conversation is interrupted as both men are given new information on radiation readings at the site—the Governor from Gerusky, the Chairman from the IRC in Bethesda. Gerusky notes that wind is picking up and the plume should be dissipating: it probably doesn't "make any difference now whether they stay indoors or not." Hendrie accepts Gerusky's assessment, but thinks NRC's suggestion for people staying indoors may still be wise. Thornburgh asks if there will be any more of these releases and the Chairman replies that "we may very well get them again, I think," but that he hopes NRC will have advance word if and when they do. Finally, Hendrie says they might as well wait until they know for sure.

In this somewhat roundabout fashion, the EMT's unequivocal 9:15 a.m. recommendation for evacuation is rescinded.

Meanwhile, at 10:00 a.m. warning sirens scream eerily in Harrisburg. Later, Molloy will claim that they were not county civil defense sirens—that they apparently originated on State property. Regardless of their origin, tensions mount and the populace is needlessly spooked.
At 10:25 a.m., Governor Thornburgh speaks (live) over Station WHP in an effort to reglue the shattered composure of his constituents in the Three Mile Island area. Almost simultaneously, the Governor's press secretary, Critchlow, is briefing newspeople about the results of Thornburgh's talk with Chairman Hendrie, straightening out the facts about the offsite radiation readings, the absence of any need for evacuation, and the advisory for citizens of the area to remain indoors for a while. But instead of the 5-mile radius, Critchlow says 10 miles—inadvertently extending the advisory's coverage from a population of 36,000 to 135,000 persons. The good citizens of the area can be forgiven by this time for feeling a bit groggy: a little more than an hour ago, they were being advised by Molloy's broadcast to pack their bags and be ready to evacuate. Then they hear loud sirens. Now they are being told to close their doors and windows, turn off air conditioners, and stay inside.
In Washington, Chairman Hendrie, who is but one of five members of a collegial executive, finds himself suddenly being solicited for executive answers and decisions with very little solid information to draw them from. The best he can do under the circumstances is give personal opinions and hope for the best. NRC's Edson Case will summarize Hendrie's plight bleakly but not without sympathy:

"The information you will have in the next hour may be as sketchy or less than you had the last time; the plant is in a tender state, not really knowing what they are doing and I have no confidence they will know come the next time."

Until now, the White House has presented a low profile in the TMI-2 crisis. Now, at about 10:45 a.m., President Carter calls Chairman Hendrie and is brought up to date on the plant's status insofar as it is known to the chairman, on Hendrie's conversation with Governor Thornburgh and on the general difficulties of communication with the site. The President says he will have the White House communications group give every assistance. He adds that he wants the chairman to suggest a "responsible senior official to go to take charge at the site on behalf of the Federal Government," and to be the President's direct contact at the site. Hendrie suggests immediately that Harold Denton would be "the best person" (he has already planned to send him).

Shortly after talking with Hendrie, the President calls Governor Thornburgh, tells him Harold Denton is on his way, and concurs that there is no reason for implementing emergency measures. This is a remarkable recovery for Denton, who only this morning had given Doc Collins the order that set off the evacuation scramble.

He will prove to be a fortunate choice. A man of easy confidence and a nonabrasive manner, Denton will succeed in largely disarming a suspicious press contingent, and in focusing both the efforts and the image of the NRC. He will arrive at the scene of the accident carrying virtually everyone's franchise-the President's, Governor Thornburgh's, the NRC commissioners', the NRC-EMT's-and bring with him a squadron of NRC technical experts. Denton will project an image of a person who, if he does not have the answers, will be willing to look for them and to share them once they are found.

Denton's arrival, though aimed at problem-solving, creates a few logistic complications of its own. Denton and his staff, like Vollmer the day before, find no facilities or telephones to use at the Observation Center, which now is packed with utility personnel and alive with roving media people.

Finally a Met Ed employee, who lives across the driveway from the Center, turns over his home to the NRC contingent. Denton uses the living room as his headquarters pending arrival of NRC trailers. The kitchen and garage of the home ultimately serve as the NRC Trailer City mess hall.

Victor Stello, who accompanies Denton as his deputy at the site, turns out to be a resourceful scrounger, drawing on his knowledge and acquaintances in the area (he
grew up in Pennsylvania). He quickly lines up temporary use of a State police communications trailer parked nearby, and this will be the telephone center until NRC communications are established later in the day, with a special telephone line directly to the White House switchboard.

Back in Washington, the NRC commissioners are finding it hard to let go of the possible need for evacuation. If not a general evacuation advisory, what about an advisory to those who might be particularly sensitive to radiation exposure, or to those who simply do not need to be in the area just now? "It boiled down," Hendrie will recall, "to children and pregnant women where they reasonably could leave, had some place to go, on the basis that those elements of the population are known to be sensitive to radiation exposure."

There is no formal vote, but it appears to be the sense of the commissioners that such an advisory be recommended to Thornburgh. Chairman Hendrie calls the Governor at 11:40 a.m. and is quickly advised of pressures on Thornburgh for evacuating pregnant women and preschoolers. According to Tom Gerusky, who is present as the call comes over the speaker phone, Hendrie responds: "If my wife was pregnant and had small children in the area, I would get them out, because we don't know what is going to happen."

As Gerusky and Dornsife leave the Statehouse and walk back to their offices after the telephone conversation, they mark the strange transformation that has taken place around them. Instead of the usual, bustling Friday morning atmosphere of downtown Harrisburg, the streets are virtually empty.

At a 12:30 p.m. press conference, Governor Thornburgh announces:

Based on advice of the chairman of NRC, and in the interests of taking every precaution, I am advising those who may be particularly susceptible to the effects of radiation—that is, pregnant women and pre-school age children—to leave the area within a five-mile radius of the Three Mile Island facility until further notice. We have also ordered the closing of any schools within this area. I repeat that this and other contingency measures are based on my belief that an excess of caution is best. Current readings are no higher than they were yesterday. However, the continued presence of radioactivity in the area and the possibility of further emissions lead me to exercise the utmost of caution.

Over the course of the morning, the attitude of the media representatives has become increasingly hostile, particularly toward Met Ed and the hapless Jack Herbein. Many of the reporters have their bags packed to leave—several have left—when the evacuation scare breaks at about 9:00 a.m. They do not like this story; it is extremely difficult to understand, and it is, frankly, frightening. All of this surliness is focused on Herbein as he arrives for an 11:00 a.m. press conference at the Middletown American Legion Hall. Adding to the generally petulant mood is the presence of some newly arrived reporters, whose basic, square-one questions irritate the old-timers who have been at the scene since Wednesday.

Burdened by the fact that he has not heard the 1200-mr/hr figure for the stack release, the Met Ed Vice President grows increasingly testy. At last, when asked why
the press was not notified there would be a discharge of waste water into the Susquehanna, Herbein blows up. That was yesterday, after all. "I don't know why we need to tell you each and everything that we do ...," he snaps. It is not the response of a man who looks forward to a future in public relations.

In spite of all the distractions of the makeup tank venting crisis, the growing focus of a lot of engineers and technicians during Friday morning has been on that gas bubble in the top of the reactor vessel. As knowledge of the Wednesday hydrogen burn circulates (it does not reach NRC-HQ in Bethesda until about 11:00 a.m.) there is little question that the bubble is hydrogen, generated as the overheated Zircalloy fuel cladding voraciously combined with oxygen from the steam in the reactor core on Wednesday.

B&W chemist Don Nitti has determined that there is little danger of oxygen being generated in the core by radiolysis (the effect of radiation splitting water molecules, \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \), into hydrogen and oxygen gas) because the existence of excess hydrogen will suppress that process.

And without a substantial amount of free oxygen being present, the hydrogen in the reactor coolant system cannot burn or explode. B&W engineer Don Roy predicts it will take 3 days to get rid of the bubble by using a cycling process he has developed which employs the letdown, makeup, and pressurizer systems to coax the gas out of the reactor vessel. The NRC's Roger Mattson, Director of the Division of Systems Safety, believes it will take much longer. Mattson briefs Chairman Hendrie early in the afternoon about the extensive core damage and the now-accepted view of the presence of hydrogen. He recommends-horrors-evacuation, because of his fear that Met Ed, in order to stop further releases, may be stampeded into depressurizing once again, which would risk a meltdown.

Earlier, Hendrie has talked with GPUSC Vice President Robert Arnold to request that the utility take no action "like releases or changing the operating mode of the reactor and the containment essential to safety systems" without consulting NRC. Apparently, the chairman has been reassured by Arnold's response, for he makes no comment on Mattson's forebodings.

At 1:30 p.m., Hendrie attends a meeting in the White House Situation Room, chaired by Zbigniew Brzezinski, with participants from the Departments of Defense and Energy, the Joint Chiefs of Staff and a whole Scrabble set of supporting agencies, plus White House aides Jody Powell, Jack Watson and Eugene Eidenberg. A Brzezinski memo to the President quoting Hendrie gives his assessment of the accident situation:

> Potential hazards exist . . . due to a hydrogen bubble about 1,000 cubic feet in size which could press the cooling water below the core, thereby causing heating and fission material release within the contaminated plant area; a few percentage probability that this material could escape into the open air; if this occurred, there would be 6 to 12 hours notice; and that evacuation of the population in about a 20-mile downwind range could be required.

During this meeting, White House responsibility shifts from Brzezinski to Jack Watson, and it is decided that all information about the plant will come from or through Harold Denton, who will be in direct touch with Governor Thornburgh, the NRC and the White House. Jody Powell will oversee releases in Washington, the Defense Civil
Preparedness Agency (DCPA) will perform as lead agency for contingency evacuation planning, and the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA) will perform as lead agency for coordinating all other Federal efforts to support plant activities and provide resource needs for possible evacuation.

One of the early mysteries of the Three Mile Island crisis centered in speculation over how Zbigniew Brzezinski, the President’s National Security Advisor, came to be involved in a Pennsylvania powerplant crisis. The answer carries a suggestion that the White House, not unlike several other centers of authority, was a bit unstructured when it came to meeting a domestic nuclear emergency. The White House Situation Room, which was on the NRC’s "call list," was notified at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday. Commissioner Gilinsky, however, separately called Jessica Tuchman Mathews of the White House staff with whom he had been working on some nuclear proliferation studies for the NSC. Ms. Mathews took down the information from Gilinsky around 9:00 a.m. Wednesday, and walked it in to her boss, Brzezinski. The National Security Advisor took the information with him and relayed it to President Carter at the morning briefing at 9:15 a.m.

Jessica Mathews would remain the White House point-person throughout the crisis, even when the chief responsibility shifted from Brzezinski to Jack Watson; by all accounts she acquitted herself admirably. As to why the National Security Advisor headed the White House TMI-2 response for 48 hours, the answer is that he was Jessica Tuchman Mathews' boss; and in a sense he volunteered.

In the course of Friday afternoon, the Governor's office, specifically Critchlow and Jay Waldman, Thornburgh's executive assistant, establish phone contact with Watson, Mathews and Eidenberg. Mathews fills in Waldman with information on plant status she has received earlier from Gilinsky, and from Hendrie's briefing at the Situation Room. This somewhat ominous news is passed on to the Governor, who interrupts a meeting for his own direct briefing from Mathews. Thornburgh outlines for Mathews the problem he has in reconciling word from at least two NRC sources-onsite and in Washington—as well as disparate information coming from his own people. Denton's new portfolio will largely alleviate these difficulties. When Hendrie calls at 3:41 p.m., he finds the Governor already pretty well briefed on the bubble situation, and the fact of very extensive core damage.

In response to Thornburgh's query, Hendrie says he feels it might be prudent to evacuate out to 20 miles "if we suspect getting a fairly husky release."

"What are the potentials for an explosion that would rupture the core, the vessel?" asks Thornburgh.

The chairman replies: "There isn't any oxygen in there to combine with that hydrogen, so the answer as far as I know is pretty close to zero."

The conversation ends to enable Thornburgh to take a call from Denton, who has arrived at the site 2 hours earlier with his NRC experts from Bethesda. Denton
describes the four task forces he has established to study the situation, and reviews what is known about fuel damage and the bubble over the core. The day's releases, he says, were routine noble gases, measuring 1 to 20 mr/hr on site, and are no threat. Arrangements are made for Denton to visit the Governor's office later that night.

In Bethesda earlier in the afternoon, an NRC press room has been opened in the East-West Towers building, on the floor above the IRC. Its aim is to provide media with access to NRC briefers who can explain the complexities of plant systems and what in hell is going on up in Pennsylvania.

An interesting pattern has developed in press coverage of the story: most of the people up at the site are general assignment and feature writers. Some of the science writers and specialists are here in Washington, wisely working the agencies and getting some of the better stories. A chief frustration until now has been the basic scatter of NRC sources: the commissioners downtown; the division chiefs strewn around Bethesda (and now moving up to TMI-2 in many cases); the information office in the Bank Building; the IRC and EMT in the East-West Towers. Smart reporters are shuttling from one to another in the hope of picking up a fresh angle. The new press center will hardly end the confusion—indeed, it may well contribute to the two whoppers yet to break.

The first story breaks Friday night, right out of the press center opening, wrecking what comfort Governor Thornburgh might be enjoying in the arrival of Denton, the vastly improved communications facilities, and the boost from the White House.

One of the briefers at the new NRC press center is Dudley Thompson, an IE officer. He gets credit for getting the center off to a spectacular start simply by acknowledging what, to most nuclear technicians with any knowledge at all of the TMI-2 situation, is a fairly mundane fact: Yes, a core meltdown is always a possibility; remote, but ....

Whomever Thompson was responding to, the person did not stick around to hear the qualifications; this was the first acknowledgement by an official source that the China Syndrome might be more than a movie. Thompson's response carried no surprises. But here in the new NRC press center—particularly in contrast to Chairman Hendrie's reassuring Thursday response to Congressmen that a "Chinese Syndrome" had not even been close—one of the wire services (UPI) believes it has itself a story: "TMI Accident Poses the Ultimate Risk of Meltdown." Whatever the story's journalistic merits, it succeeds in breaking up the brief calm that had settled over the Harrisburg area, where 4 hours earlier the Governor had reported to the people on his talks with President Carter and Chairman Hendrie, concluding: "There continues to be no need for panic or implementation of emergency measures."

In Washington, the NRC commissioners still seem to perceive their informational roles somewhat oddly as they struggle—much as they had with the "radiation from containment" press release Wednesday evening—to compose a press statement downplaying this bubble in the top of the reactor vessel, and its potential for further
Pennsylvania's Governor Richard Thornburgh was reluctant to accept the initial NRC staff recommendation to evacuate without more definitive information.
mischief. The commissioners are recorded as they craft another press release, this one to go out at 6:30 p.m.:

KENNEDY: It says that, it says that there's evidence of severe damage to nuclear fuel. Possibility exists of interrupting coolant flow within the reactor, etc., several options can be considered, in the meantime a state of .. .

AHEARNE: The whole flavor is very optimistic and .. .

KENNEDY: I don't think it's optimistic. It just says we're working hard. Which happens to be the case. The focus, I think, has to be reassuring ... reassure people that at least we're working on it.

HENDRIE: Ok, let me read. I think we ought to stick this paragraph right under the top. The Chairman of the NRC said this afternoon that contrary to some media reports there is no imminent danger of a core meltdown at the Three (Mile) Island nuclear plant. New paragraph. Technical experts from the Commission staff headed by the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Harold Denton, reached the site early this afternoon. At the direction of the President they have been provided with all granted communication facilities, the NRC team at the site is; working closely with the utility personnel and experts from other Federal agencies and the State of Pennsylvania. Close contact has been maintained with Governor Thornburgh. New paragraph. Go to here. There has ;een, ends up

KENNEDY: Why don't we say close contact is being maintained instmd of "has been"?

At his 5:00 p.m. press briefing, Jody Powell says that the meltdown story is "at the very least speculative." And Harold Denton checks in by phone with the Governor, telling him there is no imminent hazard, as there are ways to cool the core. At 10:00 p.m., the Governor, Lt. Governor Scranton and Harold Denton hold a press conference. Thornburgh, still striving to calm the situation, says that after having spent an hour and a half with Denton-the man assigned to Pennsylvania for the duration, by the President-he can announce that "no evacuation order is necessary at this time." For his part, Denton puts down the core melt story by saying the possibility "was very remote." It is very close to what Dudley Thompson said to the reporter earlier in the day, but in this context it sounds reassuring.

Although Joe Hendrie has reassured the Governor that there is no danger of the hydrogen bubble exploding-because there is not enough oxygen present-his associates are aware that this possibility is a continuing concern for the chairman. In conversations with the other commissioners, he frets about the chances that, over the "next many days, or a week, or weeks, enough oxygen would be produced for the bubble to be in flammable configuration." He wants to make sure a team is working on radiolytic decomposition calculations.

Despite the distractions Friday evening resulting from the meltdown story, Hendrie calls several staff members, urging them to study radiolysis. Roger Mattson, who says he never heard of the problem, suggests he will get Denwood Ross and Merrill Taylor, two NRC staffers now at the site, to work on it. Hendrie urges Mattson to reach out for a "different set of guys," because the men at the site are tired, and he does not want any slip-ups.
On the 30th, NRC's Harold Denton was sent to Three Mile Island as the President's representative.

He asks Darrell Eisenhut, deputy director of NRC's Operating Reactor Division, to get a totally independent calculation of oxygen evolution rate and an estimate of detonation pressure. Eisenhut says he will consult Westinghouse, and will also ask Saul Levine, NRC Director of Research, to begin working on the problem. This will be the first time the experts in Research will be asked to help in the emergency. Another big, scary story is building.

Friday has been a wild, uneven day, beginning with an evacuation scare and closing with a meltdown scare—both quite groundless, as it would turn out. In between there is heartening evidence that Met Ed and the NRC are beginning to get their acts together.
The media contingent begins to grow again; no one is sure yet just what this is all about, but any nuclear accident that lasts this long and scares this many people is too big a story to walk away from now.

This has been the day when GPU President Herman Dieckamp begins calling in help from the industry-soliciting other utilities, reactor manufacturers, architect-engineer firms, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and consultants, not to mention Government agencies and the national laboratories-NASA, Oak Ridge and Argonne-and such individuals as N. J. Palladino, Dean of Penn State's School of Engineering, and Sol Levy, a prominent nuclear energy consultant from California and former head of nuclear engineering at G.E. They will respond by the hundreds, beginning this weekend. With Denton's arrival, there are now 83 NRC people at the site who are beginning to take an interest in the plant operations and, parallel to Med Ed's and GPU's efforts, starting to recruit help from outside sources.

Victor Stello calls from the site and asks NRC-HQ to try to recruit a robot he has learned may be located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory's plant in Tennessee. It could be useful to have a remotely operated device possibly capable of performing some tasks inside the TMI-2 auxiliary building. The robot, Herman, is located and arrangements are made to ship it to TMI by truck, a 14-hour haul. For more than a week, the press will clamor for photo opportunities of Herman in action. Late in the day, another, more sophisticated robot is located at Eglin Air Force Base in Florida—overkill, possibly, but worth checking out ...
Through it all, the people around Three Mile Island have been models of admirable mass behavior under stress. They seem to accept, better than most, the fact of disaster, whether natural or manmade. (There have been serious floods in recent years. In June of 1972, Hurricane Agnes flooded large parts of Harrisburg including the capitol itself.) They respect public officials, tend to follow sensible directives and above all, keep their heads. But they have about had it with this nuclear accident.

The first word on Wednesday was cold comfort: the worst nuclear accident in history at a commercial power plant is happening in their backyard, but everything is all right. Since then, they have been alternately soothed and scared by relays of experts and spokespersons who are presumed to know what they were talking about, but frequently come down 180° apart as to what's happening. The locals have been instructed to prepare to leave, to stay indoors, to stay off the phones in order to keep the lines clear, to remain tuned to their local stations for word of what is going on. When the public announcements begin to overlap and cancel one another out, and resort to the phone is necessary, the line is busy. Thousands of people, feeling expendable as weeds in a windstorm, have simply given up waiting to be told what to do-they have drawn down their bank accounts, dropped the pets off at the animal shelter and taken off to visit relatives or to check into a motel somewhere out beyond this 20-mile radius that seems to be the largest zone of danger under discussion.

Wednesday it was a reactor out of control; Thursday everything was fine; Friday morning, there is a radioactive release scare and an evacuation false alarm; and the bedtime story Friday night is a possible meltdown. Now NRC Chairman Hendrie is working on an interpretation that will eclipse them all before the day is out ...

To this day, months after the TMI-2 accident, no one seems quite sure what started Joe Hendrie worrying about a hydrogen explosion inside the Unit 2 reactor vessel; only that it seemed to hit him Friday night. Until then, the unflappable NRC chairman had been a leader in the reassurance brigade. Perhaps it has something to do with the confirmation that there had been a hydrogen explosion in the containment building on Wednesday; word of that had reached NRC headquarters only shortly before noon on Friday.

The one fact on which there is general concurrence is that Chairman Hendrie is not someone whose views are taken lightly. Anyone familiar with the NRC knows that here is one of a bare handful of persons in the NRC structure whom many staffers would follow over a cliff. Of the five NRC commissioners, only Hendrie has an extensive nuclear background: he is a physicist; he had been chairman of the NRC's prestigious Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards; he had been a top NRC staff official before becoming a commissioner (an unheard-of progression, incidentally); and before that had toiled prominently at the Brookhaven Laboratories. He alone, of all commission chairmen back through the AEC days, is an expert on nuclear reactors.
Pregnant women and pre school children who evacuated the area on Friday were provided with food and shelter by Red Cross workers at the athletic arena in Hershey.
"If Joe is worried," summarizes one NRC official, "we had better take it seriously-not because we are scared of him, but because he is that good." And Joe Hendrie, on this day, will start nuclear analysts up the scariest siding yet ...

The one comforting thing about hydrogen, particularly if you are a newsperson, is that everyone including yourself has a pretty good idea what you are talking about. There is nothing exotic or new about hydrogen: it was there at the top of the valence tables when your grandfather was taking general science. The Hindenburg was filled with hydrogen when it burned. And the bubble expanding in the top of the reactor vessel now is identified as hydrogen-no longer "non-condensible gases." Its presence is stark proof that the reactor core was uncovered for a long time, very badly damaged and-although no one, including Chairman Hendrie, has yet acknowledged it—very close to a meltdown on Wednesday.

The concentration until now has been on getting rid of the hydrogen in order to put the reactor into cold shutdown. No one has been worrying about an explosion because it has been presumed that there is no oxygen present in the reactor vessel. The chairman believes now that the intense radioactive level in the system may be inducing radiolysis, freeing oxygen molecules from the coolant water.

The Met Ed, GPU and B&W people who are controlling the plant do not follow Hendrie's new line of reasoning for a minute—they are convinced that the excess hydrogen in the system prevents the freeing of oxygen. Nevertheless, such is the state of their image with the media that they are not eager to take the matter public. While these people proceed with measures for shrinking the hydrogen bubble, perhaps a dozen scattered experts and consultants of the NRC, at Hendrie's request, start digging into their reference files and calling around to test the Hendrie hypothesis.

By now, media people are an accepted part of the scenery—indeed, in places such as Goldsboro, where an estimated 90 percent of the citizenry has left town by Saturday night, there are more reporters around than residents. The total press entourage covering the accident now easily exceeds 300; they are everywhere. And most of them show up at the Legion Hall in Middletown this morning to kick around Met Ed's Jack Herbein one last time: Met Ed has announced it will no longer hold press conferences; the NRC—i.e., Harold Denton—will henceforth be spokesman for plant status.

Herbein has some news: the hydrogen bubble has been reduced to two-thirds its Friday dimensions, and the crisis at TMI-2 is over. Herbein, it will turn out, is correct; but who is paying attention to Herbein these days?

An hour later, Denton says the crisis is not over, gladdening the hearts of a nation of Sunday headline-writers with a perfect balance of stories: "It's Over"—"It's Not Over." Denton also takes issue with Met Ed's figures on the bubble size. (Later this evening, Jack Watson will call Herman Dieckamp from the White House to fret over the conflicting reports; Met Ed will instruct its news center in Hershey to refer all questions of plant status to NRC, and to limit its responses to background information on Three Mile Island.)
From early in the accident, Pennsylvania's Bureau of Radiation Protection had referred all press queries to the State Department of Environmental Resources. Now, under a general tightening of information, both DER and PEMA are deferring to the Governor's press secretary, Paul Critchlow. The White House, specifically Jody Powell, has assumed responsibility for all press statements concerning Federal emergency support to Pennsylvania. With Saturday's developments, public sources of information are streamlined to these: Denton for plant status, Powell for emergency assistance, and Governor Thornburgh's office for evacuation and emergency response. For now, the press accepts this limitation of news sources; the wisdom of it will later be questioned. Thornburgh himself will offer the opinion that "we can't get away with it next time."

On balance, the quality of Met Ed's information has not been that bad—overall at least as accurate, if not more so, than the NRC over the course of the accident. Many of the accusations of misinformation have to do with things the utility has neglected to mention, or on which it has been misinformed by its own people at the plant, or which it has simply not known. Finally, the reporters' perceptions of Met Ed's information almost from the beginning has been conditioned by the misfortunes of Jack Herbein.

NRC's continuing refusal to collaborate with the utility on plant status briefings is consistent with the agency's original fixation on avoiding the appearance of conflict of interest. The NRC has been inordinately touchy about appearing in any way to assume joint responsibility for plant operations with Met Ed during the accident. Be all that as it may, just now seems an unfortunate time for Met Ed to lose its voice, since at the moment the utility is accurate in its evaluation of the plant status, is making the right moves to bring it to cold shutdown, and seems inclined to give more details about it. After a sorry start, Met Ed has regained its composure.

Hendrie's fears will prove groundless, as he will be the first to admit. The hydrogen never explodes in the reactor vessel; it blows up, instead, in the media.

At a Saturday afternoon press conference, Chairman Hendrie makes the notion of a hydrogen bubble explosion a public concern. Responding to a hypothetical question about a hydrogen detonation, Hendrie says:

Okay, . . . with regard to the bubble in the vessel . . . that is a problem which is of concern and which we are working on very intensively at the moment. As long as the bubble has hydrogen steam fission product as composition, why, it's not flammable. But if enough oxygen over a longer period of time were evolved, why, it could become a flammable mixture. Now, it's a fairly high pressure, 1000 pound-per-square inch environment, and contained in the vessel dome; in fact, at the moment a little too well contained for our purpose; ... there aren't ignition sources at hand ... staff calculations and other calculations are being done for us by other experts around the country. This preliminary indication from that is that we are some time from any possibility of a flammable condition. But that is a preliminary result, and it is a concern, and we are working very hard on that.

The intensity of the chairman's forebodings is obvious to his associates. Earlier in the day, he has called Denton at the site, urging him to be sure Governor Thornburgh is given a sense of the risk that oxygen generation would present, and to be thinking along the lines of "what does it mean about our judgment on advising evacuation?" Following his press conference, Hendrie calls the Governor to report "we've had some returns from the technical group around the country that are working on the problem, and it appears that it's at least not near term, not something we have to deal with immediately."
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The media explosion is more imminent. Associated Press reporter Stan Benjamin has written a story out of the Hendrie press conference, and later in the evening he calls to check it out with Edson Case and with assistant Public Affairs Officer Frank Ingram. Benjamin asks how soon the oxygen might accumulate to a state of explosiveness with the hydrogen. Several days, he is told. Another AP reporter working the story calls another NRC source, and gets another answer: 2 days.

At around 10:30 p.m., a Benjamin editorial advisory moves on the "A" wire: "Urgent (with Nuclear). The NRC now says gas bubble atop the nuclear reactor at TMI shows signs of becoming explosive. A story upcoming." In Harrisburg, an aide rips the advisory off the teletype and takes it to the Governor.

Shortly before 11:00 p.m., NRC's Karl Abraham calls Bethesda to report from his temporary office in the State capitol: Paul Critchlow has just stormed into his office, shouting: "Karl, you should have told your people in Washington to keep their ---ing mouths shut, because the Governor is getting sick of it. You're causing a panic!"

Thornburgh asks Critchlow to call Harold Denton, who labels the story hypothetical. On his way to the Governor's office, Harold Denton swings by the capitol pressroom and tells reporters there is no danger at this time. The bubble will not be explosive for 9 to 12 days, and there is plenty of time to correct the problem. Denton meets with Thornburgh for a few minutes, and at about 11:00 p.m. they hold a press conference, at which the Governor does his best to be reassuring:

Good evening. I have just completed a routine briefing from Mr. Denton . . . There have been a number of erroneous or distorted reports during the day about occurrences or possible difficulties at the facility on Three Mile Island . . . Mr. Denton . . . assured me-and will be available to answer your questions-that there is no imminent catastrophic event foreseeable at the Three Mile Island facility, and I appeal to those who may have reacted or overreacted to reports of the contrary today, to listen carefully to his characterization of the current status of the situation. I appeal to all Pennsylvanians to display an appropriate degree of calm and resolve and patience in dealing with this situation.

Thornburgh adds that President Carter will be coming up for an onsite visit and says, "I think this is an important vote of confidence in the kind of work that is proceeding there and a further refutation of the kind of alarmist reaction that has set in in some quarters."

Denton, for his part, turns his earlier statement up a notch: There is no risk of explosion in the reactor vessel. He also says the bubble is going down, which is what Herbein had said several hours earlier.

In Milwaukee, President Carter says the situation at TMI is stable and improving, and he will visit the Island as early as Sunday afternoon.

Met Ed, for its part, is seeing an end to the ordeal: The plant degasification system is in operation, the volume of gas in the coolant is being reduced, which in turn is diminishing the bubble. In addition, all the water in the auxiliary building is now in tanks, and excess gas has been piped into the containment building. There are still
NRC Chairman Joseph Hendrie, the only Commission member with expertise in reactor engineering, pressed the agency’s staff to determine whether the hydrogen bubble could become explosive.
possibilities for releases, but the utility truly feels, as Herbein tried to tell the reporters this morning, that \textit{the crisis is over.}

Met Ed, although deferring henceforth to NRC for status evaluations, is keeping its news center open in Hershey to respond to questions. In response to questions at 1:30 p.m., the utility says the bubble is now at 850 cu. ft.; to a question at 4:30, down to 600 cu. ft. Denton does not publicly accept these figures, although he concedes things are moving in a positive direction. However, he adds, the crisis will not be over until the core is in cold shutdown.

During the afternoon, Don Nitti, the B&W chemist who is now working on site, is in touch with a number of industry consultants around the country, who confirm B&W's conclusion that "the hydrogen overpressure would have suppressed any radiolytic oxygen formation."

By late Saturday, 30 people from 10 organizations have arrived in the area to form an Industry Advisory Group, which will be headed by Milt Levinson of EPRI. Included are some of the Nation's top experts on nuclear technology. They are divided into four subgroups to address various phases of the core-cooling problem. One group specifically examines the current topic A: "What problems exist in the current primary cooling mode (i.e., with the bubble)?"

Before calling it a night, Denton has asked his onsite deputy, Victor Stello, to check and see whether oxygen is being evolved in the bubble through radiolysis. With the President of the United States arriving tomorrow and expecting to be shown through the plant, this would not be a bad thing to have resolved ...
On April 1st, President Carter, accompanied by Harold Denton and Governor Thornburgh, visited the besieged plant.
The people Joe Hendrie has charged with finding answers to the oxygen radiolysis puzzle, and to what might happen to the reactor if there were a hydrogen explosion, have been working day and night. By Sunday, they are beginning to produce answers, and anxieties. If oxygen is accumulating, as some are coming to believe it is, then the time before flammability is indeed shortening, much as Benjamin's unnamed story source has said it might be. In the midst of this growing tension, Hendrie and Roger Mattson have decided to join Denton at the site for the President's visit.

Before departure, Mattson obtains a "worst-case" consensus from the staff that the bubble could contain 5% oxygen and could be adding 1% a day; that the bubble might already be at the flammable stage and could be explosive in 6 or 7 days. Vic Stello's findings have been quite different:

... no net oxygen would evolve as a result of radiolysis since the back-reaction due to the hydrogen overpressure would force all the oxygen produced to be recombined with the hydrogen to form water. Neglecting the hydrogen overpressure, results of analyses ... suggested an oxygen evolution rate of about 30 standard cubic feet per day could occur. At that evolution rate, it would take many weeks to reach a flammable mixture.

Stello also has asked others to check with various onsite company representatives, and has been told by John Collins of NRC that GPU-and possibly B&W as well (this would bear out Nitti's findings)-are not even considering the possibility of a burn or an explosion as a hazard in handling the bubble. Stello does not relay his views to Bethesda, since Mattson and Hendrie are due shortly in Middletown. When they arrive, Mattson and Stello agree that their diametrically opposed views need to be resolved by the time President Carter arrives.

Until this moment, there is little evidence of what might have been going through President Carter's mind—or the minds of his advisors—regarding the wisdom of making this particular trip. Is it safe? If it turns out to be a risk, will it have a calming effect on the citizens, or will it be a negative reflection on presidential judgment, making it more difficult to believe what our leaders are telling us? Carter prides himself on his past in the nuclear navy, but his background in that field can hardly match that of, say, Joseph Hendrie, the man he himself appointed, who is not at all sure just now that the reactor vessel is not going to explode. Is this a proper risk for a President to be taking?

The Presidential party arrives at Middletown, where the President is briefed by Harold Denton and Vic Stello about the hydrogen explosion potential and the ambiguity of staff conclusions about it. The President wants to tour the plant. He and Mrs. Carter and Governor Thornburgh are accompanied by Denton. They don plastic yellow shoe guards and are taken through Unit 2 control. At 2:00 p.m. President Carter addresses the people of Middletown, telling them that the reactor is stable, but that certain actions may yet have to be taken to bring it to cold shutdown, and in that event, the Governor might ask the people in the area to take further precautionary steps. If so, the President
continues, he hopes and expects they will carry out the Governor's instructions, "calmly and exactly."

Back in Washington as the Presidential visit to TMI ends, the NRC commissioners, minus Chairman Hendrie who has gone to the site, are still looking at the bubble situation in light of the story in the Sunday papers and what they have learned of Chairman Hendrie's worries. They have been told that, using a worst-case analysis, the bubble could be near a flammable stage, and could burn if ignited. They ask what this might do to the reactor vessel. On that subject, Robert Budnitz, NRC Deputy Director of Research, explains that the burn process might produce a pressure pulse that could damage the vessel:

... we might lose that vessel, which we can't afford. Although, by the way, losing it at the top is going to be like a LOCA; it's not like losing it at the bottom, but it's still bad. There is going to be a propagated pulse everywhere in the system. We're going to lose pumps. We just can't stand that.

Budnitz is one of several NRC experts who have been approached by Roger Mattson on Saturday on the chairman's behalf. He had been assigned the task of producing, by Sunday noon, a good answer to what might happen to the reactor vessel in the event of a hydrogen bubble ignition. His first calculations indicated that the vessel might survive with little damage, but "by Sunday noon," recalls Budnitz, "what it added up to was that we'd probably lose it."

The commissioners are troubled by this. On the previous night, the NRC staff prepared for them an emergency decision document that shows that serious offsite consequences can ensue only hours after a serious turn for the worse in the plant. And now, adding to the tensions, Harold Collins tells them that the State authorities are down to "White Alert"; they have told Collins they feel it is important to have at least 4 hours advance notice for a major evacuation. The State police and National Guard are on a 4-hour alert status. PEMA would like to shorten that state of readiness, but the Governor refuses, not wanting to encourage panic.

Thornburgh's resistance to pressure for evacuation is consistent throughout the course of the accident. His recognition of the hazards imposed by stress alone seems to run counter to much of the advice he is getting-by no means all of this from the NRC commissioners. The Governor appears to be listening most closely to his BRP staff, and they seem to be giving him solid evidence that no evacuation is yet warranted, no matter what anyone else says.

What he most wishes to avoid, Thornburgh will say later, is "a show of helmets"- the appearance in the streets and highways of uniformed National Guardsmen whose very presence would bespeak emergency and arouse unwarranted fear, whatever might be accomplished in getting an early start on an evacuation. It turns out to be a winning gamble, and a fairly audacious one for a public official in office only a short time.

After hearing staff reports that an explosion might result in a rupture of the reactor vessel, the commissioners in Washington decide to advise Hendrie at the site that unless he has something different, the commission should recommend a precautionary evacuation to Governor Thornburgh. But the chairman has something different in mind.
At the site Stello has done some more checking with representatives of Westinghouse-Bettis and General Electric-San Jose; both respond that there will be no oxygen added to the bubble, and Stello passes this along to Chairman Hendrie. Suddenly, Joe Hendrie is convinced. His doubts are ended: there would be no hydrogen explosion.

Commissioner Kennedy relays to Chairman Hendrie the word that, based upon Budnitz's report about losing the vessel if the hydrogen exploded, three commissioners (Kennedy, Bradford, Ahearne) recommend that the Governor advise a precautionary evacuation out to a 2-mile radius. But Hendrie has made his turn and is headed back the other way. He informs Kennedy that oxygen is not really a problem, as the hydrogen in the water would capture it.

At 7:00 p.m., Hendrie and Mattson meet with the Industry Advisory Group in Middletown, and EPRI representative Ed Zebroski takes the NRC to task for not quickly understanding that oxygen could not be evolved by radiolysis in a hydrogen-rich environment. At this point, the bubble is down to 350 cubic feet and fading fast, due to the efforts of Met Ed and its outside advisors, particularly B&W, to degas the system. At 8:45 p.m., Hendrie and Denton meet once more with the Governor to brief him on the question that has made the past 24 hours a nightmare.

From Sunday night on, the word that goes out is reassuring: Stop worrying about the bubble exploding. The bubble is disappearing ... and the bubble problem right along with it.

Two days later, on Tuesday, April 3, Denton is able to announce to the world at a press conference, "the bubble has been eliminated, for all practical purposes."

Asked why the bubble had gone away, Denton replied: "I think it was a little bit because of our actions and maybe a little bit of serendipity." Although probably not intending to do so, Denton seemed to have given credit to the NRC for removing the bubble. To the contrary, as NRC Inspector Charles Gallina, who had been at the site from the beginning of the accident, observed, "The hydrogen bubble did not miraculously disappear, it was systematically and professionally eliminated by Met Ed operators." In fact, studies performed for the Special Inquiry Group show that the bubble was probably all gone some 2 days before Denton made it official.

In the new week, engineers from Met Ed, GPU, the NRC, and the Industry Advisory Group begin to work together to bring the plant to a "cold shutdown." Those who evacuated are beginning to return to their homes. The Governor issues a press statement directing State offices to conduct business as usual, but neither he nor the NRC is quite ready yet to lift the formal advisory to pregnant women and preschoolers. Finally, on April 9 the NRC commissioners vote to recommend lifting all advisories and the Governor, having received their endorsement, does so.

On April 27, nearly a month after the accident began, Unit 2 is finally put into a "natural circulation" cooling mode to remove the last vestiges of decay heat from the damaged reactor core. Cold shutdown has at last been reached.

But well before this feat is accomplished, the investigations have begun.
conclusions and recommendations

SUMMARY

The one theme that runs through the conclusions we have reached is that the principal deficiencies in commercial reactor safety today are not hardware problems, they are management problems. These problems cannot be solved by the addition of a few pipes and valves—or, for that matter, by a resident Federal inspector at every reactor. Undoubtedly improvements in the design, instrumentation, and control logic of nuclear plants can be made to reduce the probability of a serious accident, and to better protect the public should such an accident occur. Some detailed suggestions for such improvements are included here and in the in-depth studies to this report. But the most serious problems will be solved only by fundamental changes in the industry and the NRC.

What we have found is a regulatory system consisting primarily of an elaborate apparatus for reviewing the safety of nuclear reactor designs which has served the public well in the past and produced a good safety record to date, but in the process has failed to take timely account of the actual operation of existing plants. We have found that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission itself is not focused, organized, or managed to meet today's needs. In our opinion the Commission is incapable, in its present configuration, of managing a comprehensive national safety program for existing nuclear powerplants and those scheduled to come online in the next few years adequate to ensure the public health and safety.

We have found, based upon our study of TMI and our interviews with knowledgeable people in the industry, that many nuclear plants are probably operated by management that has failed to make certain that enough properly trained operators and qualified engineers are available on site in responsible positions to diagnose and cope with a potentially serious accident. The NRC, for its part, has virtually ignored the critical areas of operator training, human factors engineering, utility management, and technical qualifications.

The consoles in the Unit 2 control room form a horseshoe inside the ring of 7 foot high instrument panels.
We have found an industry in which the expertise and responsibility for safety is fragmented among many parties—the utility company that operates the plant, the plant designer, the manufacturer of the reactor system, the contractor, and the suppliers of critical components, in addition to the NRC. Coordination among these parties and between them and the NRC, as well as within the NRC, is inadequate. As a result, there are many institutional disincentives to safety, and safety issues that are identified at some point in the system often fall through the cracks. Prior to Three Mile Island, the industry as a whole had made only feeble attempts to mount any industrywide affirmative safety program, and many utilities apparently regarded bare compliance with NRC minimum regulations as more than adequate for safety.

On top of all this, we found that before March 28, 1979, an attitude of complacency pervaded both the industry and the NRC, an attitude that the engineered design safeguards built into today's plants were more than adequate, that an accident like that at Three Mile Island would not occur—in the peculiar jargon of the industry, that such an accident was not a "credible event."

The kinds of changes needed to cope with these problems and attitudes are institutional, organizational, and managerial, and include:

• An immediate, substantial shift in the balance of existing resources in the NRC from design review to the monitoring of operating reactors, and consolidation of these resources in one NRC office; new mechanisms to evaluate operating experience and to ensure that necessary changes are implemented in the regulatory program; and an improved inspection and evaluation system for operating reactors.

• Strong measures to strengthen the onsite technical capability and management of utilities at reactor sites, including a new philosophy and new programs for improved operator training; and new NRC requirements to ensure that qualified engineer supervisors with intimate knowledge of the plant will be part of the onsite supervisory management chain on every reactor operating shift.

• The chartering of an operating consortium with the capability to operate the plants of a number of utilities on either a contract or "receivership" basis.

• For future reactors, more remote siting. For existing reactors: the promulgation by the NRC of specific criteria for determining the minimum evacuation planning zone around each plant; the conditioning of operating licenses on such plans being approved and workable; and the closing down of existing plants that cannot meet these new criteria, unless either (1) additional safety systems for mitigation of accidents are installed, or (2) the President determines that the continued operation of the plant is vital to the national interest.

• In the case of new applications for reactor licenses, a completely overhauled licensing system that includes one-stage licensing; increased standardization; increased use of rulemaking proceedings by the NRC to implement safety policy and standards; establishment of an Office of Public Counsel; and agency funding of intervenors who make material, substantive contributions to licensing and rulemaking proceedings.

• Substantial changes in the bases used to review the safety of reactor designs, including the application of quantitative risk assessment methods to potential accident sequences in order to augment the current "design basis accident" approach.

The accident at Three Mile Island did not result in radioactive release levels that posed any threat to public health, even in the long run. Public alarm over radioactivity
fueled by the Governor's evacuation advisory to pregnant women and preschool children 2 days after the accident, and the fear caused by reports the next day and afterwards of a possible hydrogen bubble explosion, turn out to have been vastly exaggerated by the NRC's disorganized response to the emergency.

But engineering calculations performed during our investigation indicate that on the morning of March 28, before anyone appreciated the seriousness of the situation, Three Mile Island came close to being the accident we had been told by many in the industry could not happen: a core meltdown. A shift foreman reporting for normal duty about 2 hours after the accident began undertook to survey some instruments and blocked off the stuck-open pressurizer valve that was leaking reactor coolant into the reactor containment building. If that block valve had remained open, our projections show that within 30 to 60 minutes a substantial amount of the reactor fuel would have begun to melt down-requiring at least the precautionary evacuation of thousands of people living near the plant, and potentially serious public health and safety consequences for the immediate area.

An accident identical to that at Three Mile Island is not going to happen again. Not only have changes been made to ameliorate the particular problems revealed there, but the accident has spawned major reexamination by the industry and the NRC of many aspects of design and operations that contributed to that accident.

However, the work done by the Special Inquiry Group over the past 7 months has led us to conclude that unless fundamental changes such as those outlined above are made in the way commercial nuclear reactors are built, operated, and regulated in this country, similar accidents-perhaps with the potentially serious consequences to public health and safety that were only narrowly averted at Three Mile Island-are likely to recur.

We were not asked, and it is not our place to tell the public, "how safe is safe enough." Indeed, as we make clear in this report, we believe this is a decision that in the final analysis should not be the exclusive province of the NRC: it is an executive decision that should be made as a part of our national energy strategy by the Executive and by Congress. The NRC cannot continue to face, sub silentio, in every policy and licensing determination the question of the future of nuclear power in this country. It is, lest we forget, an inherently dangerous activity that Congress has authorized the NRC to license.

The generation of nuclear power can never be risk-free. It will inevitably present certain risks to public health and safety no matter how "safe" plants are made. Available surveys show, however, that nuclear power is unique in that public perception of the risk of injury or health consequences—even the risk involved once an accident occurs—is many, many times greater than the best available estimates of actual risk—far more so than for any other potentially harmful everyday or industrial activity. Just as the regulators must change their attitudes to appreciate that this perception of risk cannot be dealt with by trying to convince the public that it "can't happen," so renewed efforts must be made to educate the public that the risks and benefits associated with nuclear powerplants must be weighed against the very real health and environmental risks associated with other forms of power generation, such as increased use of coal and synthetic fuels, and against such risks as continued dependence on foreign oil imports.
We considered at great length and rejected a recommendation that there be a moratorium on operating reactors or on granting new operating licenses for reactors now under construction and nearing completion. We do believe, however, that the NRC’s management would be wise to suspend processing of applications for construction permits and limited work authorizations until it considers the various recommendations that we have made for reforming the licensing process and for increased standardization.

In an investigation like this, the very purpose of which is to focus on what went wrong and what needs changing, it is inevitable that less attention than is deserved will be given to what "went right"—the strong points in the system. Chief among these is the fact that the "defense in depth" concept worked to protect public health and safety. In spite of multiple equipment malfunctions, human failures, and the creation of conditions in the reactor and auxiliary buildings that were never contemplated in the design of the plant's safety systems, the utility and its engineering support staff were able to bring the system to a stable condition without releases of radioactive materials to the atmosphere that could have resulted in significant health effects to those living near the plant.

Thereafter, a massive response by industry, the national laboratories, and Government greatly assisted Met Ed both in bringing the plant to a safe shutdown and in establishing recovery operations. Over a thousand people, from reactor operators and health physics technicians to top executives from every corner of the industry, dropped their everyday work and went to the TMI site. Thousands more were active in performing supporting analyses and experiments, and in procuring and dispatching needed supplies.

That there are strengths in the system does not, however, detract from the urgent need to make changes where important weaknesses have been revealed. These changes will not be easy: they will require new legislation, executive reorganization, and substantial overhaul of the way the NRC is organized and managed, at the very least. But the changes are feasible, and they will not require such vast expenditures of money or other resources as to be beyond the bounds of reason.

What the changes require is a firm commitment on the part of the President and the congressional oversight committees each to play its own role, and a commitment by the public—if what it wants is safer nuclear powerplants—to keep the pressure on its elected representatives for major, meaningful reform. For in the polarization of the current public debate over nuclear power, we have found there is precious little constituency for that course: on the one side are those who do not want reforms and do not want to put any more resources into nuclear power at all because they believe it should be shut down; on the other side are those who argue that existing plants and the program for operating and regulating them adequately protect the public, and that major reforms are not necessary.

What we are able to conclude confidently, based upon the work of the Special Inquiry Group, is that while the changes that must be made are major ones, these changes will make commercial nuclear power much safer than it is today. In our view, if a firm commitment is not made promptly to bring about these changes, we will be exposing the public to a needlessly high level of risk.
Finally, we believe a summary comment is called for with respect to the recommendations made by this and other inquiries. Over the years the nuclear industry and its regulators have identified what have been considered to be serious safety problems and recommendations whose significance has been underscored by ringing statements to the effect that unless such problems are resolved “promptly,” a license should be revoked or the industry shut down. Many of these problems are still outstanding. While we do not undertake to set out deadlines, we do believe that the congressional oversight committees should hold the NRC accountable with respect to such issues.
The accident at Three Mile Island on March 28, 1979, had almost happened before-twice. Virtually identical "transients," as they are called in the industry, occurred in 1974 at a Westinghouse reactor in Beznau, Switzerland, and in 1977 at Toledo Edison's Davis Besse plant in Ohio, a Babcock & Wilcox reactor similar in design to the one at Three Mile Island. Both involved the same failed-open pressurizer relief valve (PORV), and the same misleading indications to operators that the reactor coolant system was full of water. In both cases, operators diagnosed and solved the problem in a matter of minutes before serious damage could be done.

The NRC never learned about the incident at the Beznau reactor until after the TMI-2 accident. At the time, Westinghouse was notified, but in 1974 the manufacturer was not required to report to the NRC such occurrences at foreign reactors. Westinghouse concluded that the actions by the Swiss operators proved the validity of an earlier Westinghouse study showing that, in this kind of incident, operators would have enough time to react to a stuck-open valve and correct the situation. A brief account of this earlier study had, in fact, previously been submitted to the NRC. But neither the Beznau incident nor the earlier study had prompted Westinghouse to notify its customers or the NRC that operators might well be misled by their instruments if a valve stuck open.

The Davis Besse accident was intensively analyzed-by Toledo Edison, by Babcock & Wilcox, and by the NRC. Each of these studies identified what should have been perceived to be a significant safety issue. But because no effective system for evaluating operating experience was in effect, none of the results of these studies were ever communicated to Metropolitan Edison or its operators at the TMI-2 plant.

Toledo Edison, at the insistence of an NRC inspector and his supervisor from the agency's regional office, which is a part of NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), eventually adopted new operator precautions. But they were not communicated to B&W or to other utilities, and IE's regional office did not flag the issue to NRC headquarters. At B&W, line engineers and their supervisors drafted new operator procedures to warn reactor operators that any time the automatic emergency core cooling system came on, it should not be turned off until the cause of low pressure in the reactor coolant system had been positively identified and the condition corrected. They recommended that it be sent to all of B&W's customers-including Met Ed. But an engineer in another section of the company raised a question about some possible side-effects of the proposed new procedures. The issue was never brought to a head and resolved, so the new instructions never went out.

The story at the NRC was much the same. A team from the NRC's licensing office, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), analyzed the Davis Besse accident,
but was more interested in the behavior of the reactor's engineering subsystems than in the operators' problems, and found no unresolved safety questions. Coincidentally, a TVA engineer, Carlyle Michelson, who was also a consultant to the NRC's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), had undertaken on his own initiative a study in 1977 of what would happen in a B&W reactor if a small break occurred in the top of the pressurizer, where the PORV is located. A copy of Michelson's study eventually found its way from an ACRS member to the NRC.

In January 1978 an NRC reviewer in NRR prepared a memo based on Michelson's concerns and the Davis Besse incident which noted that in certain circumstances operators could be misled by their instruments to turn off the emergency core cooling system. But the reviewer's memo was not circulated outside NRR and the issue was not identified as a possible generic safety problem for operating plants; it was simply filed away. An ACRS query prompted by Michelson's study that was posed in the licensing proceeding for another B&W plant went unanalyzed by NRR.

In sum, the agency's fragmented bureaucracy, its preoccupation with hardware and design questions, and the lack of any clearcut responsibility for identifying significant operating problems and warning operators about them combined to prevent the real message of Davis Besse from getting to Three Mile Island.

The failure to heed these warnings and take action cannot be said to be an isolated example. We found that in the past the NRC and the industry have done almost nothing to evaluate systematically the operation of existing reactors, pinpoint potential safety problems, and eliminate them by requiring changes in design, operator procedures, or control logic. The lack of any such comprehensive program constitutes, in our view, an unacceptable situation that compromises safety and that cannot be allowed to continue.

When the current generation of "large" (900-1300 MWe) nuclear plants was developed some 15 years ago, the safety of their designs had not been (indeed could not be) verified in some important respects by actual experimentation. Uncertainties in this new technology therefore had to be analyzed, and the risk of accidents estimated. Safety reviews by manufacturers and the AEC relied substantially on sophisticated scientific projections and computer "codes" to predict how safety systems in the plant would behave and interact during an accident.

Reliance on scientific and engineering predictions was thought to be acceptable as a basis for constructing this new generation of reactors in part because the estimates were based on very "conservative" assumptions at every stage, and also because of the "defense in depth" design philosophy employed: multiple safety systems, redundant equipment, and the ultimate protection of large steel and concrete "containment" buildings to bottle up radioactivity in case of a serious accident in the reactor. But it was also assumed that as the number of reactor-years of actual operation increased, the estimates could be confirmed or modifications made where necessary. As it turns out, this process of learning from experience has not yet been seriously undertaken by the NRC or the industry.

In the first place, the NRC devotes proportionally far more of its talent and a higher priority to the review and analysis of reactor design than to reactor operations. This may have been appropriate a decade ago, when the agency was flooded with new license applications. But today, with over 70 commercial nuclear plants operating and
a like number in the pipeline, and virtually no new plants starting construction, it is no longer so. Large reactors are now a "maturing" technology. Yet the NRC's emphasis on design review continues—due perhaps to congressional failure to revise the agency's original statutory mandate that focuses on licensing, but due also, we believe, to inertia and lack of leadership on the part of the NRC.

Second, the structure of the nuclear industry has not been conducive to the effective sharing and integration of operating data. The utilities that operate the plants have never mobilized an industrywide effort to concentrate on safety-related operational problems. As for the four principal U.S. manufacturers of reactors ("vendors")—General Electric, Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and B&W—we found a great deal of variation in the extent to which they monitor at their own expense operating problems in the plants they have built, after those plants are tested and turned over to the utilities that have purchased them. And the relationship between the vendor and its utility customer after operation of a plant begins is largely determined by the individual utility's choice of how much technical assistance it is willing to buy from the vendor on an ongoing, contract basis. Moreover, there is no requirement that utilities report failure data to the vendors.

Third, although NRC requirements result in a great deal of material on reactor operations being generated and sent to the NRC by the utilities, this information has not been systematically reviewed to extract potentially important safety problems or trends. In part, this is because the reporting system itself is flawed: it does not distinguish the significant from the trivial, and, as the reporting of the Davis Besse accident demonstrates, reports often do not clearly identify the real cause of a particular incident.

The NRC requires prompt reporting by licensees of any one of a number of categories of abnormal events in an operating plant. But the reporting threshold is so low that the agency currently receives 2000 to 3000 of these Licensee Event Reports ("LERs") a year, ranging from reports of near-serious accidents in which safety systems were activated, to insignificant violations of a plant's "technical specifications" (the license conditions that detail the criteria for plant operation). In addition, utilities must submit a host of other, more routine reports.

The situation is made more complex because the reporting requirements differ from plant to plant: incidents reportable at some plants do not have to be reported at others. As a result, the NRC is flooded with a mass of undifferentiated data on reactor operations.

In order to make effective use of this information, even given an improved reporting system, someone must separate the wheat from the chaff; then, potential safety concerns must be investigated in greater depth. However, before the TMI accident no group within the NRC performed this "sort and score" operation on LERs, or on any other existing data. LERs were sent from the NRC regional offices to NRC headquarters in Bethesda, summarized in a few sentences for computer listing, distributed haphazardly to various staff offices, and filed away. Important problems were followed up on a catch-as-catch-can basis, depending on the interest of a particular inspector in the field or a headquarters engineer alerted to a particular report by a fellow employee.
Perhaps most important of all, there was (and still is) no institutional mechanism within NRC for developing solutions to potential safety problems and ensuring through the regulatory system that these solutions are integrated into reactor operations through design changes, new procedures or improved training. Many of the areas to which this feedback might be directed are neglected in the existing regulatory framework, for example, operator training and plant operating procedures. The absence of central management of the NRC staff (discussed at some length below) and the lack of coordination between the agency's licensing office (NRR) and its inspection office (IE) have also worked to defeat the establishment of any such comprehensive program.

**SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE BY THE NRC**

It is clear to us that the systematic evaluation of operating experience cannot be undertaken entirely by individual utilities. Of the 41 nuclear utilities, 27 have but one reactor. GPU, with three nuclear plants, certainly did not have the resources or the management structure in place to perform such a task. Nor did it receive a great deal of useful help from NRC. NRC publishes a computerized listing of LERs, each described in a few sentences at most, and a periodical called "Current Events-Power Reactors" containing more detailed descriptions of major problems. The latter described the Davis Besse incident in some detail. But neither publication recognized or identified the key elements at Davis Besse—the misleading indication to operators that the reactor coolant system was full, and their resultant decision to throttle back the emergency core cooling system after it automatically came on.

We have concluded that the systematic evaluation of operating experience must be undertaken on an industrywide basis, both by the utility industry, which has the greatest direct stake in safe operations, and by the NRC. The utility industry has already put in motion plans to establish an Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), funded by all the nuclear utilities, that will undertake this task. Whether it will be successful remains to be seen. We are less sanguine about the steps the NRC has taken to date to deal with this problem.

A history of the AEC/NRC's efforts in this area is instructive. In 1969, an AEC internal study suggested that a systematic review of operating data be undertaken. In mid-1972, an AEC Office of Operations Evaluation was formed to summarize LERs and perform other analyses. But a staff reorganization in 1975 basically dismantled this unit as originally intended. Internal proposals in 1976 to reestablish such an entity received short shrift and were abandoned.

Early in 1979, a GAO study of the NRC concluded that its failure to "sort and score" LERs prevented it from identifying safety-related problems. Nothing was done, however, until after Three Mile Island. Then, in mid-April, the Commission reacted to the accident with a public briefing that led it to establish a Task Force to recommend new ways to assess operating experience for generic problems. The need for answers was accorded such a high priority that the Task Force was given only a few weeks to come up with a report to the Commission.
The Task Force reached quick agreement that a new group or management function should be set up to evaluate LERs and other information. But, as in the past, the directors of the NRC staff offices quarreled among themselves about who was going to get this new unit.

Finally, on July 12, the Commission decided to establish a full-time Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) that would be part of none of the program offices but would report directly to the NRC's Executive Director for Operations (EDO). This new office would have an oversight function, independent of the NRC's individual program offices; it would be the focal point for communication with industry and the ACRS; and it would develop recommendations and provide guidance.

Five months after the July 12 Commission decision and 8 months after the mid-April briefing, the new office is still staffed only by people on temporary loan from other NRC offices and is just beginning to lay out a framework for its mission.

This business-as-usual approach suggests that the Commission has not fully appreciated the importance of the problem or the kinds of changes that will be required to meet it. Even now the AEOD has no operational authority, no power other than moral suasion to cause its recommendations to be implemented—or even considered—by NRC's program offices. In this situation it is hard to see how its effectiveness can be guaranteed.

Without the authority to mandate changes, or at least to require its recommendations to be considered and resolved on the record by program offices within a fixed period of time, the new group may well become another isolated outpost within the staff, depending for its "clout" entirely on getting the ear of a senior program official. In an agency staffed largely by specialists who are often protective of their own engineering judgments and turf, it is easy to forecast that many of the new office's findings may not result in the changes desired, simply because the implementation of those changes is reserved as a prerogative of the NRC program office involved.

IMPROVING THE REGULATION OF OPERATING REACTORS

We view the lack of any comprehensive system for evaluating operating experience and mandating changes as part of larger organizational and management problems within the agency. At present, after a nuclear plant is licensed and operating, the responsibility for those staff activities necessary to ensure the plant's safety is not delegated to a single organizational entity. Current practice at the NRC divides responsibility for postlicensing monitoring of operating plants between IE and NRR. The former inspects the plant to determine if NRC regulations and license conditions are being complied with; the latter rules on proposed changes in the license conditions necessary to ensure safe operation of the plant, and considers all generic safety issues.

Moreover, the absence of strong central management in the NRC has resulted in a lack of coordination between NRR and IE to identify and resolve operating problems effectively. This breakdown may be due in part to the physical and organizational separation of the two offices, but the differing perspectives held by "design" and "operations" people, and the reluctance of NRC management to cause them to work together-or resolve their disputes—has also undoubtedly played a significant role.
We believe it would make more sense to consolidate all the agency's resources devoted to monitoring the safe operation of existing reactors in a single office—probably the current Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), which would have to be renamed to reflect its broader responsibility. This includes most of the current functions of NRR's Division of Operating Reactors (DOR).

The basic design approval function should remain in NRR; operations (including approval of construction and test procedures) should be fully within the province of IE. But there must be close cooperation between the two offices in the establishment of testing programs and operating requirements as well as in any future changes in these requirements or of design. We believe these activities should be supervised by a strong project team that includes personnel from both offices and draws on the technical resources available in both areas. However, we recognize that such a reorganization would not, in itself, bridge the existing gulf between the agency's licensing and operations functions. Only better management can achieve that goal.

THE ROLE OF THE OFFICE OF ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF OPERATIONAL DATA

To the new Office of Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data (AEOD) should be given the task of developing recommendations as to where action to meet operating problems it discovers ought to be required—in training, in procedures, in licensing, or in a number of areas at one time. After comment by appropriate staff units, these recommendations should in each instance be required to be rejected, modified, or imposed as recommended by the appropriate program office of NRC within a fixed period of time. Unresolved disagreements between AEOD and a program office could be required to be reviewed by the Commission or, as we recommend later in this report, the agency's single administrator.

Present NRC staff functions devoted to performing quantitative risk assessment of reactors should probably be relocated in AEOD. The AEOD Office should be staffed in part on a rotational basis from all the other offices and branches of the NRC staff, at a level of no less than 35 to 40 professionals.

To aid AEOD, consideration should be given to a revised comprehensive reporting system applicable to both utilities and vendors. This system should require more in-depth reporting and followup of significant events, and provide for the reporting of minor incidents in a separate format easily amenable to statistical analysis. Reporting requirements should be uniform, so that the data have a common base.

Such a reorganization will provide new technical resources to the expanded IE and provide an opportunity for the headquarters staff to coordinate and manage more effectively the operations of the field offices. Consistent inspection practices and procedures in the field and establishment of a respected central organization at headquarters are essential to a comprehensive safety program for operating reactors.

IMPROVING THE INSPECTION PROGRAM

At present, the NRC's field inspection program for the most part follows an "audit" approach: inspectors spend the bulk of their time confirming that utility personnel have
followed proper bookkeeping procedures for maintenance, have logged any operating
problems, and so on. Given the complexity of today’s large plants and the resources
available in the agency, it is hard for us to see how this audit system can be
fundamentally altered.

While we believe that substantially more manpower should be devoted to inspection,
we do not think this alone is likely to have enough of a meaningful impact. Rather, we
propose some specific steps that can be taken within the context of the current
philosophy to improve the effectiveness and impact of the inspection program, in
addition to the need to improve coordination and communication between headquar-
ters and field offices cited above.

First, while the President has asked the NRC to accelerate placement of a resident
Federal inspector at each nuclear plant site, such an approach should not be seen as a
panacea. Indeed, the inability of a single inspector to assess all of the different systems
in a large nuclear plant, and the danger that he may become "captive" to the utility
staff, as well as the difficulty of finding good people and keeping them in these
positions, caution against total reliance on the resident inspector. Instead, more
emphasis should be given to supplementing the resident inspector with a team or
"blitz" approach, in which a number of inspectors make unannounced visits from
regional headquarters to conduct in-depth inspections of the overall operation of a
plant for at least a week or more, perhaps accompanied by their supervisor or by
project management personnel.

Second, more attention should be given to "reactive" inspections-responding to
notifications, complaints, specific problems, or following up on previous difficulties.
Under the existing system, when an inspector visits a site he spends about 80% of his
time inspecting within prescribed "modules" that lay out the scope and procedures for
inspection of different systems in the plant. Better application of risk assessment and
improved evaluation of operational data should permit inspection guidelines to be
improved and sharpened, so that inspectors’ visits can be focused on particular
problems anticipated at each plant or with various plant systems.

Third, IE should develop new programs to monitor and evaluate utility management
and technical competence on an ongoing basis. This will require not only the
development of new standards but also acquisition of new skills by NRC to study and
evaluate management effectiveness of utilities and to require constructive changes.

Fourth, more effort should be devoted by regional offices to evaluating each utility
across-the-board and vis-a-vis other utilities, in order to identify weak spots and
problem areas. IE’s Performance Evaluation Team (PET), which currently performs this
work, should be expanded.

When a "blitz" inspection group or the PET finishes an inspection or evaluation
project, it might be required-using its new capability to assess the utility’s onsite
technical and management team-to make an overall judgment as to whether the
entire operation it has reviewed is satisfactory. If the operation is not judged to be
satisfactory, then the reactor should be required to be shut down in a given number of
days unless specific required changes are put in motion. Alternatively this kind of
overall evaluation might be required to be made periodically (say, once a year) by the
regional office, taking into account all inspection and evaluation information gathered
during the previous year.
Fifth, the NRC staff as a whole, and particularly IE, should institute new procedures for staff rotation so that individuals with field experience get exposure to headquarters management, and vice versa. Top managers in IE should generally be required to have had field experience or, in the alternative, to be exposed to field operations through extensive stints working in regional offices and accompanying inspectors in the field. IE should conduct regular seminars attended by both NRC management officials and inspectors in order to identify problems the inspectors are encountering that might be ameliorated by better inspection procedures or management.
STRENGTHENING THE ONSITE TECHNICAL AND MANAGEMENT CAPABILITY OF THE UTILITY: IMPROVED OPERATOR TRAINING AND NEW NRC REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIFIED ENGINEER SUPERVISORS ON EVERY SHIFT

Some previous analyses of the Three Mile Island accident have been read to attribute it to "operator error." We reject this conclusion as being incomplete.

While there is no question that operators erred when they interfered with the automatic operation of the high pressure injection (HPI) system even though conditions that had initiated the system (low pressure) persisted, we believe there were a number of important factors not within the operators' control that contributed to this human failure. These include inadequate training, poor operator procedures, a lack of diagnostic skill on the part of the entire site management group, misleading instrumentation, plant deficiencies, and poor control room design. For these failings, the industry and the NRC must share responsibility with Met Ed.

A TMI-2 operator who had been in the control room during a severe transient in Unit 2 nearly a year earlier, responding to a management analysis of that previous event that ascribed it largely to operator error, wrote a memorandum at the time that might stand as an epitaph to the accident on March 28, 1979:

I feel that the mechanical failures, poor system designs, and improperly prepared control systems were very much more the major cause of this incident than was operator action. Although training is always essential and welcome—nothing that we study or practice could have prepared us for this unfortunate chain of events.

You might do well to remember this is only the tip of the iceberg. Incidents like this are easy to get into—and the best operators in the world can't compensate for multiple casualties which are complicated by mechanical and control failures.

The operators on duty at TMI-2 early on the morning of March 28 were faced with misleading instruments, plant parameters they had never been trained to understand, and procedures that offered no useful assistance. Supervisors who were in touch with the plant and arrived within a few hours of the beginning of the accident at first did not demand or receive critical information necessary to assess the situation. Later in the day, they apparently disbelieved or discounted important information which they did receive, and failed to diagnose the situation. While they took some reasonable actions to improve the situation, the supervisors as well as the operating crew failed to grasp the true nature of the problem. More important, they demonstrated a lack of understanding of one of the most basic concepts of a pressurized water reactor: that system pressure must be kept above the boiling point for the existing temperature of the reactor coolant. This pressure is essential to keep the coolant in its liquid phase; if
steam is formed in large quantities, as it was here, it may prevent heat from being removed from the core.

NRC and B&W engineers did not learn enough to comprehend the seriousness of the reactor's condition until early on the first day, Wednesday, March 28; even then, they did not recognize the problem or press hard for a proper strategy to restore core cooling to the reactor. It was not until late afternoon on Wednesday that Robert Arnold, Vice President of GPU Service Company, and his engineers in consultation with John Herbein, Met Ed's Vice President, decided upon a course of action that restored the reactor's stability a few hours later.

This account suggests two conclusions. First, the operators on duty had not received training adequate to ensure that they would be able to recognize and respond to a serious accident during the first hour or two after it occurred. Second, neither the operating crew nor their supervisors in the site management group possessed the necessary combination of technical competence and familiarity with the plant to diagnose a totally unanticipated situation and take the appropriate corrective action.

Metropolitan Edison must bear the responsibility for failing to put in place a site management organization technically competent to respond to the accident. But everything we have learned in this investigation suggests that the problems in this area revealed by Three Mile Island—inadequate training, unreasonably scanty manning levels, lack of any requirements for minimum onsite technical supervisory competence—are common to many, probably most nuclear plants. There is a clear need to restructure and improve operator training, and to upgrade substantially the requirements for technical qualifications of onsite supervisors and management, up through the plant or unit superintendent.

TRAINING

The NRC licenses both reactor operators and "senior" reactor operators by administering written and (in most cases) oral examinations. However, these examinations do not even measure operator ability accurately, much less ensure that an operator has the knowledge or competence to operate a reactor safely when something unexpected occurs. Only adequate training can do that. And the area of operator training has, as one top staff member put it, been a "backwater" with most of the utilities and the NRC.

The NRC prescribes requirements for the general subjects that must be taught in classroom and "hot" (on-the-job) training, or simulator training. Beyond this, it does not regularly review the substance of the written materials used, or the quality of in-plant or simulator training that prospective operators receive. Only a very small staff within the NRC is devoted to operator qualifications and testing.

The fact that the largest portion of operator training is reading and classroom training is a weakness of the current program. A more significant problem, however, and one that was crucial to the Three Mile Island accident, is that operators are trained primarily for normal power operations and for startup and shutdown of the plant, not for accidents.

In certain respects, the job of a reactor operator at a large nuclear powerplant is not unlike that of a commercial airline pilot. The vast majority of the pilot's time is spent in
routine, high-altitude flying—little more than babying the ship through clear skies, often on automatic pilot. Similarly, the reactor operator’s typical 8-hour shift is a study in boredom: the reactor system pretty much runs itself. What does require considerable specialized skill in flying is takeoffs and landings. Similarly, in a nuclear plant, both startup to full power and routine shutdown are also relatively complex procedures in which a variety of coordinated actions must be taken and instruments closely monitored. A great deal of reactor operator training is devoted to these manipulations.

However, the public expects a commercial airline pilot to be intensively trained and qualified not only for routine operations but to diagnose and handle emergencies—the loss of an engine, sudden depressurization, hydraulic failure, a fire or whatever. It is here that reactor operator training has been seriously deficient. Other than being required to memorize a few emergency procedures, reactor operators are not extensively trained to diagnose and cope with the unexpected—equipment malfunctions, serious transients, events that cannot easily be understood.

To take an example, prior to the TMI accident operators were repeatedly trained to take all measures to avoid "going solid," i.e., losing the steam bubble in the top of the pressurizer. This training prompted the operators on duty during the accident to throttle back the HPI system—a critical causal factor in the accident. But what if they did go solid? At the B&W simulator in Lynchburg, Virginia, where these operators were trained, when the pressurizer "went solid" the simulator program came to a halt; the "game was over." In other words, the simulator itself was not programmed to duplicate accident conditions and help the operators make decisions about whether and how the system could be operated under those conditions.

Similarly, the simulator training available to Met Ed operators, which is not dissimilar to that throughout the country, was rarely used to require them to respond to simulated accidents involving more than a "single failure." Nor were operators often required to diagnose the causes of failures given to them on the simulator; often they would be told in advance what failure had been programmed for them to respond to.

NRC-prescribed training for regular control room operators involves only a limited amount of sophisticated engineering and physics necessary to understand the thermal-hydraulics of the reactor’s primary system. Senior operators are taught somewhat more of this material. But what the accident made clear is that even senior operator training is insufficient to give operators a basic appreciation of the way safety systems interact and of what phenomena they can expect to see on their instruments from conditions that are not "normal" in their previous experience.

These problems were not unique to Metropolitan Edison. Although it is true that Met Ed’s training program was in some respects deficient, it appears that Met Ed afforded its operators training that, taken as a whole, was typical of the industry and, in certain respects, was above average. The shift crew on duty when the accident began were all products of the nuclear Navy training program, and each had had at least 5 years of Navy experience. Prior to the accident all of them had completed training courses which met NRC requirements, had passed NRC exams, and had received simulator training totalling 5 to 9 weeks each. Three had received 1 week’s training at Penn State University’s research reactor. Their combined average NRC licensing exam test scores were above the national average. The inadequate training that played a role in this accident must be attributed not to one utility but rather to the industry as a whole and to the NRC.
After the accident one Met Ed official, in coordination with B&W, initiated a simulator training program that illustrates the direction we think operator training should take. First, the simulator was programmed not to deal just with startups or "routine" transients but with various accident sequences. Then, instead of a crew of Met Ed operators splitting up so that some studied books while others worked on the simulator, the entire crew was taken through a number of accident sequences and graded on their responses as a team, not as individuals. Some of these accident sequences were not limited to a single failure, but were multiple failure accidents. And they were not, as is customary, "short" accidents. The simulator was programmed to play accidents out over a long period of time. The goal was not to "beat the game" but to limit the damage-failure after failure was "sent in" by the programmers to see how well the operators would diagnose the casualties and react to them.

More of this kind of training is clearly needed. One of the difficulties in expanding it, however, is hardware-related: many plants have no simulators that closely replicate their control rooms. B&W's simulator, which members of the Special Inquiry Group observed during a replay of the TMI-2 accident, is a fairly accurate mock-up of the control room in a different plant. The TMI-2 system responds somewhat differently from the simulator. Moreover, the control room at the simulator simply does not have the feel or "play" of the TMI-2 control room, which is larger, more confusing, and less organized.

In our view, improved training programs for control room operators and senior operators will not be sufficiently upgraded by the nuclear industry unless the NRC drastically modifies its own attitude toward this training. We recommend that the NRC assume a direct role in the training of operators, much as the FAA does in the training of pilots: certification of training facilities; establishment of a minimum curriculum; and certification of instructors. The NRC should promulgate criteria for these facilities and instructors, and review and approve the curriculum for the initial and recurring training programs. It should retain its present authority to test and license operators and supervisory operators.

NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR AN NRC-QUALIFIED ENGINEER SUPERVISOR ON EVERY SHIFT

Some have argued that large nuclear powerplants are too sophisticated to be entrusted to operators who are required to have only a high school degree or equivalent and a limited general knowledge of physics and engineering—that we should qualify only Ph.D.'s or graduate engineers as reactor operators. But it might be difficult to find enough such highly qualified people to fill these positions. The counterargument has been made that for the kinds of tasks reactor operators routinely perform, Ph.D.'s would be poorly qualified and perhaps would not perform as well.

In Navy reactors, where more reliance is placed on the operator rather than on automatic systems in comparison to commercial plants, the technical expertise in operations is supplied by an "engineer officer of the watch" who constantly stands in the control room directly behind the operators. This engineer watch officer is a commissioned officer with a technical degree and special training and education in integrated plant operations.

The large commercial nuclear plant is not only more complex than the Navy reactor, its primary system is also much more sensitive to what happens throughout the rest of
the plant. Such a plant cannot be operated safely with a small number of operators who have little more technical expertise than that provided to Navy enlisted men. Commercial reactor operators must be better trained to respond to emergencies and to diagnose system casualties. But additional expertise in commercial reactor control rooms should be provided by having graduate engineers in supervisory positions on every shift to deal with abnormal conditions—not by trying to make reactor operators, who must stay awake and perform a variety of mundane functions on long shifts with virtually nothing else to do, into such experts.

On the first day of the Three Mile Island accident a number of supervisory and management personnel in the Unit 2 control room were unable to contribute very much because they lacked familiarity with the plant. Such knowledge is essential for a supervisory member of the site management team. In order to upgrade the technical capabilities of those who will be on site when an accident occurs or arrive shortly thereafter, we think the NRC should require every licensee to hire a cadre of engineers knowledgeable in reactor engineering and physics. Each should be provided with training in the specific characteristics of the plant at least equivalent to that received by a senior reactor operator, with special emphasis on integrated plant response and transient behavior. The utility should be required to deploy at least one such engineer supervisor, whose qualifications have been examined by the NRC, as shift manager on every shift in direct control of the shift crew.

The "Lessons Learned" Report of NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) proposes that a qualified engineer be available on each reactor shift as a technical advisor. Our recommendation is distinctly different: we believe that qualified engineering personnel must be required in the supervisory chain of command on each shift, and that these personnel be qualified and examined by the NRC for intimate knowledge of the systems and behavior of the plant for which they will have responsibility.

In addition, we believe minimum manning requirements for each shift need to be increased by the NRC. For Three Mile Island, Unit 2, the NRC required a minimum of only two licensed reactor operators, one senior licensed reactor operator, and two other persons on a shift to run the plant. Moreover, only one licensed operator was required to be in the control room, and the three-licensed-operators-on-site requirement could be violated for up to 2 hours at a time.

Met Ed, by company policy, maintained a larger shift complement than the NRC's minimum, including a shift supervisor on the island during all shifts including the back shift and "graveyard" shift. Virtually every Met Ed witness we deposed agreed that the NRC's minimum manning requirements, which are embodied in standard "technical specifications" that apply to many plants, do not ensure that there are enough qualified personnel on shift to cope with a serious transient or an accident. But even Met Ed required only a shift supervisor as the top official on site during nighttime hours. Most shift supervisors at Met Ed, and probably at other plants, are not engineers but have worked their way up from being reactor operators to shift foremen, and then to shift supervisors.

In sum, what we are proposing is a substantially more detailed, upgraded set of requirements for technically competent supervisory and management officials certified by the NRC to be present on each shift to direct the operation of the plant. This will require not just that additional criteria be drafted, but also that new methods of
certification be developed to ensure the management and technical qualifications of utility personnel. And in order for the NRC to certify the technical competence of onsite supervisory personnel, it will have to upgrade the competence of its own staff in the process.

THE NEED FOR AN INDUSTRY-RUN OFFSITE DATA CENTER

In addition to improving the technical competence of the crew that is in direct control of the plant, the accident at Three Mile Island demonstrated that many of the important diagnoses in an emergency can best be made by individuals not embroiled in the hectic atmosphere of the control room. We think there is an immediate need to provide the onsite crew with prompt, reliable access to offsite expertise to assist them in diagnosing and responding to a potentially serious accident situation.

At TMI, difficulties in communications, management, and logistics contributed to the failure to bring available expertise to bear. Met Ed's Vice President Herbein, for example, did not arrive at the site until about 7 hours into the accident, and stayed across the river from the island at the company's observation center. GPU Service Company's engineering headquarters, located in New Jersey, was only in sporadic contact with the Unit 2 control room. There was no direct telephone contact throughout the day between the site and B&W in Lynchburg, Virginia. Contact between NRC nuclear engineers in Bethesda and the site was often indirect and appears to have been largely ineffective in responding to events.

The technology exists today for remotely displaying essential information and for providing direct, continuous oral communications. We recommend that one or more "data centers" be established to which essential plant parameters would be telemetered automatically from the display computer systems of every nuclear plant. At least one of these centers would be staffed by experts in reactor operations and reactor engineering with detailed knowledge of the various plant designs. Simulators, computers for diagnostic assistance, and other special capabilities could be made available from these data centers.

Under this system, each plant's control room would be connected with the data center via a telephone or satellite hot line, as well as by the telemetry lines. In the event of any unexpected occurrence the plant would notify the center; the center would "call up" real-time readouts of essential plant instrumentation on the center's own display panels, and experts would be available to advise control room operators orally on the hot line. The data center's computer would also store these readings in its memory for a certain number of hours or days, so that information of the type that was "lost" at Three Mile Island could be played back to determine at what point certain alarms had gone off or to read trends in plant parameters.

We understand that many or even most existing plants already have instrumentation display systems that could accommodate such telemetry, and that those that do not could be altered at small expense. NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement has already asked for an internal NRC feasibility study to see whether such information could be telemetered to NRC's emergency response center in Bethesda. We think, however, that it would be preferable for a comprehensive data center and support team to be managed by the industry itself, by the utilities and perhaps by the vendors, not by the NRC—though the NRC could take advantage of the system by receiving a duplicate remote readout.
NRR's "Lessons Learned" Report proposes that each utility be required to maintain an offsite emergency data center of its own where important plant parameters could be read. Additional stations such as these for remote readout would be useful, but we believe it is important to centralize the data center we have in mind so that experts in reactor systems, thermal-hydraulics, and radiation protection can be kept on duty 24 hours a day to respond instantly to emergencies.

We do not view the centralized national (or regional) data center we propose as a substitute for training better control room operators and improving the onsite technical expertise of utility supervisors. The offsite data center would serve as a backup resource, capable of giving advice and counsel on perplexing instrument readings or sophisticated projections of how the plant is likely to react under certain severe conditions. The remote data center is no alternative to technically qualified, competent people on site, nor can it "take over" operation of the reactor. It should play a support role for engineering management in the control room.
In discussions we conducted with our consultants, with senior management of a number of vendors and architect-engineer firms (AEs), and with others in the industry we repeatedly heard that there is a wide spectrum in the capability of the various nuclear utilities to operate existing plants in a safe fashion. The reasons for this variation appear to be twofold.

First, some utilities have more nuclear experience and a larger group of technically competent nuclear personnel than others. Although the law places sole responsibility for the safe construction and operation of a nuclear powerplant on the utility company that owns it—the NRC's "licensee"—the utility typically possesses less nuclear expertise than any other participant in the enterprise. Most often the real engineering talent lies primarily with the "vendors" and AEs who design and build the plants, and with the NRC.

Some of the first commercial nuclear plants were "turnkey" projects designed and built entirely by vendors-General Electric or Westinghouse—for a fixed price and then turned over to utilities for operation. In this country that pattern has changed. A utility now hires an architect engineer firm like Bechtel, Stone & Webster, or, in the case of TMI-2, Burns and Roe, to serve as "general contractor," design the overall layout of the plant, and serve as the utility's technical advisor in buying a vendor's reactor system, which in price may amount nowadays to no more than 15 to 20% of the total project.

But the distribution of expertise has not changed. Except in the case of the largest and most experienced nuclear utilities, it is the vendor's and AE's experts as the champions of the utility who do battle with the NRC's experts to win a license. They also construct and supervise the testing of the new plant. In the meantime, the vendor and AE are also helping the utility to build up its operating and engineering departments, to find and train competent operators and supervisors to run the yet-to-be-completed plant, and to write operating procedures. When testing is complete and the plant goes into service, the utility is on its own.

Vendors especially are resentful of the suggestion that they are like new car dealers who "flip the keys" to the car buyer and then walk off the lot. But the fact remains that any continuing partnership between the operating utility and the vendor depends in large part upon the utility's willingness to pay for additional services.

The second reason for the variation in nuclear capability among the various utilities appears to be that different utility companies accord their nuclear generation units different priorities and different amounts of resources.
The electric utility industry has recently established an industrywide Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) that will undertake to police and upgrade the management and operating competence of its members.

We believe INPO can play an especially important role in providing affirmative assistance to its members to upgrade the competence of their site crews and management-assistance the NRC cannot easily provide without compromising its enforcement role.

If INPO is linked to a plan for coinsurance by a pool of utilities of the cost of replacement power that would have to be purchased by any one utility after a nuclear accident shut down its plant-so that a utility not receiving a passing grade from INPO's inspectors and auditors would be excluded from the coinsurance pool-this approach has some chance for success. We urge its rapid implementation. At the moment, however, it is still a promising possibility, not yet implemented.

The fact remains that nuclear technology is different in kind from the traditional technology of electric generation by fossil fuel and hydroelectric means-more dangerous, more sophisticated and more demanding of advanced management, maintenance, and quality control. It may be that some utilities, because of their limited size, limited technical staffs or limited capital, simply will not be able to meet the increased demands we think the Three Mile Island accident demonstrates must be made upon them by the NRC to provide a technically competent site management team on every shift, first class operator training programs and other safety improvements. If that is true, then some alternative must be found to provide for the safe operation of these plants.

We suggest that a number of existing plants now owned by different utilities could be operated (and new plants constructed) by an industrywide consortium or a public corporation such as COMSAT. This entity would manage the plants; select, train, and employ operators, supervisors, and engineers; standardize operating conditions and procedures; and, with the cooperation of vendors, systematically evaluate operating experience and implement changes in design or operations. Operating budgets could then be developed on a systemwide basis.

The company or consortium would either acquire the plants and sell electric power to the utilities for resale to customers, or it would operate existing plants now owned by the smaller utilities and provide additional technical assistance to these utilities on a contract basis. Under the latter approach the operating company or consortium would report to each utility its share of operating expenses and capital improvements at appropriate intervals for the utility to report to its State public utility commission.

The existence of a chartered national operating company or consortium could also help to resolve the regulatory dilemma in which the NRC may find itself if it determines that a particular utility has not put together a technical and management team capable of operating its plant safely. At present, the only weapons in the NRC's regulatory arsenal are rather trivial fines on the one hand, or the authority to close down a plant on the other, thus depriving the area of needed electric power and making it even more difficult for the utility licensee to rehabilitate the situation. With a national consortium or operating company in existence and licensed by the NRC, the agency could put a powerplant that is below the acceptable level of safety into "receivership," requiring
that its operation be undertaken by the national company as a condition of the utility keeping its operating license.

This suggestion obviously calls for important institutional changes, but they are hardly revolutionary. A proposal that all nuclear powerplants should be operated by a single, Government-chartered entity in order to standardize operations and upgrade safety has been made on more than one occasion by well-known experts in the field of nuclear power. We think that something short of this proposal—the availability of a consortium or national operating company to run some plants—can be a useful solution to the resource problems of smaller utilities and can be beneficial to the level of safety throughout the nuclear industry.
We have found in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission an organization that is not so much badly managed as it is not managed at all. In our opinion, the Commission is incapable, in its present configuration, of managing a comprehensive national safety program for existing nuclear powerplants adequate to ensure public health and safety. A radical reorganization of the Commission's structure and management is called for, now.

The roots of this problem are historical, statutory and to some extent personnel-related. The NRC came into being in 1975 as a result of legislation that dismantled the old Atomic Energy Commission, transferring the AEC's promotional activities to the Energy Research and Development Administration (now part of DOE) and its regulatory activities to the new NRC. The NRC was primarily constituted out of the AEC's former Directorate of Regulation, which had always been headed by a single director; the AEC commissioners themselves had for years had little interest or direct involvement in the licensing of nuclear plants.

However, the new NRC was fashioned in the image of the old Commission itself and carried over a commission structure with five members, appointed by the President for 5-year terms with the advice and consent of the Senate. According to the statute each of the five commissioners has "equal responsibility and authority in all the decisions and actions of the Commission."

As a practical matter, most of the functions of the NRC, including licensing of new reactors and inspection of operating plants, are carried out by the NRC staff. Obviously, one of the Commission's functions is to manage and set policy for its staff. But in practice the Commission has isolated itself from the NRC staff. The Commission does not directly supervise the staff's day-to-day work. It is not even office in the same State: while the commissioners and their small personal staffs, together with some other Commission-level offices such as the General Counsel, are located in downtown Washington, NRC staff are scattered in a half-dozen office buildings in suburban Maryland, nearly an hour away by agency shuttle-bus. A strong "we-they" feeling has developed on both sides. One commissioner characterized relations between the staff and the Commission as not unlike those between sovereign countries: cordial, somewhat distant, and conducted for the most part in writing, but always with the requisite formalities.

As for the Commission, the result of its statutorily prescribed structure is that it must function as a collegial body: it can make no decisions and take no action without a
majority of the commissioners in agreement. In 1975, the original NRC legislation was amended to make the chairman of the Commission the "chief executive officer" with rather vaguely described powers to exercise executive and administrative authority. At the same time, however, the Act prescribes that the chairman shall be governed by the policy of the Commission and gives the commissioners as a whole approval authority over appointments to the major staff offices and formulation of the agency's budget. There was also some sentiment that the 1975 amendment was procured by the then-chairman behind the backs of other commissioners, so that subsequent chairmen have been reluctant as a political matter to try to exercise whatever additional authority the law may confer on them.

NRC Chairman Joseph Hendrie and licensing director Harold Denton tour the TMI site.
Below the Commission there is no general manager or chief executive officer with singular authority over the staff. The staff is divided into five major offices, three of which are independently chartered by the statute, and each of which is headed by an office director. Between the office directors and the Commission is an Executive Director for Operations (EDO). According to NRC regulations, the EDO is authorized to "discharge the operational and administrative functions of the Commission" and to "perform such functions as the Commission may direct." But the statute itself limits the EDO's power to restrict the office directors beneath him, each of whom can by law report directly to the Commission rather than to him. Indeed, until 1978 the office directors were able to bypass the EDO altogether; a statutory amendment that year required them at least to keep the EDO informed of their communications with the commissioners. As a practical matter the EDO does not currently have the authority to manage the staff. Although the Commission arguably could confer such de facto authority on the EDO, it has not done so in the past few years, and the individual who has been serving in that position (who is retiring in the next month) has not sought to exercise such authority or to serve as a manager.

Thus, the EDO has served primarily as a conduit between the five equally powerful commissioners above him, and the five office directors, each with his own independent jurisdiction, below. The result has variously been described as "nonmanagement," a "mess," and a situation where "nobody is running the store." As for the staff offices, they have been characterized as "feudal" baronies and "independent fiefdoms."

It is not uncommon at public meetings of the Commission to see a majority of the senior staff of the agency-office directors, their deputies and their senior technical experts-filling the front rows of the meeting room (after nearly an hour trip to downtown Washington from Maryland) waiting in case a commissioner should raise a question about a particular staff office's "position" on some question. This practice demonstrates a complete lack of coordination of the agency's resources and a tremendous waste of time for the staff and for the Commission.

One industry manager analogized the NRC's conduct of its business to the play of an amateur soccer team: "Everybody runs to where the ball is."

The effects of the NRC's structure in impeding the effective exercise of management authority in the agency have been exacerbated in the past several years by the variety of viewpoints among the commissioners and their inability to work together. Sometimes there has not been a majority of three for any course, and often when there has been, the chairman of the Commission, until recently Joseph Hendrie, has been in the minority, further complicating effective leadership. The net effect of structure and personnel has often been paralysis.

More surprising than that the Commission spends very little time managing or setting goals for the NRC staff is the fact that until recently it has spent very little time as a Commission deliberating or deciding any of the broad or important issues relating to reactor safety-the subject the public no doubt believes is the Commission's highest priority and certainly its raison d'etre. Instead, it appears that the Commission has traditionally spent the bulk of its meeting time on dozens of specific, isolated, safety-related matters, on personnel and budgetary matters, administrative chores, and such issues as export licensing.

In sum, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has provided neither leadership nor management of the Nation's safety program for commercial nuclear plants. The question is how this problem can be remedied.
REORGANIZATION TO A SINGLE ADMINISTRATOR AGENCY

The central and overwhelming need is for legislative and executive reorganization to establish a single chief executive with the clear authority to supervise and direct the entire NRC staff. An effective reactor safety program absolutely requires strong and effective management of this kind.

The NRC is virtually the only agency in the Federal Government charged with protecting public health and safety that is headed by a commission. Regulatory commissions such as the Federal Communications Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Civil Aeronautics Board basically regulate economic behavior, not safety. For the most part, the protection of the public safety and health has been committed to single-administrator agencies: the Food and Drug Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and the Mine Safety and Health Administration. In the airline safety area, where the CAB regulates economics, the Federal Aviation Administration regulates safety. Indeed, considering the old AEC’s lack of interest in regulation, the management of reactor safety was for all practical purposes a single-administrator agency within the AEC until 1975.

Two main arguments have been advanced for retaining the Commission: (1) that the commission form enhances public visibility of the policymaking process; and (2) that because public opinion about nuclear power is divided and uncertain, and because quantitative assessment of its risks is imperfect, the Commission helps ensure that a diversity of views will be represented in that policymaking process. Along with these arguments is another, perhaps stronger concern that apparently prompts some members of Congress and anti-nuclear critics to be suspicious of the single administrator proposal. They fear that if the single administrator were "pro-nuclear," he might ride roughshod over legitimate concerns about safety, compared with several present commissioners who are sometimes identified as being dissatisfied with past safety efforts. Some legislators may also be concerned that the effectiveness of congressional oversight of a single administrator directly responsible to the executive branch would be reduced.

We do not believe any of these considerations is a valid reason for retention of the present commission structure. With respect to public visibility of the licensing process, the present Commission does not involve itself in that process anyway, and under a single administrator the independent Licensing and Appeal Boards would be retained.

With respect to rulemaking and policymaking on important safety issues, as we have pointed out, the Commission has not in the past spent a substantial amount of its time in this area either. The rulemaking and policymaking proceedings in which the Commission engages would be conducted in front of a single administrator in the same public, on-the-record fashion. Realistically, the opportunity for public scrutiny of the policymaking process depends not on whether there is a single administrator or five commissioners, but on the effectiveness of the avenues available for public participation. Most issues important to safety will be pursued not by the general public but by intervenor, public interest and scientific groups. We propose later in this report a series of steps (including more deliberate, open policymaking at the top level of the agency; intervenor funding; and establishment of an Office of Public Counsel) that would altogether increase public visibility of and participation in the policymaking process far above what it is today, even if the agency were run by a single administrator.
There is not an agency in Government that would not better provide for a "diversity of views" if it were headed by a commission. It is not likely, however, that any of these agencies would be as well managed. As the NRC's own history of nonmanagement and lack of leadership amply demonstrates, reflection of diverse views must be weighed against effective management, which in this case means effective management of a coordinated safety program.

The disadvantages of the commission form have been pointed out again and again over the past two decades by various prestigious study groups. For example, the President's Council on Executive Organization, which involved a study of a number of independent Federal regulatory commissions culminating in the so-called "Ash Report" in 1971, made a number of observations about the weaknesses of the commission structure in general. The Council concluded that collegial bodies are inefficient mechanisms for formulating and implementing policy in a timely manner; they tend to disagree on major policy issues and therefore wait for individual cases in which to decide such issues; they fail to coordinate policy with other agencies; they tend to concentrate on details and create backlogs in dealing with important issues; they do not adapt easily to new technology and industry innovations; they create a legalistic environment that contributes to a passive, overly judicial approach to regulation; they allocate resources poorly within their own agencies; and, ironically, they tend to defeat the political accountability required for public responsibility.

The desire for "diversity" in part mistakes what we believe to be the proper roles for the regulatory agency, the Executive and Congress in our nuclear safety program. We do not believe the proper function of the Commission or administrator should be to consider and resolve competing public attitudes about nuclear power in every individual safety decision that is made. It is precisely this hidden pressure that has played an important role in paralyzing the Commission in the past few years. Decisions about the ultimate safety objective in the regulatory program, and about the expansion or reduction of our country's reliance on nuclear power-decisions which inevitably involve a balancing of the risks against the benefits of this technology-should ultimately be made by the Executive and Congress, as a part of the Nation's overall strategic energy policy.

The role of the Commission or administrator should be to formulate such a standard in the first instance for review and approval by the President and Congress, and then when a standard is approved to apply it. No independent regulatory commission determines the extent to which any other component of our Nation's energy mix (oil, gas, coal, etc.) will contribute to overall energy production. For this reason, we think it is appropriate that a single administrator be responsible directly to the executive branch, and to Congress through strong congressional oversight.

Finally, we do not believe that the expression of an appropriate diversity of viewpoints will be hampered by abolishing the Commission. It is precisely this range of views that Congress itself is supposed to reflect in its legislative capacity and in its oversight of the level of safety being provided by the regulatory body. Further, we suggest below the establishment of an independent Nuclear Safety Board that will add to the expression of such viewpoints and will provide a separate assessment of how well the regulatory body is fulfilling its functions. The establishment of this Board and better management and coordination of the agency, we think, will improve, rather than detract from, the opportunity for effective congressional oversight.
The fears of those who worry that the regulatory body might be put into the hands of a single administrator who is insufficiently concerned about safety will be vitiated, in our view, by congressional confirmation and oversight authority, by establishment of the proposed Nuclear Safety Board, and by increased accountability of the administrator in the political process.

In the final analysis, we have found that the greatest single improvements in safety can be made by better management of the NRC's regulatory program and by increased requirements for onsite supervisory technical expertise at nuclear powerplants. Both will require an overhaul of the NRC's structure and management. Mounting an affirmative, comprehensive safety program is not a task that requires diversity of opinion. It is a task that absolutely requires strong central management controls and unified policymaking.

We do not believe that the current Administration's proposal to "strengthen" the NRC chairman's executive authority goes far enough to reach the heart of the problem involved here. In our view, a far-reaching management reorganization is required in which all of the Commission's offices report directly to a single chief executive, who possesses the authority to establish policy, hire and fire top staff, allocate and redistribute resources within the agency, and supervise the day-to-day operations of the staff. This can be accomplished only by new legislation.

In addition to the centralization of management under a single chief executive officer, we recommend the following organization and management reforms and improvements.

**CONSOLIDATION OF RESOURCES DEVOTED TO OPERATING REACTORS**

As described above, we recommend that all the agency's resources relating to monitoring operating reactors be consolidated in a single office, and that mechanisms for better coordination between the licensing and operational offices of the NRC be established, including strong project management teams that have ties to both offices to monitor construction and testing of new reactors.

**SINGLE LOCATION**

The physical separation of the Commission from the staff, and of staff offices and branches from one another, is not only time-wasting but also encourages a poor working relationship and fragmentation in the staff. We recommend that high priority be given to locating the entire agency in a single location. The fact that the location may not be in downtown Washington, D.C., should not slow down the agency's unification. In the interim, we believe the offices of the commissioners and their personal staff should be promptly relocated in Bethesda, Maryland, adjacent to most NRC staff offices.

**ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDEPENDENT NUCLEAR SAFETY BOARD**

The substance of the agency's licensing and regulatory functions is carried out almost exclusively by a technical staff trained in the various engineering and scientific
disciplines relevant to nuclear power reactors. These individuals are the ones who review license applications, establish safety requirements and recommendations, conduct inspections, take enforcement actions, develop standards, and administer research programs. The safety recommendations and analyses that come from these sources shape and, realistically, control most licensing and regulatory actions. The staff is where the safety die is cast.

We have found that there is really no existing organization within the agency that has either the responsibility for or the capability of monitoring the effectiveness of the regulatory staff and of making recommendations for actions needed to establish and maintain a safety review process of the requisite level of quality. It is a paradox that while the agency has long insisted on quality assurance programs for industry entities associated with nuclear powerplants, it has never imposed a similar requirement for its own regulatory staff or for the safety review and inspection process. With the vast amount of unsupervised discretion that exists in the process, it is not surprising that senior managers readily accept the status quo and that few, if any, have spoken out and demanded agencywide organizational reforms. The momentum for that must come from outside of the staff.

Moreover, we have been surprised to find that NRC management was not conversant with modern safety engineering and management techniques in use in other highly complex technologies, particularly those associated with aerospace and national defense programs. Both NASA and the Department of Defense have had affirmative safety programs for years, if not decades, in which accident prevention technology has been applied beyond safety merely being "everybody's job."

Similarly, in other fields project management on a system life cycle basis has been a way of life in directing development, testing, and operation of complex vehicles, facilities, and equipment. Yet relatively little of this systems management philosophy exists at the NRC. Instead, the NRC's role has been oriented more toward prescriptive licensing of a utility-putting a "Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" on a proposed product-as distinguished from regulation which must include careful monitoring and control of hazards during the entire life of a facility.

We believe there is a clear and pressing need for an organizational entity within the agency to be responsible for observing, evaluating, and making recommendations to improve the quality of the overall performance of the regulatory staff. This need can best be satisfied by the establishment of an independent Nuclear Safety Board. This Board would be outside of and independent of all other offices in the agency. The Board should be composed of a number of persons who are trained in technical disciplines associated with nuclear safety and radiation protection and who are thoroughly experienced with the licensing and regulatory process. The Board would be provided with a technical staff appropriate to its functions, and with necessary support personnel. It would not duplicate the functions of any office or provide another layer in the review process, but would instead:

- Exercise oversight on the effectiveness of the licensing review process and the regulation of existing plants.
- Advise the administrator on regulatory goals and important issues for rulemaking.
- Act as an ombudsman group to receive complaints and technical dissents.
• Enhance reactor safety by monitoring the effectiveness of the Office for Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data's review of operating experience and of all other operational feedback.
• Monitor the staff's use of the latest analytical and design tools, and ensure that modern safety technology is applied throughout the agency's activities.
• Develop and maintain a capacity to investigate accidents and important safety-related incidents, independent of all other offices of the NRC and the Commission or administrator.

The independent Board we envision has an analog in the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), which investigates aviation accidents independent of the FAA. But we envision a much larger role for the Nuclear Safety Board in providing a quality assurance function for the agency's regulatory process as a whole.

Some thought will have to be devoted to the relationship between this proposed new Board and the existing statutorily prescribed Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS). As discussed later in this report, we believe the ACRS has a distinct role to play in the regulatory process and that that role should be strengthened. However, the ACRS is composed of part-time members expert primarily in technical fields relating to reactor safety; we do not believe that the ACRS as presently constituted can perform the broader functions of the proposed Nuclear Safety Board.

We suggest that the Nuclear Safety Board might be composed of five full-time members who would also be members of the ACRS. Thus the ACRS would be composed of ten part-time members and five full-time members; the latter would vote as ACRS members on licensing proceedings and would also serve as full-time Nuclear Safety Board members. Our recommendation that additional staff be provided to the ACRS could then be met by having the Nuclear Safety Board's staff provide support for the ACRS as well as for the Board.

STONGER PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The licensing project management organization was at one time the strongest technical group in the regulatory staff. With the development of the center-of-excellence concept, in which experts in common or closely related technical disciplines were grouped together, the importance of the project managers was reduced. Indeed, the centers-of-excellence approach itself has been diluted in recent years, with several staff offices each having its own group of experts—a configuration that central management will hopefully correct. Even though some redirection of the all-powerful project manager was needed, subsequent studies have periodically concluded that the reduction in the role of the project manager went too far. A strong project management organization provided a method for obtaining an overall balance in the staff's safety evaluations. That is not available in the present organization.

In addition, one of the obvious lessons learned from the Three Mile Island accident is the critical need for overall plant and systems analysis. There is as much or more of a chance that safety matters will "fall in the cracks" between two or more highly proficient technical groups as there is for a safety error to be made in any of the specific groups. The need for this form of analysis has been clearly recognized by NRR, and should be coordinated through a strong project manager.
PERIODIC REASSIGNMENT OF SENIOR MANAGERS

The NRC has never had a planned program for the rotation, exchange, or periodic reassignment of senior staff managers. Some senior managers do move to new assignments but in most cases it is the result of a promotion. Management steps must be taken to insure that the agency performs as a team and not as an uncoordinated group of competing offices, each unfamiliar with the others' personnel functions and capabilities. One such step is the exchange or rotation of senior level managers on a more preplanned basis. We recommend that such a program be developed and implemented promptly.

STAFF TRAINING

One of the most glaring deficiencies in the NRC is the lack of a program for its staff to acquire experience in the actual design, construction, and operation of nuclear powerplants and of the problems of radiation protection. To regulate the safety of such plants effectively, the regulators should have a clear appreciation of the techniques and procedures used for design, construction, and operation. For example, if a person has never operated a large powerplant for a period of time sufficient to encounter the spectrum of operational problems that are likely to occur, it is unlikely that that person can develop an effective program to test and license other individuals for operator and operations management positions.

The staff has in the past considered possible ways in which it might obtain and periodically update a reasonable level of actual design, construction, and operating experience. Some individuals joining the staff have related industry experience; even for those, however, the experience is often not closely related. Many join the staff upon completion of their university programs and with little or no experience in industry. With time, many of these individuals achieve prominent managerial positions within the NRC staff where their lack of practical knowledge can have a significant adverse impact on the staff's overall performance and its stature in the eyes both of the regulated industry and the public.

The staff has suggested that an exchange program be set up between the agency and the Tennessee Valley Authority so as to mutually benefit key staff personnel. Similar suggestions have been made involving national laboratories and military programs. To date, all such suggestions have been quickly rejected on the basis of potential conflicts of interest or for other unspecified reasons.

We have concluded that the need for practical experience for staff personnel outweighs potential concerns about conflicts of interest. We recommend that the agency establish a policy that practical experience is a requisite for key staff personnel, and arrange an effective program to obtain this experience for the appropriate individuals.

TRANSFER OF NONREACTOR SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES

The NRC currently has responsibility for a variety of matters that do not relate to its central goal of promoting the safety of nuclear reactors and handling of nuclear
materials. Consideration should be given to transferring these functions to other agencies. For example, the NRC's antitrust responsibilities should be transferred to the Department of Justice or the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Its jurisdiction over export licenses should be transferred to the Department of State, or the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, which should then consult with the NRC on safety-related matters.
GREATER APPLICATION OF HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING, INCLUDING BETTER INSTRUMENTATION DISPLAY AND IMPROVED CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

In 1975 one of the NRC staff's leading safety experts, Stephen Hanauer, in a memorandum to Commissioner Victor Gilinsky setting forth the major problems in safety that should be addressed by the new NRC, said: "Present designs do not make adequate provision for limitations of people." The President's Commission found that both the industry and the NRC have "failed to recognize sufficiently ... that the human beings who manage and operate the plants constitute an important safety system." A senior B&W official put it a different way: he told us that the industry had done a fine job in engineering safety equipment, but that good engineering also meant designing for people—"that the industry had fallen down in "bringing operators within the design envelope."

During the period in which most large nuclear plants have been designed, the nuclear industry has paid remarkably little attention to one of the best tools available for integrating the reactor operator into the system: the relatively new discipline of "human factors." Human factors engineering was born of military needs during World War II and has since blossomed in the aerospace, defense and aircraft industries. But nuclear utilities, vendors and architect-engineer firms have done very little to incorporate such learning into their designs, and the NRC has done virtually nothing to require them to do so.

This failure reflects the preoccupation of the industry and the regulatory agency with hardware systems. The NRC gives short shrift in the design safety review process to determining how well operators will be able to diagnose abnormal events, based on what they see on their instruments, and respond to them. In part, the failure is also due to a lack of expertise. The agency has no office or staff members charged with examining the interaction between operators and design systems. Before the Three Mile Island accident, virtually no one in the agency was knowledgeable about such matters, and the agency was making no effort to seek out such people.

The pernicious effects of this attitude on the safety review of design are clear. Our investigation found that the TMI-2 plant was substantially more dependent than other designs upon operator action to prevent a routine loss-of-feedwater transient from turning into a possible accident under circumstances such as a stuck-open valve. The specific "operator sensitivities" of plants similar to TMI-2 revealed by the accident have since been ameliorated by changes in control logic and by the setting of different "setpoints" for automatic operation of certain equipment. The point is that this sensitivity—and undoubtedly the sensitivity of other designs to operator action in other types of "transients"—has never received much attention from the industry or the NRC.
CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

Control room design and instrumentation is another example. Useful human factors criteria for these designs have never been developed by the nuclear industry. The NRC imposes only the most general criteria on control room design and instrumentation, and thus there are virtually no human factors requirements for the design and layout of reactor control rooms, the readability or grouping of instruments, or what plant parameters and alarms must be displayed and how.

In the past few years a number of excellent studies have found significant flaws in control room design of operating nuclear plants: instruments that are difficult to make out and do not distinguish between normal and dangerous readings; controls located far from the instrument displays that show the condition of the controlled system; failure to display important plant parameters in a prominent position; lack of functional instrument grouping, so that identical knobs with widely differing functions are placed together, thereby inviting confusion; lack of "mimicking" to identify related controls on consoles; lack of consistent color coding and labeling (a red light, for example, may mean that a valve is in an "open" position, which could be its normal operating position, or it may mean that the valve is in an "abnormal" position).

The studies also found physical hindrances had to be endured by operators. Glare and reflection on instruments, compounded by poor lighting, made meters difficult to read. Instruments were placed too high or too low. Far too many alarms, both audible and visual, inundated the operators with a numbing amount of information in any abnormal occurrence in the plant, and alarms were seldom prioritized. But the NRC did nothing to require improvements even in future control rooms, despite the existence of this excellent work by outside experts.

The Three Mile Island Unit 2 control room exhibits many of these weaknesses—and a detailed study done by one of our contractors, as well as other studies, shows that it is not atypical of plants of its vintage. For example, the Unit 2 control room is far too large and lacks orderly grouping of instruments by function, especially the grouping of emergency controls and instruments in a common location. There is insufficient use of mimicking on main panels. Many of the instruments are virtually impossible to read given the poor lighting, the plastic shields in front of them and the quality of the pen-graphs. There are line-of-sight and parallax problems with some instruments for operators standing at functional control stations. The control room has over 750 alarms, significantly more than the Babcock & Wilcox simulator on which Met Ed operators practice. On the morning of the accident, the alarms were of little use due to the number that were flashing and their almost random location. Instruments important to the accident, though they may have appeared to be of secondary importance to the designers, were located on back panels or consoles.

Control room design played more than a minor role in contributing to the accident at Three Mile Island. Important alarms that might have told operators the pressurizer relief valve was stuck open, even though the control panel light showed it was closed, were the alarms keyed to temperature and pressure in the reactor coolant drain tank, into which hot water from the stuck-open valve was pouring for over 2 hours after the accident started. However, these alarms are on a panel remote from the central console that faces away from the operator!
The size and layout of the Unit 2 control room may have contributed to the operators’ difficulties in responding to the accident.
When the alarms for these indicators went off, the alarm lights could not be seen from the main console or main panels. An audible alarm went off but the audible signal is the same for all alarms so there was no reason for operators to single out the reactor coolant drain tank alarms. And pushing the single button on the central console that "acknowledges" alarms caused the drain tank alarm to stop buzzing and the annunciator light to stop flashing. Without up-to-date computer printout, it is then impossible to tell when the alarm came on. During the accident the computer kept running behind in printing alarms, and operators "dumped" the computer memory several times to get back up to date.

Since the accident, operators have taken matters into their own hands. Affixed to the back wall of the control room is a large, round, convex rearview mirror-like those used in stores to watch for shoplifters-so that operators can see when lights are flashing on this backward-facing console.

In other respects, control room design also detracted from the operators’ ability to diagnose the accident. A number of the operators told us that the constant buzzing of the audible alarm system and the flashing of alarm lights was distracting at important times during the accident and made it more difficult to try to identify the true causes of the problems they were encountering. One of the operators on duty in the early hours of March 28 had written his management nearly a year earlier:

> The alarm system in the control room is so poorly designed that it contributes little in the analysis of a casualty. The other operators and myself have several suggestions on how to improve our alarm system-perhaps we can discuss them sometime-preferably before the system as it is causes severe problems.

Met Ed undertook a study of the control room in Unit 1 to try to eliminate some of the less significant alarms, but nothing had been done in Unit 2 at the time of the accident.

The actual design of the Unit 2 control room was a product of the fragmented design process already discussed above. Principal responsibility for control room layout and instrumentation lay with the architect-engineer, Burns and Roe. That company, in turn, consulted with B&W, but only on specific primary system instrumentation. Further complicating matters was the fact that the TMI-2 plant and its control room were originally designed for GPU to construct a second unit at Oyster Creek, New Jersey, for Jersey Central Power and Light. Only after the preliminary design work was completed was the decision made to locate the plant at Three Mile Island.

In the absence of any NRC criteria, Burns and Roe was primarily sensitive to construction costs and to what its new customer, Met Ed, wanted. What Met Ed wanted was a control room like TMI-1. But the expense of completely altering the design was considerable, and the cost factor prevailed.

In the end, only minimal human factors considerations came into play. Experienced control room operators, for example, were never consulted about the positioning of consoles or about instrument grouping. Indeed the engineer from Burns and Roe who laid out the original placement of panels for the control room, was not even aware of how many people would be required to operate the plant. Imagine riding in an airplane whose cockpit was designed by someone who did not know how many people were going to be flying it! The result was a control room, manned on back shifts by two or three individuals at the most, which was far more complicated than the control rooms of
Navy reactors that are constantly manned by three operators and an engineer-supervisor.

**INSTRUMENTATION DISPLAY**

We found that the information readily available to operators of Unit 2 about plant status and important plant parameters was far below what one would suppose to be an acceptable minimum for such a sophisticated technology demanding quick action in the case of potential accidents. Any list of instrumentation problems that occurred during the accident would have to include at least the following:

- No visual alarm signaled that the emergency feedwater system was completely blocked off. This was not discovered for some 8 minutes into the accident, apparently because poor panel layout makes systems misalignment difficult to spot, and because a paper tag hanging from a handle on the control panel obscured an indicator light that would have shown the operators the position of one of the block valves shutting out this system. In newer plants, NRC requires an alarm that would have signaled this problem.

- The indicator light on the control panel for the stuck-open pressurizer relief valve was wired to show only what the valve had been "instructed" by the electrical system to do, not the valve's actual position. Operators were misled for over 2 hours by this indicator light.

- The plant did not have instrumentation showing the level of reactor coolant in the main reactor vessel. The only level indicator showed water level in the pressurizer. This indicator showed the pressurizer to be full of water. In fact, early in the accident coolant was passing through the pressurizer and out the stuck-open valve. Later, water was being forced up into the pressurizer by steam voids and gas in the reactor coolant system. Operators were therefore misled into thinking the primary coolant system was full of water when it was not.

- During the accident, incore thermocouples showing temperatures just above the reactor core had to be read with a hand-held electrical meter snapped onto wires in a cabinet located on the floor below the control room, because the thermocouples were reading off the top end of the computer's display scale. Because of this, only a few readings were reported to the station manager, and he discounted them, in part because they were not regularly "required" instrumentation. Today, a large panel board set up in the TMI-2 control room displays constant digital readouts for each of the fifty or so thermocouples, giving operators an easy-to-read, instant temperature profile of the reactor core.

- Operators should have detected the stuck-open PORV from high temperature readings in the piping through which coolant was leaking after it passed through the valve. These readings were requested several times by operators but were misinterpreted, in part because, without the benefit of a strip chart showing the readings over time, they were thought to be "trending down."

- Soon after the accident began, the read-out and display computer got so far behind in printing out alarms that operators had to "dump" its memory in order to get up to date. Information about events and trends that might have helped them diagnose the accident was consequently lost.
What this list demonstrates is not so much that the instrumentation did not exist in the reactor (though the lack of a water level indicator was a critical omission), as that instrument readings were not capable of being obtained and displayed in a useful fashion. The principal need we have identified is for new standards for instrumentation computers, printout devices, and CRT and other digital displays.

That a considerable amount of accurate data are now available about what happened during the Three Mile Island accident is due to pure luck. Still connected to the reactor was a "reactimeter" installed by B&W to monitor plant performance during its startup testing. The reactimeter constantly measures and keeps in its memory several dozen important plant parameters, some of which are not displayed in the control room or are not recorded elsewhere over time. The reactimeter does not "display" its information; it has to be "delogged," a task which was begun on March 29 by B&W engineers and others. Data from the reactimeter helped engineers to reconstruct the accident that Thursday and Friday, and afterwards.

We see no reason why every nuclear plant should not be required to install the equivalent of a reactimeter that constantly monitors important plant parameters and is tied to an information and display computer that can call up these parameters on an instantaneous or trend basis in the control room. We have suggested above that such instrumentation not only be installed in every plant, but also that the information be telemetered to industry-run data centers and the NRC, where additional technical assistance would be available in case of an accident. We also see the strong need for development and implementation of disturbance analysis systems to provide operators with a clearer picture of reactor conditions.
A significant problem during the Three Mile Island accident was that much of the instrumentation was designed for normal, not accident, conditions. When things began to go wrong, instruments quickly went off scale. This was particularly true for many radiation-monitoring instruments. The ACRS has been conducting a running, but unsuccessful, battle with the NRC staff for some time to require every plant to install instrumentation sufficient to monitor the course of an accident. Only after the accident occurred—more than 3 years from the time a new regulatory guide providing for such instrumentation was first proposed by the staff in December 1975—has the NRC decided to expedite implementation of such a requirement.

We think that in addition to specifying what parameters must be monitored with the online reactimeter, the NRC should move promptly to establish other requirements for parameters that must be displayed in the control room and their required ranges. Moreover, using human factors engineering, the NRC should move forward to develop criteria for control room design such as functional grouping of instruments and controls, panel layout, and alarm systems that will define the overall outline of a standardized control room design. Experience has shown that the industry will likely be slow to move on this front unless the regulatory agency itself lays out minimum requirements and a deadline for implementation of these requirements.
MORE REMOTE SITING AND
IMPROVED EMERGENCY PLANNING,
INCLUDING WORKABLE EVACUATION
PLANNING AS A CONDITION OF
REACTOR OPERATION

The Three Mile Island accident demonstrated that the evacuation of people living within a 10-mile radius of a commercial nuclear powerplant, or beyond, needs to be considered a realistic precautionary measure, even when observed levels of radioactive release are well below previously formulated Federal "protective action guidelines."

The accident also demonstrated that evacuation may have to be considered or ordered in a variety of situations where the evacuation decision is far from clearcut. In the future, one of the more likely bases for evacuation may be fear or uncertainty about the course an accident will take. This was illustrated by the evacuation recommendation made by the NRC staff and commissioners on Sunday, April 1, one based largely on their anxiety about the hydrogen bubble problem.

The NRC's own lack of preparedness to exercise this kind of decisionmaking was illustrated by the events of Friday morning, March 30. During a 3-hour period, Pennsylvania officials received three completely different "authoritative recommendations" from the NRC: the first, from the NRC's Executive Management Team to the Pennsylvania Emergency Management (civil defense) Agency, was to evacuate; the second, from the NRC's chairman to the Governor, was to direct people to stay indoors; and the third, again from the chairman of the NRC to the Governor less than an hour later, agreed that pregnant women and preschool children should be advised to consider leaving the area within 5 miles of the plant.

SITING

For some years the NRC has been moving informally toward requiring new reactors to be sited further away from large population clusters. However, the formal siting requirements used by the agency do not adequately reflect this concern: they provide that reactors be sited within a "low population zone," a very small area dependent upon the design features of a plant, with a radius of only a few miles or less around the plant. The low population zone at Three Mile Island was an area within 2 miles of the reactor itself. During the accident, as we have seen, both State authorities and the NRC talked of the need for evacuations encompassing areas 5, 10, and possibly even 20 miles from the Island.

In the past, the NRC has consistently regarded "engineered safeguards," i.e., automatic emergency safety systems within the plant, as a permissible tradeoff permitting the location of a plant near a heavily populated area. That is, the plant's
safety equipment, combined with the containment structure and the ability to evacuate the low population zone, was deemed sufficient to protect public health and safety. Our analysis of how close the accident at Three Mile Island came to a situation in which evacuation might have been required on a precautionary basis, at least, leads us to conclude that this philosophy simply is not valid. Evacuation must be considered as an independent means of protection for citizens living near a nuclear plant, over and above the engineered safety systems designed to mitigate an accident and to prevent releases. In the case of siting, "distance" should be regarded as the ultimate defense-in-depth barrier protecting those who live near nuclear plants.

With respect to the question of "how much distance," we have found general agreement that the present "low population zone" planning area and past siting policies have been inadequate, but considerable disagreement about the appropriate standard that should be adopted in new emergency planning and siting policy.

At Three Mile Island, State and county planning provided for evacuation only to a distance of 5 miles from the plant. The latest NRC/EPA study concludes that an evacuation planning zone of about 10 miles is a reasonable starting point for the development of plans adequate to protect the nearby populace from the effects of a serious accident. Based upon this study, the NRC has just issued for public comment proposed new rules that would require NRC approval of State or local plans providing for evacuation within a 10-mile radius and monitoring of food within a 50-mile radius. However, it has been suggested by public interest groups and others interested in nuclear safety that evacuation planning should be required at a further distance from nuclear plants. While analyses done for our inquiry show that there was a low probability of the TMI-2 containment rupturing even in a core meltdown, hypothetical studies of a "worst case" accident at TMI done by others that do assume a total breach of containment contend that evacuation would have been necessary well beyond 10 miles. Other estimates of the effect of an accident involving a breach of containment and release of a substantial amount of a reactor's fission products, such as those made by the NRC's own "Rasmussen Report," albeit also based upon nearly worst case assumptions, have predicted significant health effects at distances in excess of 10 miles.

During the accident, 10 miles was the maximum radius contemplated for actual evacuation, but the realization that substantial numbers of people living further from the plant would also leave if a 10-mile evacuation were ordered led the Commonwealth to continue to plan for the consequences of a 20-mile evacuation. A study done for the Special Inquiry Group estimated that about 76,000 people evacuated the area within 10 miles of Three Mile Island during the accident-partly as a result of a precautionary warning to pregnant women and preschool children within 5 miles of the plant to leave, and partly due to confusing reports and fear of the hydrogen bubble. Nearly an equal number of people, about 67,000, living between 10 and 15 miles of the plant also evacuated, some 32% of those living in this area.

All of this leads us to conclude that, out of an abundance of caution, future reactors should be located only at sites that are at least 10 miles and perhaps more from any significant center of population. In developing criteria for future siting, we believe the NRC will have to give consideration to the specific characteristics of the area that influence the effectiveness of evacuation: population density; population centers...
beyond the minimum distance of 10 or more miles from the plant (within which should reside only a relatively small population capable of being quickly evacuated); evacuation routes; and the possibility that land use controls or other measures can be used to maximize the chances that over the lifetime of the reactor large numbers of people are not likely to move into the area near the plant.

Specific criteria should be developed promptly by the NRC in conjunction with other Federal and State agencies with experience in emergency evacuations. In this regard, it should be noted that both the Federal Government and the States have substantial land holdings that could provide locations for future remote siting.

**EVACUATION PLANNING**

Until March 28, 1979, planning for evacuation around nuclear plants by Federal, State, and local authorities was uneven, at best. The NRC itself did little to encourage such planning, in large part because of a prevailing attitude that a serious accident with releases beyond containment simply would not happen. The NRC has required utility company licensees to plan only for protective measures within the low population zone, and to show that they have their own emergency plans which include notification to and coordination with local and State authorities. The existence of an effective State emergency or evacuation plan in case of accident has not been a condition for granting a reactor operating license. Under current regulations, States may submit plans to the NRC for approval, but at the time of the accident only a few States had NRC-approved plans in place, and Pennsylvania was not one of them.

The President's Commission recommended that Federal emergency planning functions for accidents at nuclear reactors should be consolidated into a single Federal agency. We agree. The new Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), rather than the NRC or the Department of Energy, appears to us to be the appropriate agency for such planning. FEMA's principal mission is to help States plan for the logistics and communications involved in protective action, including evacuation, made necessary by any one of a variety of natural disasters or accidents. FEMA is in a better position to coordinate planning and action by State and local authorities, with whom it deals regularly, than the NRC.

However, FEMA and the NRC must coordinate closely in this venture, and FEMA should make maximum use of the work that the NRC has already done and is presently doing. Because FEMA is still in the process of being organized, and lacks the expertise in the particular aspects of protective action that may be appropriate in a radiological emergency, NRC has an important role to play in defining the criteria for effective planning around each site.

The principal planning responsibility for protective action including evacuation lies with the State, with FEMA's assistance. However, the ability to carry out an evacuation plan in the area of a nuclear plant depends much more on the existence of adequate county and local emergency plans than on a FEMA-approved or NRC-approved State plan. We believe that too little attention has been devoted to this aspect of emergency planning. Although the State plan must provide for effective notification and communications between the decisionmakers (the Governor and State agencies) and the localities, for back-up support, and often for planning out beyond a 10-mile zone, the
county and local levels are where the action is and where the specific details of the plan must be worked out. As Oran Henderson, the Director of Pennsylvania’s Emergency Management Agency, told us:

I could prepare you the most beautiful State plan that I assure you NRC would approve, but if that plan isn’t disseminated and the subordinate county and local municipal plans prepared that dovetail [with the State plan] and take the guidance in the State plan, you still don’t have anything. It’s the local government and the county government that are going to have the capability to execute any evacuation, if evacuation were necessary.

The local municipalities around Three Mile Island had no emergency plans for an accident at the plant and, as it turned out, elected officials in those communities got little or no accurate information about the accident to assist them in making decisions. If this is common elsewhere, the main reason may be lack of money. Most localities in Pennsylvania provided no funds for emergency planning. Many counties near nuclear plants are rural in nature, with a small tax base. The probability of an accident occurring at a nuclear plant is probably considered to be so low that emergency planning does not command top funding priority. Furthermore, local response to such emergencies requires more detailed advanced planning than for other types of disasters.

We believe that consideration must be given by the NRC and FEMA to the method by which funds can be made available to local communities near nuclear plants. One suggestion has been that specific Federal grants be provided for such activity. Another is that the NRC should require utilities to pay for local planning efforts. The arguments in favor of the utilities footing the bill are that such a requirement would encourage the utility to coordinate its own site-area planning and notification activities with local plans; that such detailed planning would probably not be required for other types of emergencies; and that those who benefit from the plant should help defray the costs associated with it, which include emergency planning costs.

Because we believe that protective action-ranging from staying indoors to partial evacuation to general evacuation-must be considered an independent form of safeguard, we believe that workable evacuation plans are a prerequisite to continued operation of existing and future reactors. The President’s Commission recommended that operating licenses be conditioned upon the State or locality within which the plant is located having in effect an emergency plan approved by the Federal Government. The NRC has recently proposed new regulations that would impose such a requirement beginning no earlier than July 1, 1981, (with approval to be granted not by FEMA but by the NRC). However, the NRC could grant an exception to the requirement for a number of broadly phrased reasons including a determination that deficiencies in the plan were "not significant" for a particular plant or "other compelling reasons."

In general, we believe this is the right approach, though we think FEMA should approve the plans rather than the NRC, and that plant operation should not be made absolutely contingent on approved local plans, since this would in effect give local municipal governments the power to close a plant. But the success of this approach depends largely upon what is regarded as an "adequate" plan. We think the emergency plan should not be just an abstract document. It should make realistic provisions for such seasonal or other variations as snowstorms, large summer populations, and so on.
In our view, the emergency plan, as a condition of the operating license, should be viewed in the same fashion as an engineered safety system in the plant. The typical plant's technical specifications provide that when engineered safety systems become "degraded" or inoperable, the plant may have to be shut down if the situation cannot be remedied within a short period of time. Whether an evacuation plan can realistically be executed at a particular time should be treated in the same fashion. Thus, if a 5-foot blizzard makes roads in the area of the plant impassable, the utility should be required to notify the NRC immediately. The NRC will then, after consultation with FEMA and State authorities, make the decision whether the plant should be shut down (or some other measure instituted, such as a decrease in power level) until the evacuation plan once again becomes workable.

In the case of existing plants, we have not studied in detail and we do not undertake to quantify in this report the minimum distance from any plant within which workable evacuation must be a condition of continued operation. However, we believe the NRC's proposed 10-mile planning zone is, by itself, inadequate as an arbitrary cutoff point. Wider evacuation may clearly be necessary in some unlikely accident situations. And, as Three Mile Island demonstrated, an ordered evacuation out to 10 miles would undoubtedly have effects to 20 miles and more. Therefore, at the very least, significant centers of population beyond 10 miles from the plant must be considered in the planning as well.

The selection of a 10-mile emergency planning zone by the NRC/EPA study as a ballpark figure, and the adoption of this number by the NRC in its proposed new regulations, appear to us to have been relatively arbitrary. This should be regarded only as a starting point. The NRC/EPA study developed estimates of probable maximum radiation doses from various projected accidents at different distances from a plant. This work should be carried forward by the Commission into specific criteria that incorporate maximum dose levels, probability factors and associated time limits.

Once the Commission has established criteria that define the level of risk, each site can then be examined to develop a minimum evacuation planning zone, within which evacuation must be capable of being carried out in a safe fashion within the prescribed time period to protect those threatened by a serious accident in a nearby plant. This zone will have to be determined by taking into account the same factors discussed above in connection with siting, including population density, evacuation routes, prevailing wind patterns, and so on.

Where an existing reactor, for example, one located near a large urban area, cannot meet these criteria, logic and prudence dictate that it should be shut down, unless additional safety systems for mitigation of accidents—such as the vented, filtered containment system we discuss later in this report—can be installed either to reduce the area of likely accident consequences or to increase the permissible time for evacuation.

We recommend that once criteria for minimum workable evacuation areas are established by the NRC, plants that cannot meet these criteria should be allowed to continue to operate only upon a determination by the President that the temporary continued operation of the plant is certified to be vital to the national interest.
CHANGES IN NRC'S OWN EMERGENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION

Within the NRC, we found that decisionmaking about protective action was confused and ineffective throughout the accident, and that NRC disorganization contributed unnecessarily to public alarm over radiation levels and the possibility that the hydrogen bubble in the reactor might become explosive. Some of this confusion was due to poor communications, a situation which the Commission has improved somewhat since Three Mile Island by the installation of "hot lines" from each reactor control room to the NRC's Incident Response Center in Bethesda, Maryland. A system for telemetering important plant data from each plant to remote, industry-run data centers and to the NRC, such as we have suggested above, would also go a long way toward resolving this deficiency.

But a good measure of the NRC's poor performance during the accident must be laid to poor planning and poor management of the emergency response. As we have previously written in a preliminary memorandum to the commissioners, we found that the NRC's Executive Management Team (EMT) did not function as a single executive to coordinate the agency's action during the accident but as a collection of individuals, each of whom represented the office of the NRC staff with which he was affiliated in day-to-day NRC operations.

While the NRC's Emergency Plan specified that the commissioners themselves would "make policy," they were in fact isolated from the flow of events and information for 2 days. When they did get involved, on Friday, March 30, the recommendations made by Chairman Hendrie to Governor Thornburgh reflected little deliberation by the commissioners and were based on a paucity of information. Only when Harold Denton was sent by Chairman Hendrie to Three Mile Island as the NRC's lead official, and at the request of the President became the President's own "representative" at the site, was NRC's emergency response coordinated into one single executive-by the physical process of moving a knowledgeable top staff official to the site.

We recommend that while the Executive Management Team (EMT) should be retained, it should have a single director. The director of the EMT should exercise the authority of the entire agency during an emergency. A nuclear reactor accident is no time for collegial decisionmaking either by the EMT or by the Commission itself. Any decision by NRC headquarters to recommend evacuation should be made by the director of the EMT with appropriate advice from those on site and thereafter (in order to avoid confusion) should be communicated to State authorities by the highest official of the NRC available if possible. To ensure better Government-wide coordination, FEMA and other Federal agencies involved should have senior representatives present at the NRC's Incident Response Center.

In our view, the role of the EMT should be to mobilize the resources of the agency, to get a technically qualified group headed by a senior NRC official to the reactor site as soon as possible, to coordinate the agency's response until that team arrives, and thereafter to turn over the lead role to the site team and to serve as a backup and communications link to the team. TMI demonstrated that an effective NRC response to the accident based upon up-to-date, reliable information was not begun until such a senior official, Harold Denton, reached the site and was clearly perceived to be "in charge" of NRC's own activities in the emergency. This did not happen until more than
2 days after the accident started. We recommend that NRC emergency response plans be revised to shift the management of the NRC's overall response to the site as quickly as possible.

Such an approach will require changes in the agency's emergency response procedures and logistics. Since the onsite NRC official must have enough "clout" to assume control of the agency's overall response, he would have to be an official at the regional office director level (or be designated as "duty officer" by the regional office director, to substitute for him) at the least. Plans should also be made to send a high-level headquarters official to the site as fast as possible. In either case, the senior NRC official should be supported not just by NRC inspectors from the Regional Office but by a technical team of experts who should also be rushed to the site. All of this will require preplanning and coordination with other Government agencies, including the military services, for transportation; the drawing up of duty lists for Regional Offices and headquarters; and training and drills for those designated as emergency response personnel. We believe such planning is well within the NRC's capabilities and should be undertaken immediately.

During early stages of the accident even top NRC officials displayed a good deal of reluctance to demand specific items of information from Met Ed or to make strong recommendations to the company about what operators should do next. The philosophy that "the licensee is in charge," and a fear that NRC would be perceived to have "taken over" control of the plant, provided very strong deterrents to active intervention by the agency at any level. From the NRC inspectors who arrived on site about 10 a.m. on the first day of the accident through top officials in Washington, the agency placed itself in a position of merely "monitoring" what was happening, and being available to give advice.

The NRC must not be constrained by its own attitudes to take such a passive role during an accident if circumstances demand more direct intervention. It appears that the NRC has the authority, under the existing licensing scheme, to require a utility licensee to undertake a particular action on the spot, if necessary to protect public health and safety. If there is any doubt on this score, legislation should be enacted to clarify the agency's responsibility.

The NRC is far from equipped to "take over" any large commercial nuclear plant in an emergency. Hands-on manipulation of the controls in such plants requires familiarity with a particular reactor's unique design and idiosyncrasies. Such familiarity is likely to be possessed only by licensed operators and supervisors of the utility. Plants like these cannot be "run" by outsiders in an emergency. And although the public may be reassured by knowing that NRC representatives are on site during an emergency, the fact is that NRC inspectors do not have the working knowledge of the plant or, in most cases, the expertise to assume command over reactor operations.

This is one of the reasons we recommend that a senior NRC official knowledgeable about reactor operations and reactor engineering, and a technical team capable of backing him up, be sent to the site as soon as possible. Even he and his team, however, will not be qualified to assume command of the plant.

Nonetheless, there may arise situations in which important strategies for dealing with an accident, such as decisions about the method of core cooling or about venting
radioactive gas to the atmosphere in order to protect the stability of the cooling system, must be made by the NRC senior official on site—or, before he arrives, by NRC engineers or other top officials of the agency from a remote location. In these kinds of situations, the NRC's own regulations should make it clear that the NRC has the authority to demand information and, in the extreme case, to impose its own decision on a licensee if there is an ultimate difference of opinion.

We suggest that emergency response procedures might be rewritten to provide that the director of the EMT or the onsite senior NRC official directing the NRC's emergency response may direct that (1) particular information be provided immediately to the NRC, or (2) a particular action be taken in the plant, where necessary in his judgment to protect public health and safety.

**LEAD MONITORING RESPONSIBILITY AND ONLINE MONITORING SYSTEMS**

Recognizing the likelihood of evacuation or other protective measures in the future, we are convinced that it is essential to make certain that accurate and up-to-date information is available on which to make such decisions. The Three Mile Island accident indicated, and our investigation confirmed, that no one—no Federal agency, State agency, or the utility—has primary responsibility in an accident to monitor radioactive releases away from the plant, evaluate this information, and communicate it to those who must make decisions about protective measures.

At Three Mile Island, the utility, the NRC, the Department of Energy (DOE), and State officials all participated in monitoring beginning within hours of the accident; HEW and EPA followed later on. As it happened, the work of teams from these various agencies was fairly well coordinated during the accident, and those at the plant and local level who needed the information received it in timely fashion. Our investigation showed that utility and NRC personnel at the site, the State's Bureau of Radiological Health (which set up a command center that was in contact with the plant and with monitoring teams), the NRC's regional office near Philadelphia, and DOE's local command post maintained good communications and generally shared accurate data and evaluations of that data, as soon as they were generated. However, the lack of any designated lead responsibility for radiological monitoring and assessment gives us no confidence that such coordination near the site could be achieved in a more serious, fast-moving accident.

There is a Federal coordinating document for radiological emergency monitoring called the "Interagency Radiological Assistance Plan" (IRAP). But this title is a misnomer, for the document is not a "plan" at all; it is a list of resources possessed by various agencies that can be called upon in an emergency. DOE, which inherited from the AEC among other things a sophisticated nuclear emergency command center in Germantown, Maryland, intended primarily for weapons tests and accidents, has more emergency monitoring equipment and other resources than any other agency. These include teams that can be transported by plane or van, monitoring helicopters with highly sensitive equipment, and backup facilities for analyzing samples. NRC also has several mobile monitoring and laboratory vans, as well as equipment and emergency vehicles at each regional office.
We recommend that DOE be formally designated by executive order as the lead and coordinating Federal agency to call upon and organize the emergency resources of all other Federal agencies in case of an accident at a commercial nuclear plant requiring monitoring. EPA should be assigned long-term monitoring responsibilities after an accident, and HEW should be given the lead responsibility for population dose assessments and calculations of health impacts.

We also recommend that serious consideration be given to installation of real-time, online monitoring devices around every nuclear plant in concentric circles at various distances from the plant site (for example, from the site boundary out to perhaps a few miles) that can be read from the plant control room or some other remote site. Such a system would be expensive but not prohibitively so, and the technology poses no problem. We understand that such devices are currently being installed by requirement of the State of Illinois in the Chicago area to cover potential releases during any accident that might occur at any of the plants located in the vicinity.
From its inception, the process of licensing a new commercial nuclear plant has involved a two-step procedure. Prior to construction, the utility company submits an application for a construction permit (CP) in which it commits to meet certain design criteria acceptable to the NRC staff and describes preliminary designs it proposes to follow in order to do so. NRC's licensing staff then reviews the application and prepares a Safety Evaluation Report, preparatory to a mandatory public hearing before an independent Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

The Board considers not only the safety of the design but also such issues as the siting of the proposed reactor. Any person who wishes may petition to intervene in the proceedings (usually well before the hearing is held) to question or contest some aspect of the application. The Commission's Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), a group of distinguished expert consultants in various areas related to reactor safety and environmental issues, also reviews the application and the staff's report, and often calls for additional evaluation or explanation.

If the Licensing Board votes to grant the CP, a party may appeal its decision to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, another independent panel to which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission itself has delegated most of its final statutory authority over licensing. From an Appeal Board decision, any party may seek review by the full Commission, which is discretionary with the Commission. The Commission may also review a case on its own initiative. But as a practical matter the NRC, like the AEC before it, has seldom become involved in licensing actions.

At a time when the utility believes the plant will be finished in about 3 years, it submits a second application for an operating license (OL). The same procedures are then followed again-including a staff review, preparation of a safety evaluation report, ACRS review, and a hearing if requested by any party—but a second public hearing is not mandatory if no party or intervenor requests one. If a hearing is held, there is once again a right of appeal to the Appeal Board and a discretionary appeal available to the Commission itself. If there is no second hearing, the director of NRR may issue the OL when he and his staff are satisfied that the case warrants it.

The two-step process reflects the state of the nuclear power industry in its conceptual and developmental years, when there were many first-time applicants, designers, and builders, and many unproven designs. But the situation has changed
drastically in the intervening years. Final designs for most plant systems can be described in much greater detail at the preconstruction stage, and there is a much higher degree of assurance that they will be consummated satisfactorily, where only preliminary designs are now submitted.

Insofar as the licensing process is supposed to provide a publicly accessible forum for the resolution of all safety issues relevant to the construction and operation of a nuclear plant, it is a sham. We reach this conclusion for a number of reasons.

First, the vast majority of safety issues are resolved during negotiations between the NRC staff and representatives of the utility and vendor which take place while the staff is performing its design review. Although the meetings that take place and the correspondence back and forth is a matter of public record, in fact the public and intervenor groups seldom play any meaningful role at this stage of the process.

By the time of the public hearing, the NRC’s licensing staff has typically won the acquiescence of the utility applicant for most or all of the changes the staff deems necessary and has therefore satisfied itself of the adequacy of the design. At this point, the NRC staff appears as an advocate of the final design; in other words, the staff and the applicant are on the same side at the hearing because their differences have already been resolved.

Intervenor groups, which have become more vocal and better funded in recent years, can seldom bring to the hearings either the technical expertise or the resources to make an effective challenge on technical safety issues to the combined front presented by the NRC staff and the applicant's and vendor's experts. Thus, intervenors have tended to focus primarily on environmental, seismic, siting, and emergency planning issues that can be more readily understood and debated by those who are not reactor safety engineers.

Even if intervenors were able to contest safety issues effectively, they would find it difficult to reach an array of licensing actions important to safety that are taken by the NRC staff outside of or peripheral to the formal license authorization process. These include the following: granting or denying amendments to CPs and OLs; determining that proposed changes in designs or procedures do not involve an "unreviewed safety question" and therefore do not require any license amendment; making decisions whether to increase safety requirements at a particular plant or apply new regulatory requirements on a plant-specific basis; and resolving whether certain equipment is "safety-related."

The separation of licensing into two stages, a CP and an OL, also frustrates effective challenge to design features of a plant from outside the NRC staff, and to some extent from the staff as well. At the CP stage only rough design plans are furnished. By the time the utility submits an application for an OL, the plant may be substantially constructed, and systems are either in place or committed to. Thus, one lengthy safety review is conducted too early to be useful, and the other is too late to be fully effective. In between times, the sketchiness of the original design makes the task of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement that much more difficult during the construction period.

Moreover, consideration of "generic safety issues," such as the adequacy of a standard design feature to mitigate certain not-yet-analyzed accidents, generally is not included in the licensing proceedings. Theoretically, these issues are dealt with
administratively by the NRC staff and the ACRS, or by policy decisions implemented in rulemaking or elsewhere in the NRC. In practice, it appears that many of these issues do not get meaningful attention anywhere.

The Appeal Board, which was originally intended to help coordinate consideration of generic issues, has for a good many years spent a substantial amount of its time and effort on procedural issues and in trying to interpret the Commission's substantive regulations and apply them to the facts in particular cases. The Board (and others) have pointed out that many of these regulations are vague, inartfully drafted, and even in some instances totally incomprehensible. Other regulations have significant gaps. We believe that the Appeal Board should not, by default of the Commission, have to continue to interpret, "improve" and apply ambiguous standards.

The role of the ACRS, which once constituted the main repository of wisdom on difficult reactor safety problems and was supposed to help deal with generic safety issues, has been gradually reduced in the past decade. The regulatory staff, which has grown tremendously in that time period, no longer needs to rely on the ACRS. Because the ACRS is merely an advisory committee, its concerns and recommendations need not be followed; it is only required that they be made a part of the record in a licensing proceeding. For its part, the ACRS considers the NRC staff's analyses in licensing proceedings to be formalistic and unhelpful.

Despite these problems, the ACRS comes closest to performing the function that the public probably thinks the Commission itself performs: an independent, high-level review of the safety implications of nuclear plant design by distinguished experts in various fields of reactor safety. We believe the ACRS should be retained and its role strengthened by relieving the requirement that it advise the Commission on every license application, by encouraging it to play a more formal role as a party in licensing and rulemaking proceedings, and by upgrading its staff. We also believe the Committee's independence should be enhanced, perhaps by decreasing the tremendous time commitment required so that membership can be offered to some individuals who cannot afford to devote half or more of their time to the ACRS.

We have suggested earlier in this report that if an independent Nuclear Safety Board were established to oversee the effectiveness of the regulatory process, some of its (full-time) members could comprise part of the membership of the ACRS, and the Board's staff could be used to support the ACRS in the Advisory Committee's own functions.

Practically all those who are familiar with the licensing process, including most Licensing Board members who responded to a questionnaire sent out by the Special Inquiry Group, agree that the formal hearing process does little to enhance the quality of reactor safety. Some of those who answered the questionnaire even stated, as does a recent ACRS report, that these formal proceedings discourage applicants and the NRC staff from dealing candidly with all sides of controversial safety issues in their analyses and evaluations. NRC staff safety analysis presentations, some say, have become legalistic tracts that repeatedly recite the same assurances in case after case.

Contrary to what the public probably perceives, the commissioners themselves play no role in licensing decisions except on rare occasions. In fact, the old AEC created the multiple levels that exist today for licensing decisions—hearing board, appeal board, ACRS—in large part to insulate itself from the licensing process. Not only was
the AEC reluctant to become involved for reasons of conflict of interest, it was also simply less interested in reactor licensing than in other matters within its jurisdiction. The 1974 reorganization creating the NRC, which stripped promotional activities from the new regulatory body, might have given the NRC the opportunity to become more involved in the final decision to grant a license—one of the most important functions that it performs. But the statutory and regulatory framework was kept intact and, prior to the Three Mile Island accident, the NRC took only modest steps to change prior practices.

At the same time that the Commission holds itself out as the "Supreme Court of licensing," but hardly ever grants certiorari to review a case; it isolates its members from detailed consideration of case-related safety issues by the so-called "ex parte rule." This rule provides in effect that after a case has been noticed for hearing, no commissioner or member of a commissioner’s personal staff may consult the NRC staff about an issue in the case.

This rule was originally adopted by the AEC, which had by law been given both promotional responsibilities for nuclear energy and quasijudicial functions in ruling on licenses. The NRC no longer suffers from this legal handicap. The ex parte rule as it is used by the NRC goes far beyond the statutory requirements that govern the way independent regulatory bodies must conduct their business, including the Administrative Procedure Act. Its main effect today is to isolate needlessly the decisionmakers who have final authority to rule on reactor safety questions from those within their own agency who have the most knowledge and expertise about those questions, and who presumably have been hired to help the decisionmakers carry out their statutory responsibilities.

We think that, if the Commission is retained, the ex parte rule should be very significantly limited and applied more rationally. We see no reason why commissioners should not become involved in safety issues pending in particular cases as long as their involvement is on the record. If changes in the rule cannot be accomplished by agency action, as we believe they can, this should be done by new legislation.

**ONE-STAGE LICENSING**

We have come to the conclusion that the two-step licensing process should be abolished for nuclear plants of conventional design. Instead, a single licensing proceeding should be held prior to construction in which design plans that are as detailed as possible should be considered and approved. Once a license is granted, jurisdiction to oversee construction and confirm that the plant is constructed consistently with the design plans should be placed in the NRC staff.

In our view, it is completely unnecessary to subject license applications to three levels of appellate review. If the Commission is replaced with a single administrator, as we have strongly recommended, the Licensing Appeal Board’s decision on granting a license should be final and any appeal from the Appeal Board should be directly to Federal court. It would be the responsibility of the administrator to assure that a comprehensive and unambiguous set of regulations was in place for the Appeal Board to apply.
If the Commission is retained, consideration should be given to abolishing the Licensing Appeal Board and to requiring the Commission to consider and approve finally every new reactor license. To carry out this task the Commission would probably require talented experts to assist it. We suggest that Appeal Board members could be transferred to a support office to assist the Commission in this work, which would permit the outstanding quality reflected in past Appeal Board decisions to be perpetuated in the decisions of the Commission.

It has been suggested that the Appeal Board plays an important function in the licensing process, that the Commission itself would never be able to handle the workload of the Appeal Board, and that the Appeal Board’s best members would not want to serve as technical advisors to the Commission. If this is indeed the case, if the Commission itself cannot perform the important quasijudicial function of making final licensing decisions as well as the existing Licensing Appeal Board, this demonstrates another reason why the Commission should be replaced with a single administrator.

INCREASED USE OF RULEMAKING

Generic safety issues and other important policy issues should be handled by the head of the agency or the Commission directly, through rulemaking and policy directives, with the direct input of the staff, the ACRS, and intervenors. In particular, basic policy decisions having a primary impact on the level of safety provided to the public against the risks associated with nuclear powerplants, which are now made at various agency management levels, should be implemented through the rulemaking process.

These decisions are often made without the input or knowledge of important parties. For example, the Standard Review Plan was developed and approved by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The decision that a nuclear plant that conformed to the requirements of the Plan is "safe enough" from a licensing viewpoint was made by that office with little or no effective input from other offices within the NRC, from the ACRS, from the Commission, or from the public. Similarly, many generic issues are currently handled administratively by the NRC staff. Important decisions that lead to the establishment of required safety levels for the nuclear industry in this country should be promulgated as agency policy through a more open and definitive procedure.

The standard argument against the rulemaking process is the potential cost in time and resources that may result from possible protracted public hearings on individual rules. However, we believe that steps can be taken to guard against abuse of the process and to insure that the amount of public input is appropriate to the substantive issues involved. For example, rulemaking can often be carried out by consideration of written comments, rather than through holding public hearings; and strict ground rules for hearings can be used to control unnecessary waste of time in a variety of ways. We have concluded that, in any event, the rulemaking process is a necessary ingredient to fair and open regulation and that it must be followed even though the costs and impacts are substantial.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC COUNSEL

At present, there is very little public participation in the determination of individual technical issues relating to reactor safety, whether in licensing cases or in broader
policymaking by NRC staff. We propose two steps, in addition to the recommendation above that more rulemaking be conducted to implement major decisions in safety policy, to involve the public earlier and more effectively in safety issues.

First, we recommend that an Office of Public Counsel be established which should report to the head of the agency. The primary function of the office should be to:

- Provide a source of legal and technical counsel to potential or actual intervenors and to public interest groups, whether opposed to or supportive of nuclear power in general or a specific application in particular.
- Intervene directly as a party in agency rulemaking or licensing proceedings, when appropriate, to assure that all necessary safety issues are fully considered.
- Fund and monitor, where appropriate, independent technical peer review by independent outside experts.
- Handle details of the intervenor financing suggested below.

This office, removed from licensing, enforcement, and standards setting, should consist of a number of people whose expertise would encompass the technical disciplines and legal talents essential to the regulatory process. The office itself would be empowered to intervene in any proceeding where it perceived that neither the NRC staff nor any intervenor was adequately raising important issues relating to safety. Given adequate staffing and the clear support of the highest level of the agency, the Office of Public Counsel would enhance the Commission's credibility with both the industry and the public.

**INTERVENOR FUNDING**

Second, the problem of providing for increased public involvement in the decision-making process cannot be separated from the question of providing public funding for such activity. If citizens or groups contribute materially to rulemaking or licensing efforts by pressing significant concerns that are not being urged by other parties, they should be reimbursed for their expense. Other agencies have programs to fund citizen participation and even, as under the Clean Air Act and Federal Water Act, citizen lawsuits.

We recommend that a program of such citizen or interest group funding be adopted, for both licensing and rulemaking proceedings, that would permit intervenors who make substantive contributions that would otherwise not have been made to be compensated for the expenses involved. This program could be administered through the Office of Public Counsel, with the final decision as to reimbursement being made either by that office, the Licensing Board or, in rulemaking proceedings, by the Commission or Administrator.

We have no illusions about the fact that the "hidden agenda" of many intervenors who ostensibly press numerous technical points is really to stop the plant from being built by causing protracted delay in the licensing process. We recognize that citizen and public interest groups generally have not been and will not be interested in very many genuine technical reactor safety issues, particularly in individual licensing proceedings.

Nonetheless, intervenors have made an important impact on safety in some instances-sometimes as a catalyst in the prehearing stage of proceedings, sometimes
by forcing more thorough review of an issue or improved review procedures on a reluctant agency. More important, the promotion of effective citizen participation is a necessary goal of the regulatory system, appropriately demanded by the public. We think the risk of providing grants of public money to those who actually seek only delay can be very substantially reduced by strict requirements that (1) funding be conditioned upon the intervenor propounding nonfrivolous issues that are not being effectively advanced by others, (2) funding be appropriate to the effort necessary to raise those issues, and (3) advance funding be provided only in part and only where necessary for the intervenor to begin the process.

**INCREASED USE OF STANDARDIZATION**

A one-step licensing process as recommended above should encourage the use of standard designs. The advantages and disadvantages of standardized nuclear plants with respect to licensing, design, operational efficiency, and safety effectiveness have received wide attention in the past several years. Since the late 1960's the NRC has evidenced a strong interest in standard designs. In April 1972, the AEC issued a policy statement on standardization and since then both the AEC and the NRC have actively supported a standardization program through additional policy statements and approvals of staff actions.

Despite these pronouncements, however, and despite regulations that make various standardization options available to license applicants, the agency has never really made its policy work because it has never made the use of those options mandatory. We think this should be changed. Standardization was originally promoted by the AEC to facilitate and cut down on the time for processing license applications. Our concern is different. We believe that standard designs for reactor systems, for the "balance of plant" and for control rooms should in the long run substantially improve plant safety and reliability. In our view, use of the NRC's standardization options should be required of all future applicants unless the Commission or Administrator grants an exception for good cause.

The goal of the standardization policy should be a licensing system (already possible under existing NRC regulations) in which the NRC would license one or two standard designs by each vendor and architect-engineer, after an exhaustive review of these designs, and then require a utility to purchase some combination of standard primary and secondary system designs unless an exemption were granted. Any deviations necessary because of unusual seismic or other features of the site would then be reviewed separately in the license review process.

From time to time new standard "models" would be submitted by vendors and architect-engineers, incorporating progressive improvements in design. During the period when a "standard model" plant was under construction, it would be treated by the NRC as if it were already an operating plant for purposes of deciding whether new design changes should be required. If a change were clearly needed to make operating reactors safe, then the change would also be required to be made on those "standard models" under construction. If a change were not serious enough to warrant backfitting in operating plants, then it would not be made in "standard models" under construction either.
During the course of this investigation we have heard numerous arguments about the difficulties and potential dangers of standardization, some of which are clearly valid. But we do not think these arguments detract from the overall desirability of moving ahead forcefully in this direction. Some argue that standard models might not be well-tried designs. We are conscious of the controversy about the rapid growth of nuclear plant size, but we feel that the standard designs reviewed by the NRC in the last few years do represent an acceptable starting point. These designs are, for the most part, well-tried. New subsystems are usually refinements as well as enlargements of the design and operating experience we already possess.

We do not consider the antitrust argument a difficult one. We believe NRC can restrict application to standard designs of a relatively small group of competitors if it is careful to avoid tacit restriction of the suppliers of major components used in those designs. The NRC may have to review its current practices for review and acceptance of safety analyses in "component topical reports." Site problems and customer (utility) choice also pose problems for standardization, but we think the benefits of such a policy justify limiting this choice to a substantial extent.

One of the most powerful forces working against standardization in the past may have been the differing attitudes of various segments of the industry toward the concept. Vendors (reactor manufacturers) have generally favored the licensing of a few standard designs and have moved in that direction in their own engineering and marketing. The enthusiasm of architect-engineer firms, which are commonly paid on a time-and-materials basis for designing each plant, has been more mixed, with some favoring aggressive standardization and others more reluctant. It is the architect-engineers who ultimately design and often construct the secondary side of the plant, where the greatest variation in plant design and configuration occurs.

The United States is the only major nuclear country in the world in which each nuclear plant is virtually custom-built. In most other countries standardization is more the rule; some nations, like France and Great Britain, have one design or a few standard national designs. If, as we believe, there are substantial benefits to be reaped from standardization, the simple mandatory enforcement of already existing options in the NRC's licensing repertoire can result in a useful first step in that direction.

THE RATCHET COMMITTEE

Pursuit of a mandatory standardization policy and the use of improved quantitative risk assessment methodology (which we recommend later in this report) should help to focus and rationalize the decisions the agency makes about "backfitting." In 1974 the AEC, in an effort to stabilize the safety review process, established a Regulatory Requirements Review Committee (RRRC). The Committee makes the recommendation whether or not to impose a particular new regulatory requirement and, if so, whether it should be backfitted to existing plants, required on plants under construction, or required only in future plants. The decision to require changes in plants under construction is called "ratcheting"; the RRRC is popularly known as the "Ratchet Committee."

In the past, the Ratchet Committee's decisions have often been made on an ad hoc basis, with little explanation or documentation of its reasoning, and the Commission
itself has hardly ever reviewed these decisions. We perceive that a number of changes are needed. First, the Committee's function is of sufficient importance to warrant its deliberations to be reported in some depth, if not actually transcribed completely. The Committee's decisions and the bases for them would be fully documented. Second, the voting members of the Committee should be lower than office or division level directors and they should be provided with a preliminary review and screening task group composed of one member from each of the organizations providing a voting member to the Committee. Third, additional steps should be taken to increase the opportunity for industry and public involvement, and for the early and formal involvement of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. Review by the Commission or the Administrator of the bases for the Ratchet Committee's determinations on the record would then be available where appropriate.

MORATORIUM: ADDITIONAL NRC REVIEW OF FOUR AREAS BEFORE ISSUING NEW OPERATING LICENSES

Although, as we stated earlier in the introduction to these conclusions and recommendations, we do not propose any moratorium on new operating licenses, we do think that additional steps must be taken before any new operating license (OL) is issued, to respond to the more serious problems identified by this report and by other groups including the NRC's own staff. While new plants may be as safe or even safer, from an engineered safeguards point of view, than old plants, the "shakedown cruise" of any complicated new ship inevitably involves a somewhat greater risk of unexpected malfunctions turning into major problems before the management team is in place and functioning smoothly.

To anticipate this problem, we believe the NRC should satisfy itself that every applicant for an OL has evaluated:

1. The management and technical qualifications of its site crews and site management, and their familiarity with the new plant.
2. Emergency operator procedures, which should be examined thoroughly to identify whether they may be conflicting or could in some other fashion mislead the operators.
3. The control room, which should be examined to identify outstanding human factors deficiencies and any instrumentation problems.
4. The training program for the new operators.

Prior to issuing a new OL, the agency should independently assess the utility's readiness in these areas by conducting field inspections to determine whether the applicant's self-examination was adequate in each instance.

Finally, while not proposing a moratorium on operating reactors or on granting new operating licenses for reactors now under construction and nearing completion, we do believe that the NRC's management would be wise to suspend processing of applications for construction permits and limited work authorizations until it considers the various recommendations that we have made for reform of the licensing process and for increased standardization.
IMPROVEMENT IN THE BASIS FOR SAFETY REVIEW OF REACTOR DESIGN AND INCREASED USE OF QUANTITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

The NRC’s statutory mandate in licensing nuclear plants, unchanged from that of the AEC before it, is very general: to ensure that the plants will "provide adequate protection to the health and safety of the public." Later interpretation of the word "adequate" makes clear that it does not mean absolute protection, or zero risk, and considerable discretion has been given by the courts to the NRC to define this concept itself. In the agency's regulations and practices, the standard usually appears as "reasonable assurance" of safety, or as "no undue risk" to the public.

In the developmental period of the industry, when many untried designs were being submitted for licensing approval, the AEC developed a safety review process based on the so-called "design basis accident" concept. A design was considered to be acceptable if its emergency systems could be shown to mitigate a group of specific postulated accidents which were classified into eight categories of severity. (A ninth category of major disasters, called "Class Nine" accidents, was assumed to include calamities so unlikely-and often so difficult to mitigate-that designs were not required to withstand their hypothetical occurrence.)

In reviewing a particular design, the staff does not examine all of the systems and components in the plant, but only those deemed to be "safety related" (ie., those thought to be essential to accident mitigation, or those whose failure could immediately cause or aggravate a design basis accident).

In judging the reliability of these systems, the staff has employed a concept called the "single failure criterion." This criterion is a requirement that a system designed to carry out a specific safety function must be able to fulfill its mission in spite of the failure of any single component within the system, or failure in an associated system that supports its operation. (In reality, the single failure criterion is a double failure criterion: it requires that the design must be able to bring the plant to a safe shutdown despite occurrence of an accident plus the failure of any one additional safety component or system.) The purpose of the single failure criterion is to promote reliability by requiring redundancy and diversity in systems that must mitigate accidents: either two separate and independent systems of each kind, or a backup system capable of saving the reactor if the primary system fails.

The NRC inherited and has continued to apply this system of determining whether designs are acceptable for licensing, despite the fact that we now have accumulated concrete experience with these designs and a far better basis for estimating failure rates and pinpointing weaknesses, and despite the fact that our techniques of risk assessment with this technology have improved substantially in the past decade. The
licensing approach incorporating these concepts has produced reactor designs that have compiled an excellent safety record. But the Three Mile Island accident suggests that this stylized process should now be amalgamated with, and ultimately supplanted by, a more sophisticated and comprehensive approach to "hazard control" that takes advantage of human factors techniques as well as the significant advances in quantitative risk analyses.

The design basis accidents against which a reactor design is judged are, for the most part, large-scale failures. Analysis in the review process assumes that, if a design can handle a big accident, it will *a fortiori* be able to handle a spectrum of smaller ones. The smaller accidents are regarded as being "within the design envelope," to use the jargon of the trade.

Yet the NRC has been on notice for some time of the results of the "Rasmussen Report," a study of reactor safety commissioned by the agency in 1973 which applied quantitative analysis in a comprehensive fashion to determine the overall hazards from accidents in nuclear plants. The Rasmussen team used "event tree/fault tree" analysis in which postulated failures were followed out with a host of different possibilities to determine the likeliest outcomes.

Their study shows that the greatest risk of an accident comes not from the design basis accidents, such as the large loss-of-coolant accident, but from *small* loss-of-coolant accidents and relatively routine *transients* compounded by multiple failures or human error, having a higher probability of occurring than a large pipe break. These types of potential accident sources have, however, been all but ignored by the NRC in the regulatory review process. The Three Mile Island accident involved, of course, all of the four elements mentioned: a routine loss-of-feedwater transient, which should have been easily handled by plant safety systems; a stuck-open valve, causing a small loss-of-coolant accident at a confusing time and in an unexpected place, the top of the pressurizer; misleading instrumentation; and operator error in cutting down the effectiveness of the emergency core cooling system.

The Rasmussen study also showed that up to 90% of the risk of an accident at the two nuclear plants it studied was associated with the prospect of human error. Although the NRC has made some efforts to factor this possibility into the design review process, it has not succeeded on an across-the-board basis. Certainly, there is little consideration given in the process to what operators are likely to see on their instruments during various transients and accident sequences, and how they are likely to respond based on their training and procedures. This was shown by the Westinghouse analysis of the Beznau accident and the studies of the 1977 Davis Besse accident.

The current classification of systems and equipment into "safety related" and "nonsafety related" is especially unsatisfactory. The distinction is linked to the design basis accident/single failure approach. Systems or equipment outside the scope of the design basis accident analysis are considered to be not "important to safety" and are not reviewed by NRC to see whether they will perform as intended or meet various dependability criteria. They do not require redundancy. And they do not receive continuing regulatory supervision or surveillance to see that they are properly maintained or that their design is not changed in some way that might interact negatively with other systems.
Historically, the utility rather than the NRC has designated, in its own design analysis, which systems were "safety related." Where the NRC disagreed, the final determination was, in the past, often made on an ad hoc basis. The arbitrary nature of the distinction as a boundary of NRC's attention can be seen in the Three Mile Island accident, in which supposedly "nonsafety related" systems played critical roles.

For example, the accident was triggered by a failure in the condensate polisher units of the "secondary" or "feedwater" system—in essence, eight parallel resin demineralizers that constantly remove impurities from the feedwater, just as a water softener removes harsh chemicals from drinking water. The inlet and outlet valves on all eight units closed, thereby causing a total interruption of feedwater flow, which then resulted in the automatic shutdown of the feedwater pumps, a turbine trip, the heating up of the (independent) primary or reactor coolant system when the turbine stopped removing energy from it, and the opening of the pressurizer relief valve when rising temperatures in the primary system created additional pressure in that system.

Virtually the entire feedwater system, including the condensate polishers, was regarded as "nonsafety related" in the Three Mile Island Unit 2 plant. Had any scrutiny been given to the polishers, design flaws and failure to make design changes might well have been identified as potential safety problems.

The inlet and outlet valves of the polisher units were originally designed to "fail as is" on any malfunction or loss of power. That is, these valves would "freeze" in whatever position they had been in prior to the malfunction, whether open or closed. But during or after the installation of the system, wiring was altered so that the valves all failed closed in an accident. This same phenomenon occurred on at least one prior occasion during "hot testing" (testing with heat generated by the pump motors, but without nuclear fuel), and Met Ed plant employees had recommended that an automatic bypass valve be installed to meet the problem; but this was not done.

The pressurizer relief valve that stuck open was also not categorized as "safety related," even though its failure caused a leak in the all-important primary reactor coolant system. In the design process nonsafety systems are assumed to perform in whatever way is least helpful to mitigate the accident. Because the pressurizer relief valve had a block valve behind it that could be closed, it was assumed that operators would shut the block valve if necessary.

The fact that the design and instrumentation of the relief valve was not subjected to NRC scrutiny meant that there was no NRC evaluation of a 1978 decision by Met Ed to install an indicator light showing only whether the relief valve had been electrically instructed to close, not whether it had actually closed. Thus, the possibility that the operators would be misled and would not close the block valve was never considered in the design process—nor was the possibility that this error could in turn cause the pressurizer water level indicator to imply to operators that the reactor coolant system was full when in fact it was steadily emptying. To complete the picture, control room design and most instrumentation and operator procedures were also regarded as "nonsafety related" and were therefore never reviewed by the NRC.

Once the main reactor coolant pumps were shut off, natural circulation of the coolant was blocked by steam bubbles, and the reactor core was damaged. The operators then had no systems or procedures specifically intended for cooling the core, because such capabilities went beyond the design basis.
After reactor core cooling was stabilized on the evening of March 28, the principal threat to the public came from releases of radioactive gases from leaking or overloaded systems in the "auxiliary building" next to the reactor containment building. These systems were never designed to handle the quantities of radioactive materials produced in a serious accident involving substantial damage to the reactor core because such an accident was considered to be a Class Nine "event"—in effect, it was supposed to be too unlikely for any serious design effort. Filters, waste gas decay tanks, pump seals, and other components in this area, like some equipment in the reactor system itself, in fact did much more than expected in the design analysis, yet releases still occurred.

What these examples demonstrate is that we have come far beyond the point at which the existing, stylized design basis accident review approach is sufficient. The process is not good enough to pinpoint many important design weaknesses or to address all the relevant design issues. Some important accidents are outside or are not adequately assessed within the "design envelope"; key systems are not "safety related"; and integration of human factors into the design review is grossly inadequate.

More rigorous and quantitative methods of risk analysis have been developed and should be employed to assess the safety of design and operation. But the Commission and the staff have been slow to adopt these methods, even though they have been used in other disciplines and technologies for some years.

The Rasmussen Report, although viewed by many critics primarily as an attempt by the Commission to "reassure" the public about the negligible risk of nuclear accidents, represented from a scientific point of view a prodigious effort to apply quantitative risk assessment to reactor safety. An NRC-sponsored group, the "Lewis Committee," formed in 1977 to review the accuracy of the Rasmussen Report's conclusions, agreed that the methodology used was fundamentally sound and should be utilized by the NRC, even though the Lewis group heavily criticized the Executive Summary to the Rasmussen Report (the only portion read by the vast majority of the public) and concluded that the Report's ultimate quantitative position about the low risk of accidents had too many uncertainties to be accepted.

The NRC commissioners, seeming not to understand these conclusions, then adopted a policy statement and press release that was read as if the commissioners intended to discredit the entire Rasmussen effort.

The best way to improve the existing design review process is by relying in a major way upon quantitative risk analyses, and by emphasizing those accident sequences that contribute significantly to risk. The design review can then focus on those plant systems that contribute to risk, identify weak points, and upgrade various requirements (maintenance, for example) to eliminate them.

The present system has been criticized for relying too heavily on "engineering judgment," which is the term often used to hide an inadequate analytical capability. In our view, there is no way to eliminate such judgments, in part because risk assessment techniques are not now well enough developed, and also because there will always be judgments that go beyond whatever results are produced by those techniques. What the use of these methods will do is to put the judgments into the safety review process at a better point, judging which accident sequences are important, and why.
We do not suggest here that the existing safety review process be immediately supplanted by a more probabilistic review. What we are suggesting is that it be augmented, and that quantitative methods be used as the best available guide to which accidents are the important ones, and which approaches are best for reducing their probability or their consequences.

We believe that the advantages of such an approach far outweigh the difficulties. We strongly urge that NRC begin the long and perhaps painful process of converting as much as is feasible of the present review process to a more accident-sequence-oriented approach. This conversion process may be difficult. It could easily take as much as a decade to accomplish. The time to begin is now.

A hybrid approach to the transition might be appropriate. Some of the aspects of such a transitional approach could include the following:

- Expand the spectrum of design basis accidents used for safety assessment purposes by using operational experience, research results, lessons learned from accidents, and advice from the ACRS, all studied through quantitative risk analysis.
- Include the effects of multiple equipment and human failures where the risk of occurrence is significantly high.
- Provide a risk-related scheme for classifying equipment on the basis of safety significance.
- Include human factors considerations and operational procedures in the review process.
- On a selective basis, determine whether some design features to mitigate the effects of some Class Nine accidents should be required.

Modification is definitely needed in the current philosophy that there are some accidents ("Class Nine accidents") so unlikely that reactor designs need not provide for mitigating their consequences. At Three Mile Island, a great deal of radioactive material generated by the damaged core had to be handled by filtering and waste gas systems designed not for an accident but for everyday processing of coolant water containing only small amounts of radioactive materials. Severe damage to the core was supposed to be prevented by engineered safety systems, and therefore was assumed to be too unlikely to design against.

We recommend a thorough review of this approach. Should loss of core cooling and resultant core damage occur in a nuclear plant, there are certain predictable consequences that might be substantially mitigated, and the risk of severe public health danger thereby substantially reduced, by design improvements of less than staggering cost or complexity. Such improvements should be specifically evaluated in the normal design review basis.

In particular, it appears that expedited consideration should be given to the use of vented, filtered containment systems to guard against the high-pressure rupture of existing containments, and to the redesign of some of the waste gas and filtering systems that will inevitably be exposed to water and gas coming from the primary system during an accident containing high concentrations of radioactive materials.

Finally, we think it is time for the NRC to strive to establish a substantive risk objective for nuclear powerplants, a clear guideline as to "how safe is safe enough." In
the early years of the commercial nuclear program, we did not have enough experience to estimate risk accurately. There are still large uncertainties involved in applying risk assessment methods. But today, with more evidence from actual operations and from research, and with more sophisticated risk analysis methods, it may be possible to envision establishing quantitative risk standards with at least a reasonable chance of analyzing reactor design and operation against them.

As we have said elsewhere in this report, we believe the ultimate judgment of how safe is safe enough is a judgment for the Executive and Congress. The Commission should probably undertake in the first instance to articulate a proposed standard for their consideration and for public discussion, so that the value judgment about how much risk is acceptable from commercial nuclear plants can be thoroughly and publicly aired.

The establishment of a substantive, quantitative standard would permit the fashioning of a more consistent regulatory program; some existing regulatory activities could be dropped, others intensified. Designs could be analyzed on a more comparative basis, aiding in a rational standardization policy and in the one-step licensing process we have proposed. Backfit decisions could be made in the context of a more specific cost-benefit analysis.

The ACRS has recently endorsed a proposal to move toward establishment of such a standard. We think the Commission should make the establishment of such guidelines a high priority.
HEALTH EFFECTS FROM RADIOACTIVE RELEASES DURING THE ACCIDENT, AND OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PHYSICS AT THE SITE

The effects on the population in the vicinity of Three Mile Island from radioactive releases measured during the accident, if any, will certainly be nonmeasurable and nondetectable. During the course of the accident, approximately 2.5 million curies of radioactive noble gases and 15 curies of radioiodines were released. These releases resulted in an average dose of 1.4 mrem to the approximately two million people in the site area.

This average dose is less than 1% of the annual dose from both natural background radiation and medical practice. The 1.4-mrem dose may also be compared to differences in annual doses in background radiation from living in a brick versus a frame house, an additional 14 mrem/yr; or living in the high altitude of Denver rather than in Harrisburg, an additional 80 mrem/yr.

The effect of this total dose, averaged over the population in the site area, will be to produce between none and one additional fatal cancer, and between none and one and a half total (fatal and nonfatal) cancers, over the lifetime of the population. In comparison, approximately a half million cancers are expected to develop from all other sources during this same lifetime.

In assessing the health effects from radioactive releases, we also estimated the maximum probable dose received by any one person located off site. To calculate this figure, we assumed that an individual had been standing on the east bank of the Susquehanna across the river from the plant, near the North Gate to the site (the direction in which the maximum exposure was most likely to occur), 24 hours a day for 6 days, with no clothes on, and in the open. Our calculations estimated that such a person would have received a dose below 100 mrem. The additional lifetime fatal cancer risk to such an individual would have been about 1 in 100,000—compared to a risk of fatal cancer from all other sources that the individual would incur during his lifetime of about one in seven. (The additional lifetime fatal cancer risk to the individual receiving the average offsite dose, 1.4 mrem, is about one in five million.)

We studied the monitoring efforts by Met Ed, the NRC, and others in response to the accident to determine whether it was possible or likely that the average, or maximum probable, dose was underestimated because of inadequacies in monitoring. We found that, although the monitoring efforts could have been better and monitoring capabilities should be improved, the monitoring of releases during the accident was adequate to ensure that the estimates of dose to the population are adequate.

In our view, the fact that there will be no adverse radiation health effects, or very minimal effects, from the Three Mile Island accident has not been clearly understood by the public. It is clear to us that the public misconception about the risks associated with
the actual releases measured during the accident, as well as about the risks associated with nuclear powerplants generally, has been due to a failure to convey credible information regarding the actual risks in an understandable fashion to the public. We believe substantial efforts are necessary to provide such information and that the NRC should play an effective role in this task.

We have also determined that plant personnel are unlikely to suffer adverse health effects from radiation exposure during the accident, although some workers received doses of approximately 4 rem, which was in excess of the quarterly limit of 3 rem.
allowed by NRC. We have concluded, however, that during the first several days after March 28, the potential for severe overexposures existed, principally because of the inadequacy of the radiation protection, or health physics, program at Three Mile Island.

The purpose of a radiation protection program is to maintain the inevitable exposure of plant personnel who must work in radiation areas to levels which are as low as reasonably achievable. The essence of such a program is to establish careful work practices to minimize exposure and to ensure that the plant is designed so that high radiation areas are properly shielded and controlled.

Our investigation found deficiencies in the radiation protection program at Three Mile Island that were both pervasive and serious. The utility had identified these deficiencies itself prior to the accident, but its efforts to improve the program before March 28 were slow and weak. NRC also was or should have been aware of the deficiencies and should have taken meaningful action to remedy the problems.

There appear to have been two primary reasons why an inadequate radiation protection program existed. First, the attitude of both Met Ed and the NRC was that the program was of secondary importance and, accordingly, warranted much less attention than operational aspects of the plant and hardware. Second, both the NRC and Met Ed shared the assumption that the engineered safety features incorporated in the plant would mitigate or prevent any serious accidents.

Under anticipated conditions, the existing radiation protection program would have provided sufficient protection. Under the conditions of the TMI accident, however, the radiation protection program did not. Instead, it was virtually abandoned, at least during the first several days. Thus, for example, the radiation work permit procedure, which is designed to ensure careful planning for tasks in high radiation areas, was not used. And, no control was exercised over entries into the Unit 2 Auxiliary Building, where radiation levels were, in some places, greater than 1000 R/hour, which could result in a lethal dose.

The accident has shown that radiation protection, which has always been considered a "necessary evil" and secondary in importance to reactor operations and reactor safety, must be given a higher priority. At reactor sites, the radiation protection function should be made independent of operations and be elevated to equal importance. And the NRC should give greater emphasis in both its safety review and inspections to radiation protection. To do so, the NRC will have to acquire more expertise in this area.

Although we did not study the radiation protection or health physics programs at other commercial nuclear plants in detail, the scope and nature of the problems at Three Mile Island raise a question whether similar deficiencies, and the need for similar changes, exist at other plants. Specific suggestions for changes are contained in the backup volume to this report, but it is worth noting that effective management of the utility's program and of the NRC's oversight appears to be the primary need.
The TMI accident was a first of a kind for the nuclear power industry. Neither the utility nor the NRC was prepared to cope with the public's need for information. As a result, the residents around TMI were unduly confused and alarmed, and the level of anxiety nationwide about the safety of nuclear plants was unnecessarily raised.

The information Met Ed and NRC provided to the news media during the course of the TMI accident was often inaccurate, incomplete, overly optimistic, or ultraconservative. Errors in judgment by Met Ed and NRC officials were major contributors to the inadequate public information effort at TMI. For the first 2 days, Met Ed consistently portrayed an overly optimistic picture of the accident. The utility's spokesmen simply were not up to the undertaking.

At the same time, the NRC failed to coordinate its internal flow of public information, resulting in speculative reports from Washington which conflicted with statements made by NRC to officials in Harrisburg. The NRC made the problem of conflicting reports even worse by refusing to participate in joint press conferences with the utility.

The State's public information effort, which relied almost entirely on information from Met Ed and later the NRC, suffered accordingly. While both the public information performance of Met Ed and the NRC can be faulted in many instances, we found no evidence that officials from either the utility or the regulatory agency willfully provided false information to the press or public. We have also concluded that the Commonwealth's action, with the assistance of the White House, to centralize the flow of information to the public was justified in this instance. Unfortunately, this also resulted in a lack of official information flowing from the State to county and local jurisdictions, which should not have occurred.

The decision of the utility to silence its press center, however, was unfortunate as its statements during the third through the fifth days of the accident were more accurate than the NRC's. It would be highly speculative, however, on our part, to conclude that this seriously deprived the public of Met Ed's assessment of the impossibility of a hydrogen explosion, since by the time the hydrogen bubble was an issue, Met Ed had lost much of its credibility.

With respect to their stated public information policies, it was Met Ed's policy to inform the public in conjunction with the State, and it was NRC's policy to assure itself that the utility informed the public of actual and potential hazards. Only the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, however, had a plan for dealing with emergency public information in accident disaster situations. The plan called for continuous flow of information and instructions to the public about the accident, actions taken by authorities, and actions to be taken by the public. It also centralized the information process in the Governor's office to minimize confusion and panic and to maximize the effectiveness of instructions to the public.
It was not so much the public information performance of Met Ed and NRC, but the failure to adhere to their stated policies and the lack of planning that resulted in the dissemination of confusing and speculative information to the public. To that end, we recommend the following:

• That a provision for public information be incorporated in the emergency response plans of both the NRC and the utility and that they be coordinated with State, county, or local plans.

• That a senior NRC official should be the principal spokesperson at onsite or nearsite press conferences during an accident at a nuclear plant. A utility spokesperson should be present at such press conferences to provide simultaneously any differing views or additional information the utility feels is necessary to keep the public properly informed. An appropriate State official should also be present at these press conferences and should have sole jurisdiction for public information concerning evacuation and related emergency planning. The utility should maintain responsibility for initial public statements until the NRC establishes an onsite or nearsite capability. Press briefings should be held three times a day or more frequently if dictated by the situation.
During the course of the inquiry, we remained alert for any evidence that the accident might have been caused or complicated by an intentional, malicious action, or that any safety defects may have resulted from corruption of construction or operating personnel or management. These matters had previously been examined by the NRC’s Office of Inspection and Enforcement in its enforcement investigation, and by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Like those organizations, we developed no such evidence in the course of our work.

Like IE and the President's Commission, we were unable to determine when or how the emergency feedwater block valves—which prevented emergency feedwater from being automatically supplied to the steam generators during the first 8 minutes of the accident—came to be closed. It has been established that these valves were closed during a routine maintenance procedure 2 days before the accident occurred, but the Met Ed personnel involved gave sworn testimony that they recalled reopening the valves after the maintenance was completed, as required by plant and NRC procedures. A checklist that would have recorded whether that was in fact done was routinely thrown away after the maintenance procedure was finished.

Our analyses of the accident showed that the interruption of emergency feedwater flow for 8 minutes had little impact on the sequence of the accident itself and was not directly related to the core damage that ensued several hours later. However, it appears that the failure to identify the closed block valves did contribute somewhat to operator confusion in the first stage of the accident.

We believe it is possible that the block valves were not closed prior to the accident but rather were closed just after the accident began by a control room operator who then, in the rush of events, overlooked the necessity to reopen them. This procedure, which is a violation of NRC regulations, would have been intended to enhance the primary coolant system's stability during the first few minutes of a normal loss-of-feedwater transient by preventing cold emergency feedwater from rushing into the steam generator, thus causing the primary system to "shrink" when the reactor scrammed, the pressure to fall, and the emergency core cooling system to activate on low pressure.

Such a procedure could have been developed by operators as a "corner-cutting" device to compensate for the B&W reactor's oversensitivity to such transients and has been rumored to have been used at other B&W plants.

However, the operators on duty at TMI-2 on March 28 denied that such action had been taken during the accident, and we developed no firm evidence to show that it had been done during prior transients, which would have provided a basis for inferring that such action was a common practice.
A maze of electrical cables leads to the reactor's control rods.

During the first 10 hours of the accident there were a number of indications available in the control room to show that the core had been uncovered and that severe core damage might be occurring, or had occurred. These included hot leg temperatures well above the saturation point for existing system pressure and temperature, incore thermocouple readings over 2000°F, and the sharp increase in reactor building pressure at about 1:50 p.m. on March 28 caused by a hydrogen burn. In spite of these indicators it was late Thursday night or Friday morning before the true dimensions of the accident began to be appreciated.

We undertook to determine if there was evidence of any willful failure on the part of utility personnel to provide accurate information to the NRC in order to cover up the seriousness of the accident. A detailed account of the results of that investigation are contained in Volume II of this report.

In sum, we concluded that the evidence failed to establish that Met Ed management or other personnel willfully withheld information from the NRC. There is no question that plant information conveyed from the control room to offsite organizations throughout the day was incomplete, in some instances delayed, and often colored by individual
interpretations of plant status. Indeed, information conveyed by Met Ed, NRC, and B&W employees in the control room to their own managements and offsite organizations was in many cases incomplete and even inaccurate.

However, based on the evidence, we could not conclude that the causes of this breakdown in information flow went beyond confusion, poor communications, and a failure by those in the control room, including NRC and B&W employees, to comprehend or interpret the available information, a failing shared to some extent by offsite organizations as well.

A number of factors other than deliberate attempts to downgrade the seriousness of the situation could have accounted for the failure of the control room crew to communicate critical information. These include the inability to recognize and comprehend the full significance of the information, and certain psychological factors: the difficulty of accepting a completely unexpected situation, the fear of believing that the situation was as bad as the instruments suggested, and a strong desire to focus on getting the reactor stable again rather than dwelling on the severity of the accident.

The failure to recognize and act on significant data in our view demonstrates a lack of technical competency by site employees to diagnose and cope with an accident. Moreover, the inability of the utility's management to comprehend the severity of the accident and communicate it to the NRC and the public was a serious failure of the company's management. But neither lack of such a capability nor the psychological factors mentioned above amount, in our view, to an intentional withholding of information.

Moreover, NRC and B&W employees in the control room also did not recognize or communicate critical information. And their offsite organizations did no better, and perhaps worse, than the utility's offsite engineers at GPU in New Jersey in demanding reporting of important information and in recognizing the significance of the information that they did receive. The fact that NRC and B&W did no better than Met Ed/GPU in reporting critical information up the management chain and acting upon it tends to support our conclusion that there is no evidence to show willful withholding of information by Met Ed from NRC.
DISINCENTIVES TO SAFETY

One of our charges was to investigate allegations that Met Ed rushed TMI Unit 2 into commercial operation at the end of 1978 in order to realize tax or other financial advantages, thereby compromising safety in the process. Although we uncovered no evidence to support these particular allegations, our investigation did reveal the extent to which any utility in the latter stages of constructing a nuclear plant (and afterwards) comes under diverse and often competing financial pressures from a variety of directions—the IRS, the State's public utility commission (PUC), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), local ratepayers' organizations, the company's own shareholders, and of course the NRC. Few of these pressures arise from safety concerns; indeed, many may be counterproductive to safety. Yet there is no coordination between the various agencies involved, and little appreciation by any of them of the pressures generated by the regulatory programs of the others.

During our inquiry, we also found a variety of other factors—regulatory and contractual, as well as financial—that may work as unintended disincentives to safety. The common characteristic of these factors is that they do not appear, at first blush, to have any adverse effect on safety, nor are they supposed to have such an effect. Their impact is more subtle.

The length of time consumed by the NRC's license review process may in itself create disincentives to innovation in safety. From initial application to plant startup may take 10 years or more. The more time an applicant must spend in the administrative process, beyond that which is necessary to build a plant, the greater the applicant's cost. There is, therefore, a recognized incentive for the applicant, if he cannot shorten the process, at least not to contribute to lengthening it.

One way an applicant may cause delay in the review process and thus increase its cost is to make design changes or other innovations, including those that would ensure greater safety. By injecting these new elements into the license review process in midcourse, the applicant runs the very real risk that the NRC will lengthen the process as it undertakes to review the innovations. The same is true with respect to any incremental safety changes the vendor may consider making, as we mention below.

NRC reporting requirements also appear to have created disincentives to safety. When a licensee, supplier, or architect-engineer identifies a "substantial safety hazard," NRC regulations require that he report it. The NRC has provided little guidance on the definition of "substantial." But when a report is made, NRC usually conducts a lengthy examination, sometimes including a hearing, and may ultimately impose civil penalties. On occasion, a number of plants have been ordered closed down pending the resolution of the problem raised.

The time consumed by this administrative activity, in addition to the prospect of a fine, may cause those who have a legal reporting obligation to conclude that identifying and dealing with safety issues, particularly those that seem relatively unimportant, is "more trouble than it is worth." In addition, these parties know that filing a report will
likely cause others with whom they do business to become enmeshed in the administrative process. Thus, those in the best position to identify safety concerns may simply stop looking for them and raise them only when they feel it is absolutely necessary to do so.

Within the NRC, complacency has created a climate in which the pursuit by an individual employee of concerns regarding the safety of systems or hardware that the staff has previously concluded was safe is discouraged. Indeed, it appears well understood by the staff that assertion of safety concerns, particularly those that may be controversial, is most unlikely to advance one's career and is far more likely to result in stigmatization. In short, at the NRC "whistle blowing" and "rocking the boat" are likely to lead to "career paralysis." NRC appears to have taken some measures to ensure that expression of concern about safety from within the agency's ranks is not stifled. We believe, however, that increased and sustained effort is necessary to encourage expressions of legitimate dissent.

Financial disincentives to safety, probably not apparent to the casual observer, can arise both from Government regulation and the relations between private parties in the industry. Actions by commissions that regulate rates can create important financial disincentives. (State PUCs regulate retail rates, and FERC regulates wholesale rates.) For example, utilities are permitted to include interest costs prior to operation among capital costs in their rate base. However, part of those costs may be disallowed by FERC if it concludes that the construction and preoperational period took too long. Thus, utilities, to minimize financial risk, may rush through preoperational testing at the risk of safety.

Rate commission policies may also discourage a utility from adding safety features which are not "required by NRC." Such "extras" may be regarded as "goldplating" and their cost may not be permitted as part of the rate base on the theory that, because the NRC did not require them, they are unnecessary. A utility may also be reluctant to install a "safer" subsystem than the existing one in a plant already in operation because of a concern that the cost will not be approved by the commissions for inclusion in the rate base. The theory of excluding such costs is that the licensee should have made the change during the construction phase when the incremental cost would have been much less. Similarly, when a utility makes a safety improvement which causes temporary shutdown or reduction in power production at the plant, it faces another cost-for replacement power-that it may not be able either to pass on directly to consumers or to recover by addition to its rate base.

Income tax regulations may also create disincentives to safety. It is in the financial interest of the utility to place a plant in operation by the end of a taxable year (possibly by taking shortcuts that could affect safety) because it will be able to claim depreciation for the last 6 months of that year even if it only began operation on the last day of its taxable year. Until recently, the utility was also able to claim an investment tax credit on the cost of all qualifying equipment in the year it was placed in operation, regardless of whether it was placed in operation on the last day. This policy provided an even greater incentive to begin operations by yearend. (The regulation now has been changed to permit investment tax credit on expenditures actually made during a calendar year, even though the equipment has not yet been placed in operation.)
In the contractual relationship between vendors and utilities, there is a disincentive for a vendor to stress the importance of an improvement during construction, lest it be required under a fixed-price contract with the utility to pay for the change as part of a "licensable plant." Similarly, after construction is complete, the vendor may shrink from identifying design deficiencies for fear that the NRC will require a "fix" to be backfitted into existing plants of the same design, either costing the vendor additional money or, if the utilities end up paying, the antagonism of its customers. Similarly, a utility may risk the antagonism of its vendor if it identifies a deficiency and NRC ultimately requires the vendor to backfit it other plants it has sold previously.

The financial aspects of nuclear safety are ordinarily discussed as if there were a simple tradeoff between dollars and safety. We certainly do not mean to suggest that there is no such relationship or tension, but we have found that the situation is considerably more complex than it might seem to be. Certain policies or actions that are not explicitly recognized as affecting the balance of cost and safety nevertheless have that effect.

To deal with some of the financial disincentives to safety, the NRC will have to become more aware of the relationship between the business and technical sides of the utility. Once again, it will have to be more conscious of utility management. We suggest that consideration should be given to an expanded financial analysis of utility licensees so that the NRC might be alerted when financial pressures combine to affect safety. At the same time, the agency needs to improve its method of notifying other regulatory bodies of the effect their regulatory programs have on the overall safety of nuclear plants.
The Three Mile Island accident that began at 4:00 a.m. on March 28, 1979, ended about a week later. The 9 months since the accident have passed with surprisingly little change.

The TMI-2 reactor sits almost as its harassed crew finally stabilized it on the evening of March 28. Water is circulating through and around the devastated core by natural circulation; the reactor coolant pump has been turned off. The radioactive decay heat is carried away to the tall steam generators by the slow flow. In the secondary system, gentle boiling in the steam generator sends that heat to the condenser in steam so low in pressure that it is almost cool.

Cleanup plans and efforts are mired in prolonged debate. The auxiliary building is slowly being cleaned up; the wastewater outside containment is finally being purified. A camera has been introduced to the inside of the reactor containment building. This long unseen space, where fiercely radioactive gas billowed and hydrogen burned during the course of the accident, appears on the video screen, still, shiny, dripping with humidity like a robot rain forest. TMI-2 seems suspended in time, still waiting to be opened, to be cleaned, or repaired, or torn down.

Since March the agency that licensed TMI-2, the NRC, has been almost totally absorbed by this event. Special inquiries have been conducted in the agency, for the agency, and of the agency to discover the causes and the meaning of the TMI accident. The NRC’s inspection staff investigated the accident and published a report in August. The NRC licensing staff has sought lessons to be learned from these events and published two reports, one in July and one in October. President Carter appointed a special Presidential Commission to investigate the accident, which published its report in October. The NRC published its views and analysis of the Kemeny Commission recommendations in November. The NRC inspection staff developed its own lessons to be learned and made another separate report in December. The nuclear power industry has responded to the TMI accident as well. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has investigated the TMI accident and made its report. The Congress and the Commonwealth have investigated. President Carter has evaluated the report of the Kemeny Commission and announced his intentions.

This special inquiry into the TMI accident has now drawn to an end too. Like the others, it is focused on the last week of March 1979 and the years of experience in nuclear power that preceded it. But we would be shortsighted if we treated the matter as if nothing had changed since the accident. Let us examine the events since then to look for change.

In this view looking northeast over the island, the cooling towers and containment building of Unit 2 are nearest the camera.
HAVE METROPOLITAN EDISON AND GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CHANGED?

A recovery organization was established on April 3 by GPU to direct and oversee the shutdown and cleanup activities at TMI. This organization draws heavily on the Met Ed staff at Reading, Pennsylvania, and the GPUSC staff at Mountain Lakes, New Jersey. The recovery organization is located at the site; Robert Arnold, Vice President of GPUSC, was named to head this recovery group. John Herbein, Vice President of Met Ed, now reports to Arnold and is in charge of the restart organization for TMI-1. Gary Miller, the TMI Station Manager, is working for Herbein.

In the aftermath of the TMI accident, Walter Creitz, the President of Met Ed, has resigned. James Seelinger and Joseph Logan, the unit superintendents of Unit 1 and Unit 2 respectively, have also left.

Unit 1 at TMI had just been refueled and was getting ready for startup on March 28. It has not been run since; it is being kept out of service by the NRC until changes are completed in hardware, procedures, and operator training. In addition, a public hearing will be held on the TMI-1 restart. Met Ed projects completion of the changes needed by June 1, 1980. The hearing process is expected to be the controlling factor for the future of the unit.

The NRC has proposed to fine Met Ed $155,000 for violations of regulatory requirements; Met Ed is appealing. The cost of cleanup and repair of Unit 2 has been estimated to be about $400 million over a 4- or 5-year period. The cost of replacement power for Unit 2 alone will probably approach $1 billion during that period. The New York Stock Exchange price for GPU common stock dropped by more than half after the accident to a low of $7; it is now trading at about $8 a share.

There have obviously been substantial changes in GPU and Met Ed. It is still too early to judge the impact of these changes.

HAS THE INDUSTRY CHANGED?

The industry evaluation of the TMI accident has been fairly rapid. The EPRI report found the same causes for the accident that were found by other investigators. The human failures have been recognized and the approach being developed to deal with them is a pooling of industry expertise. Four industry groups announced plans on June 28, 1979, for a national institute to establish benchmarks for excellence in nuclear power programs-the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). In August a discussion paper by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) further delineated the charter for INPO. From that paper, confirmed by subsequent discussions, it appears that INPO will:

- Establish industrywide benchmarks for excellence in the management and operation of nuclear powerplants.
- Conduct independent evaluations to determine that the benchmarks are being met.
- Review nuclear power operating experience for analysis and feedback to the utilities. Incorporate lessons learned into training programs. Coordinate information reporting and analysis with other organizations.
• Establish educational and training requirements for operations and maintenance personnel and develop screening and performance measurement systems.
• Accredit training programs and certify instructors.
• Conduct seminars and generic training for various utility employees, including instructors, utility executives, and upper management, to ensure quality in the operation of nuclear power programs.
• Perform studies and analyses to support development of criteria for operation, for training, and for the human factors aspects of design and operation.
• Provide emergency preparedness coordination for the nuclear utility industry.
• Exchange information and experience with operators of nuclear powerplants in other countries.

All of these activities combined can go to the root of the utility part of the problem for nuclear powerplant operations. They promise a degree of self-policing in the industry that alone might ensure the protection of the health and safety of the public. But they promise; they do not ensure.

HAS THE NRC CHANGED?

The NRC stands shaken by the events of these 9 months. The chairman of the Commission has been moved aside and the executive director for operations has announced his resignation. All of the preceding investigations, reports, and resulting and related actions have wrought change in the NRC and the way it operates. Most recently, the NRC staff has presented to the Commission a massive Draft Action Plan for implementing recommendations of the President's Commission and other studies of the TMI-2 accident.

IE'S INVESTIGATION OF TMI

The initial NRC investigation into the TMI accident was prompted and driven by the requirement imposed on the Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) to enforce the NRC's regulations. The inspection staff recognized that an enforcement investigation such as this would necessarily be of much narrower scope than the overall review this accident merited. The IE staff tried to separate actions where Met Ed could be held clearly responsible from those where NRC influence was significant. They did this by confining their enforcement investigation to the early phase of the accident. Their investigation chronicled the detailed sequence of events over the first 16 hours and concluded that the proximate cause of the accident was operator error. Because of the limitations placed on it, it did not explore the deeper reasons for the accident.

When the report was published under the title "Investigation into the March 28 1979 Three Mile Island Accident by Office of Inspection and Enforcement," many thought it was the definitive report on the accident and were disturbed to find such a narrow report.

NRR LESSONS LEARNED REPORTS

The two reports by the "Lessons Learned" task force represent what appears to us to be the first measured attempt by the NRC staff to look for the lessons from the TMI
accident. In the first of these Lessons Learned reports, the NRC staff came up with twenty-three specific short-term recommendations, all related to specific aspects of the TMI accident. They addressed such matters as improved plant staffing, better operating procedures, better instrumentation, and so on. As constructive as these individual recommendations were, they did not go to the root of the problem.

The report took note of this and outlined further indepth work for the Lessons Learned group with respect to the licensing process itself, the general safety criteria and design requirements used for plants, and the role of the operators and the NRC in accident response. Even so, it is noteworthy that this Lessons Learned group clearly limited its attentions to specific reactor licensing problems. No one apparently even considered issues broader than reactor licensing specifics-issues such as the safety philosophy of the agency and its management problems.

Nevertheless, the second Lessons Learned report went beyond the narrow definition of its charter. The Lessons Learned group recognized the need for a clear policy basis for reactor regulation and recommended "the exposition by the Commission of clear subjective criteria defining the safety goal of nuclear power plant regulation [and] to supplement [these] with quantitative criteria where possible...." The reactor licensing staff does not suggest proposing these needed criteria to the Commission for adoption, but looks to have them handed down.

**NRC RESPONSE TO THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION**

When the President's Commission made its report at the end of October, the NRC was stung by some of the most severe criticism of a Government agency ever leveled by a Presidential Commission. At the request of the President, the NRC furnished the agency's response to these criticisms in a letter to Dr. Frank Press, the President's Science Advisor, on November 9, 1979. In that letter and its attachments, the NRC enumerated many things it was doing or planning to do to respond to the criticisms of the President's Commission. In its response, the NRC provided many reassurances based on its recent activities in licensing reform and expressed hope based on developing industry actions.

The NRC's reassurances sounded the least persuasive when they dealt with the management problems of the agency itself. By a 4-to-1 margin, the Commission rejected the idea of a single administrator and proposed that management effectiveness could be achieved by modest legislative action and modification of internal NRC practices and procedures. The Commission went on to name the many specific actions the Commission has under consideration. The management structure which hadn't worked well before TMI would now police itself.

**IE'S LESSONS LEARNED**

A third report of lessons learned, this time by the IE office of NRC, was published in mid-December of 1979. It evaluated, in some detail, TMI-related issues from two aspects: how the accident could have been prevented and how the office response to the accident could have been improved. This report expressed the belief "that maximum technical competence should be readily available at all levels in the licensee's organization and in all levels of contractor organizations." The report "also
sees the need for the highest level of technical competence at all levels within NRC and within IE." The report thus sets a standard for the industry and for the NRC measured only by superlatives.

This same report found that "the IE inspection program was ineffective in certain preventive areas" and could say no better than that they "did not find that the IE response to the TMI accident was ineffective." This mismatch between a superlative standard and a mediocre performance culminated in the following statement: "[we have] performed this review and made [a] relatively large number of recommendations with candor. [We] believe with equal candor that the IE program is, in general, soundly based and has been, to a large extent, adequately implemented." The NRC group that brought us the term "mind set" in the context of TMI betrays it here.

THE TMI ACTION PLAN

The NRC staff and the Commission are now immersed in the development of the agency-wide action plan referred to earlier. In this process, we do not see a closely knit team forging plans for action. We see instead a task force of staff members drawn from different offices-detailed to work for a lame duck executive director for operations-that is trying to negotiate with each NRC program office and periodically leads a mass pilgrimage to the Commission offices to discuss the action plan with the Commission.

If ever an argument is needed to convince someone of the lack of management in the NRC, one need only attend one of these Commission meetings. The Commission repeatedly insists that it is not deciding, but only taking every matter under advisement. The staff flounders to find a format for the plan that might be acceptable to this enigmatic collegium that is supposed to lead the agency. This is not management in any conventional sense. It appears that the structural problems in the NRC's management persist in the wake of TMI.

THE PRESIDENT'S ACTION

On December 7, 1979, President Carter outlined his response to the advice of the special commission he appointed to investigate TMI. He announced his intention to send a reorganization plan for NRC to Congress. He transferred the chairmanship of the NRC from Dr. Joseph Hendrie to Dr. John Ahearne as an interim measure. He announced that he would appoint a new chairman for the NRC, someone from outside the NRC, as soon as a vacancy occurred. But the President went on to urge the NRC to put its house in order and to complete its work for renewed licensing "as quickly as possible, and in any event no later than six months from today." Apparently the new chairman from the outside is to arrive to preside over a house already in order.

THE PROGNOSIS

With every passing day, TMI draws less attention. The crisis in Iran and ever-increasing oil prices push the nuclear safety question into eclipse. Just as the last major reactor accident, the Brown's Ferry fire, slipped beneath the surface of the sea of daily concerns 4 years ago, so can Three Mile Island join it in the coming years. It will take dogged perseverance in the nuclear industry and in the Government to truly learn the lessons of TMI. We are not reassured by what we see so far.
HISTORY AND CONDUCT OF THE SPECIAL INQUIRY GROUP’S INVESTIGATION

On June 13, 1979, a contract was entered into between the NRC and the Washington, D.C., law firm of Rogovin, Stern & Huge to direct the agency’s special inquiry into the March 28, 1979, accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear powerplant in Pennsylvania. The contract provided that the firm would be accorded full independence in supervising the inquiry, and that the scope of the work should include:

1. The sequence of events during the accident, including, where feasible, an assessment of important alternative sequences; the response of the operating personnel; radioactive releases and exposures; and events at the plant before the accident that might be related to the accident.

2. The history of the NRC review of the utility's application for a license to operate Three Mile Island No. 2; NRC license conditions on TMI-2 operations, including technical specifications; the operating and inspection history at TMI-2; the operating inspection histories of other Babcock & Wilcox plants, focused on any indications of the types of problems that arise in the TMI-2 accident; a summary of NRC past considerations of such problems; the extent to which financial or tax considerations influenced conditions in the plant in any way that might have contributed to the accident; and any other precursor events or analyses relevant to the accident.

3. The susceptibility of Babcock & Wilcox plants to accidents; unique features of TMI-2 that may have increased or decreased the severity of the accident; and other design effects related to the TMI-2 accident.

4. TMI-2 operations, including training and qualifications of personnel, operating personnel, operating procedures and management overview, and technical support to operating personnel and management.

5. Emergency planning and response to the TMI-2 accident by the utility, other utilities and utility groups, and industrial organizations, including coordination with NRC and other Federal, State, and local officials, and assessment and dissemination of information.

6. Emergency planning by, and emergency response plans approved by, the NRC; actual emergency response to the accident by NRC, including staff, ACRS and commissioners, on site and at headquarters; NRC coordination with Federal, State, and local officials, the utility, industry sources, and the national laboratories; NRC assessment and dissemination of information; and communications and chain of command within NRC.

The Special Inquiry Group was also charged in the contract to assess the implications of the accident (including design of the facility, operations, regulatory...
actions, and emergency preparedness) for other nuclear powerplants and to identify areas where further study is recommended.

In order to carry out this work, the Special Inquiry Group was divided into the following separate Task Groups:

Special Inquiry Staff

*Mitchell Rogovin, Esq., Director
*George T. Frampton, Jr., Esq., Deputy Director
E. Kevin Cornell, Ph.D., Executive Staff Director
Richard C. DeYoung, Deputy Executive Staff Director
Robert Budnitz, Ph.D., Technical Coordinator
Patricia Norry, Administrative Coordinator

Task Groups
1. Preaccident background
   Leader: William Parler, Esq. Thomas Cox
   Frederick Hebdon Harold Ornstein, Ph.D.
   Wayne Lanning David Evans, Esq.
   David Gamble

2. Description of accident sequence-reactor plant performance
   Leader: William Johnston, Ph.D. Marion Picklesimer, Ph.D.
   Mark Cunningham Evangelos Marinos
   Gordon Chipman

3. Description of accident sequence-radioactive releases and exposures
   Leader: Frank Miraglia Ronald Bellamy, Ph.D.
   Shlomo Yaniv, Ph.D. Lewis Battist, Ph.D.
   Oliver Lynch Paul Murray

4. Emergency response of the utility
   Leader: Ronald Haynes Hartmut Schierling
   Dennis Allison William Foster
   Harry North James Creswell
   James Snell Jacque Durr

5. Emergency response of the NRC
   Leader: Robert Bernero George Rivenbark
   Joseph Scinto, Esq. Peter Sicilia
   Ralph G. Page

6. Emergency response of Federal and State agencies
   Leader: Malcolm Ernst Robert Schamberger, Ph.D.
   Lawrence Crocker Donovan Smith
   Frederick Herr Donald Cleary

Information Services
   Leader: Richard Hartfield Lawrence Vandenberg
   Myrna Steele Deborah Hodges
Outside Consultants

Early in the course of the inquiry, a decision was made to arrange for a number of outside experts to serve on review panels in each of the principal areas of investigation, reporting directly to Mr. Rogovin. These panels were assembled for two reasons: (1) to ensure that the inquiry would have the benefit of as much expert advice and perspective as possible; and (2) to provide a further measure of credibility to the inquiry's independence.

Each of the panels met with the director, deputy director, and inquiry staff for several days early in the inquiry to examine our work plans, and again near the end of the project, in 2-day sessions each, to comment on draft sections of the final report. Typically, the meetings were not limited to the designated substantive areas of the individual panels but ranged over substantial portions of the work of the inquiry. Each consultant also reviewed and responded in detail to a draft of our conclusions and recommendations.

The five panels and their memberships are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accident Sequence and Severity</td>
<td>G. Minor, MHB Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W. Owen, Duke Power Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Levenson, EPRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. Brockett, Intermountain Tech.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To supplement the work of the Special Inquiry Group itself, several contracts were let by the Group to outside research organizations. Additional work was also done for the Group by the NRC’s Office of Nuclear Reactor Research (RES), and through RES by national laboratories.

Support from RES consisted mainly of technical analyses using advanced, computer-based engineering models of the TMI-2 reactor system, and performed by national laboratory and contractor personnel. The efforts were as follows:

**Sandia Laboratories**-analyses of the early parts of the accident, emphasizing the sequence of events, thermal-hydraulics behavior and chemical properties of the core, and interpretation of the events in terms of scenarios.

**Battelle Columbus Laboratories**--analyses of chemical properties and thermal-hydraulics of the reactor extending through the first 16 hours, covering alternative scenarios as well as the actual sequence of events.

**Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory**-thermal-hydraulic analyses using advanced engineering codes to study behavior of the reactor system during the early phases of the accident.

**Members of the RES** staff-analyses of the behavior of the TMI-2 core during the critical boiloff period.

The contracts monitored directly by the special inquiry staff, or followed closely by it, were the following:
**National Academy of Public Administration**-evaluation of alternatives for Government organizational situations or actions in crisis management.

**Essex Corporation**-studies and analyses of the human factors aspects of the TMI-2 accident, including operator procedures and training, control room design, and other human factors issues.

**Mountain West Research, Inc.**---study evaluating the accident's socioeconomic impact on the population in the TMI area. The results of this study and those of other organizations were incorporated into the Special Inquiry Group's report.

**CONDUCT OF INQUIRY**

Concurrently with the Special Inquiry Group's investigation, two major efforts were being pursued by the NRC staff. The first was the enforcement investigation conducted by the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), which was intended:

- To establish, in a comprehensive manner, the facts covering the events of the TMI accident during the first 16 hours of the accident (first 2-1/2 days in the case of radiation protection actions); and
- To evaluate the performance of the licensee in connection with the TMI accident as a basis for corrective action or enforcement action as appropriate.

The investigation culminated in a comprehensive report (NUREG 0600) dated August 1979.

In addition, the office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) produced reports on Lessons Learned, both short- and long-term. The former dealt with short-term actions to be taken on operating plants and on pending licensing applications-actions that are now being implemented. The latter report focuses on safety questions of a more fundamental policy nature concerning plant operations, design, and the regulatory process.

The work of these groups was analyzed and in some parts utilized by the Special Inquiry Group in conducting its own investigation.

In addition, the Group had a cooperative relationship with the staff of the President's Commission, who were focusing on many of the same areas of investigation. With their permission, and by arrangement with Metropolitan Edison, Babcock & Wilcox, and the NRC, the Special Inquiry Group obtained copies of transcripts of all the depositions taken by the President's Commission of employees of these three organizations as soon as the transcripts were prepared. Both the Special Inquiry Group and the President's Commission, however, recognized the value of producing independent reports.

In the original planning of the inquiry, it was contemplated that about 100 people would be formally deposed under oath, and that information from others could be obtained either by using their statements to other investigators or by conducting informal interviews. However, as the inquiry progressed, it was decided that formal depositions would be required of many more witnesses, and a total of more than 270 sworn depositions were conducted. The use of informal interviews was limited to those people whose role did not have a direct bearing on the accident or its aftermath.
INFORMAL VISITS AND MEETINGS

Utilities, reactor manufacturers, and architect-engineer firms have special insights and perspectives that were of interest to the Special Inquiry Group. Although time and manpower limitations prohibited indepth interviews of a large number of such organizations, day-long meetings were held with senior management representatives from the three light-water reactor manufacturers not directly associated with the TMI-2 plant, representatives from two architect-engineer firms with extensive experience in the nuclear field, and with representatives of the Electric Power Research Institute. Their informal, off-the-record views were most helpful.

In addition, interviews were arranged with the members of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, with a group of representatives from several utilities, and with representatives of several public interest groups.
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

To call the nuclear power industry the "stepchild" of the Federal Government recognizes the continuing relationship between the two. They are almost blood relatives. The Government played an important role in the development of the industry, nurtured it to commercial usage, occasionally attempted to discipline it, and is now faced with a classic dilemma of adolescence: Is the industry-child too "grown-up" to be parented; or too critically dangerous to be left to its own devices?

Even today, most people equate nuclear energy with the atomic bomb. The U.S. nuclear industry can directly trace its development back to 1942, when the Manhattan Engineering District (MED)-the Manhattan Project-was formed. One of its first endeavors was to demonstrate a controlled chain reaction, which a group led by Enrico Fermi accomplished on a squash court at the University of Chicago on December 2, 1942.

Fermi said that the scientists involved in the Manhattan Project were all anxious to see the development of the "peaceful aspects of atomic energy" upon the war's end. Indeed, 2 years before Hiroshima, the MED scientists had produced five concepts for reactors (a term borrowed, incidentally, from the chemical industry; the original word was "pile").

By 1946, MED had built the first peacetime reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. A team of Navy experts assigned to study the potential of a nuclear propulsion system for submarines included, and would later be propelled by, a cantankerous captain named Hyman G. Rickover. The drive for development of the submarine system that would enable submarines to travel submerged would play a major role in the development of the nuclear industry.

With the war's end, the future of nuclear energy became a concern of Congress. Although many people were talking of "peaceful" uses of the atom, the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 struck its lot with military development under civilian control. The Act looked toward peaceful applications of atomic power, but for the immediate future, the Act continued the Federal Government's monopoly on nuclear material and know-how. The Act also converted the Manhattan Engineering District into the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).

The new AEC continued the work being done in reactor development behind high fences in remote places at the national laboratories. Although the AEC was busy concentrating the Nation’s nuclear stockpile through the Cold War, in 1951 an experimental "breeder reactor" (so-called because it actually creates more nuclear fuel than it consumes) was connected to a generator on the southern Idaho desert, and, for the first time, produced kilowatt levels of electricity from a nuclear reactor.
Meanwhile, under the adamant prodding of Captain Rickover, the Navy was proceeding rapidly toward a nuclear propulsion program. In 1948, Rickover set a launch date-January 1, 1955-for a nuclear-powered submarine, the USS Nautilus, and missed only by 17 days with the launching of the USS Nautilus on January 17, 1955. Insistent on the need for a smaller power unit for his underwater vessels, Rickover drove the scientists to develop a workable pressurized-water reactor (PWR).

Beyond this, the admiral had Westinghouse—the builder of the PWR for the submarines—begin work on a larger version for surface ships, such as aircraft carriers, in 1952.

The ability of the Navy to translate theory into working reality encouraged the traditionally conservative electric utility industry to test the waters. In 1950, the presidents of the Detroit Edison electric utility and Dow Chemical, as well as the president of Monsanto Chemical Company, proposed to the AEC that American industry "design, construct and operate ... atomic power plants with its own capital." The AEC agreed and 25 companies joined in a study of the feasibility of such development. Their report pointedly concluded that the capital costs were prohibitive for industry alone to assume the burden.

The chief hurdle to major nonmilitary applications of nuclear energy at that time was not technology, but one of economics and law—the bottom line. That is, utilities were unlikely to risk capital in financing nuclear plants without subsidies from the Government and greater access to nuclear material than the Act of 1946 allowed.

In 1953, the Eisenhower Administration canceled Rickover's large surface vessel reactor program for budgetary reasons. And then the AEC (as structured by the Eisenhower Administration) instructed that the large PWR project be rechanneled toward development of a "central generation station"—a powerplant.

Concurrently, the AEC also began a 5-year demonstration project to coax private industry into involvement in the construction of reactors. Five different types of reactors were tested, including the Navy-directed PWR and a boiling-water reactor (BWR) developed at Argonne National Laboratory. The General Electric Company, which had been working for Rickover's nuclear Navy program, was looking for a way to become involved in the commercial side of the industry. GE discarded its liquid-metal reactor and adopted the BWR concept.

Goaded by industry's growing impatience with the Government monopoly of nuclear energy and the slowness of the AEC to promote industrial development, Congress moved to change the 1946 act. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 drastically shifted the focus of Government involvement in nuclear energy. Although national security implications remained important, they were no longer paramount. The stated goal of the 1954 Act was to "encourage widespread participation in development and utilization of atomic energy."

The shift from the 1946 to 1954 Act might be described as the replacement of a Government monopoly system (where industry was involved only as a management tool of Government) to a regulatory system where industry was enabled and encouraged to develop the new technology subject to a licensing system. In giving industry the authority to "use and possess" nuclear material for the first time, the Government at first did not give up its grip on the package. Under a legal restriction written into the
1954 Act, the Government retained title to enriched nuclear material for 10 years and, to this day, retains total control over the complex enrichment facilities that are necessary to produce the fuel crucial to the operation of light-water reactors (LWRs). The Government also has retained the responsibility—which no one else covets at the moment—for solving the problems of high-level radioactive waste disposal.

The revised Atomic Energy Act provided a legal basis for industrial participation, but it did not solve the financial problems of non-Government involvement in nuclear energy. Perceiving this situation, the AEC established a system of subsidies in the 1955-1963 Power Reactor Demonstration Project, in which the utilities assumed the risks of building and operating the plants, while the Government assumed many of the research and development costs for the varying designs.

Proof of the feasibility of centralized commercial generation of electricity from nuclear power came in 1957, when the Shippingport, Pennsylvania, unit of Duquesne Light Company went into operation. Duquesne had won the AEC's 1953 competition for a contract to construct a generating plant centered around the large pressurized-water reactor orphaned by Eisenhower's cut in the Navy budget. This was a demonstration project, the AEC emphasized, and had Admiral Rickover spearhead its development. The cost of electricity from Shippingport was not expected to be competitive with other sources, but only to illustrate the practicality of nuclear electricity generation.

During this time period, the AEC was absorbed with promoting and developing new reactors. The perspective of the industry and AEC was that accidents with these small reactors would be limited and could be dealt with if they happened. Safety design concentrated on protection systems to prevent accidents from happening and was accompanied by a philosophy of placing small LWRs in remote sites and surrounding some of them with a containment so that, in the event of an accident, any fission products would be isolated from the environment.

This view of postaccident mitigation was reflected in the Price-Anderson Act in 1957, which provided insurance for utilities operating nuclear units. The industry had argued, and continues to argue, that this type of Government sharing of risks was necessary to encourage development of the new, dangerous technology. Still, safety as such was not adequately emphasized. The hearings provided for in the 1954 Atomic Energy Act rarely involved intervention or the raising of safety concerns. Nuclear energy was still an arcane pursuit, with a legacy of awe and mystique from World War II. Most of the public seemed content to leave it that way. By the end of the Power Reactor Demonstration Program, the workability of both PWR's and BWR's (the LWR family) had been shown to the industry's satisfaction.

In December, 1963, Jersey Central Power & Light Company (JCPL; part of the present General Public Utilities system that includes Metropolitan Edison) announced that it had entered into a contract with General Electric for the construction of a 515 MWe boiling-water reactor at Oyster Creek, New Jersey. This reactor was the first nuclear unit to be built without a Government subsidy. More significantly, JCPL issued a report justifying its selection of a nuclear unit for the site, claiming that it was economically superior to other forms of generation.

The JCPL decision got things moving. Oyster Creek was the first of 13 "turnkey" projects built by GE and Westinghouse for various utilities. The vendors (as GE and
Westinghouse were called) agreed under these contracts to complete an entire operating nuclear powerplant for a utility at a fixed cost, to be adjusted only for the effects of inflation. Besides reflecting the optimism of the vendor side of the industry, this turnkey approach removed some of the burden of initial risk from the utilities, and eased their entry into the new technology.

Twenty-seven other plants were ordered in approximately the same time period; these plants would not be contracted on the turnkey principle. There were numerous vendors in the nuclear equipment field in addition to Westinghouse and GE (although those two were, and remain, the largest); among these were Combustion Engineering, Babcock & Wilcox, Allis Chalmers, and several smaller manufacturers.

Beginning in 1963, the rapid expansion in orders for nuclear plants placed considerable strain on the AEC. The development of the boom was due to the increased size of light-water reactors. While LWRs had always been relatively small (as compared to units that did not use enriched fuel, such as in the Canadian system), that compactness was tailored largely to the early needs of the Navy. Submarine-sized reactors are not practical for central generating stations. Now they were rolling with bigger and bigger reactors. What had been 175-MW reactors in 1960 (Yankee Rowe), grew to 575 MW in 1962 (Connecticut Yankee) and 1,000 MW in 1966 (Brown's Ferry). Although that swift progression may have made the units more economical, it also raised safety issues that had not been important when dealing with smaller reactors.

At the same time, utilities were pressing the AEC to allow siting closer to major load centers (such as cities and factories) to minimize transmission costs and power losses. The industry wanted a "streamlined" licensing process to reduce the lengthening lag time between application for permits and licensing, and actual issuance. All of these industry demands were made in the name of keeping nuclear energy competitive with generation from other fuel sources. In the promotional atmosphere of the AEC, such arguments had appeal. The AEC accepted proposals to site close to cities, such as at Indian Point, above New York City, but gagged at a proposal for a large plant in the middle of that city's borough of Queens.

By 1966-1967, however, some major reassessments were taking place within the AEC. A 1967 report on the proposed 1,000-MW units concluded convincingly that a containment system alone would not prevent the emission of radioactive material in the event of a core meltdown-the most serious accident postulated in a reactor. The result was a drastic shift in AEC regulation-avoid from only preventing accidents and toward complex ways to mitigate the consequences of accidents as well. The AEC began requiring that the new, larger units include quality assurance programs, redundancy of critical equipment, the addition of an Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS), and other measures-as well as retaining the existing containment approach. There was a tradeoff in the new requirements: closer siting would be allowed, on the demonstration that engineering fixes had been installed to ensure the safety of the larger population.

Nonetheless, with 30 units ordered, 1967 was a boom year for the industry. Nor did the new safety requirements deter orders. As the 1963 units came on line and utilities studied the low-cost power available from a nuclear unit, the demand for them jumped. Ninety-one units were ordered in 1969 and 160 by the end of 1972.
But the easy, nonabrasive days of Government-industry relationships began to draw to a close as the activism generated by the Vietnam War began to seep into the nuclear energy issue. Aided by the 1971 Calvert Cliffs decision, which imposed environmental responsibilities on the AEC, and by the Government's liberal intervention policies, intervenors began challenging the ability of utilities to build safe, environmentally sound nuclear plants. This challenge perhaps reached its peak in the heavily publicized debate over the Midland, Michigan, nuclear powerplant, which applied for its construction permit in 1968 and in 1979 remained in early stages of construction.

The old issue of a "conflict of interest" between the AEC's promotional and regulatory roles finally impressed both the Nixon Administration and Congress. In 1974, the Energy Reorganization Act split the AEC into the Energy Research and Development Administration (the promotional side) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE), an old friend of the industry and AEC in Congress, was also disbanded.

The stepchild relationship of the Government and industry was somewhat altered by all of this. Although it inherited many AEC regulatory personnel, the NRC was dedicated to an increasingly strict system of regulation of the industry. The days of riding point for the industry were virtually over, except for an informal legacy of partnership which persisted at the staff level.

The 1970's have not held up to the promise for the industry that prevailed in the 1960's and, to an extent, the 1950's. Although the industry believes the technology is sound, legal and economic constraints are once again limiting its development. The increasing regulatory demands of the NRC and the various State governments are forcing utilities and vendors to add costly new equipment and procedures. Further, it is alleged that intervenors have lengthened the time necessary to obtain a license by raising costly court challenges. Economically, tight capital markets and construction cost overruns have made the larger, more expensive nuclear plant less competitive with other types of generation. A decline in electric consumption growth followed the 1973 oil embargo, sometimes invalidating the huge baseload capacity of many planned nuclear units. Scores of orders have been canceled.

It was this environment of deep uncertainty throughout the industry in which the accident at TMI-2 occurred.
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